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Abstract
The discovery of semiconducting polymers opened the way for the development of the
organic electronics with the emergence of new applications such as Organic LightEmitting Diodes (OLEDs), Organic Field-Effect Transistors (OFETs), Organic
Photovoltaics (OPVs), sensors for gases and biosensors among others. Moreover, the
high demand of making smaller electronic devices has allowed the development of
sophisticated nanostructuring methods such as soft lithography, nanoimprinting
lithography and electron-beam lithography which can achieve sub-100 nm patterns.
In recent years, patterning methods have been successfully employed to improve the
efficiency of Organic Solar Cells (OSC). A typical organic solar cell consists of a donor
material, which is usually a semiconducting polymer blended with an acceptor material
such as fullerene derivatives. However, efficiency of OSC is still very low in
comparison with conventional silicon-based solar cells. One of the reasons is due to the
very short diffusion length of the excitons, in the order of tens of nm, which is much
shorter than the distance between donor-acceptor materials in a standard organic solar
cell and thus facilitates the charge recombination. Moreover, lithography methods have
been used to generate patterned surfaces limiting the distance between the donor and the
acceptor materials as well as for improving the light absorption since they may act as
light trapping systems.
Nanostructuring by laser techniques can be considered as an alternative approach to the
conventional patterning methods based on optical lithography. In particular, the direct
laser illumination of a material surface can lead to the formation of the so-called LaserInduced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS). LIPSS in the form of ripples develop on
the material surface as a result of irradiation with a linearly polarized laser beam in such
a way that the interference between the incoming and the surface scattered waves causes
a heterogeneous intensity distribution, which together with a feedback mechanism,
results in the enhancement of the modulation intensity. The period of the ripples
depends basically on the laser wavelength. LIPSS have been observed on thin polymer
films by varying both pulse duration ranging from nano- to femtoseconds and laser
wavelengths from the IR to the UV spectral regions.
iii

This Thesis work evaluates the possibility of fabricating LIPSS on conjugated polymers
and the incorporation of such nanostructured films in photovoltaics. In particular the
main general objectives of this Thesis work are the following:

•

To investigate the physical properties of semiconducting polymers under
confinement.

•

Fabrication and characterization of Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures
(LIPSS).

•

Applicability of nanostructured semiconducting polymers in organic photovoltaics.

This Thesis is divided into 6 chapters. In Chapter 1 general aspects of polymer materials
and in particular of conjugated polymers are included, as well as the basis of the
fabrication of LIPSS. Finally general aspects of organic solar cells are also included in
this chapter. In Chapter 2 the materials studied in this Thesis, the methods used for the
preparation of samples and the experimental techniques used for characterizing,
nanostructuring and the study of properties are presented. In Chapter 3 the investigation
of confinement and phase separation in thin films of immiscible blends of conjugated
polymers and the influence in their electrical properties at nanometer scale are
presented. Chapter 4 reports the results obtained on the preparation and characterization
of LIPSS in conjugated polymers. Optimal conditions for LIPSS formation are given in
this chapter for the different conjugated polymers and blends. In addition, the
preparation of LIPSS in a polymer/fullerene blend and the study of the phase separation
by Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering (RSoXS) are described in this chapter. The results
obtained from the in situ monitoring by Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray
Scattering (GISAXS) of the LIPSS formation are also shown and discussed. In
Chapter 5 the incorporation of LIPSS in the active layer of solar cells devices is
presented. Finally, in Chapter 6, the conclusions are pointed out.
The main conclusions of this work are that LIPSS can be formed on conjugated
polymers and their blends with other conjugated polymers or with fullerene derivatives.
The dimensions of the obtained nanostructures can be controlled by changing the laser
parameters of irradiation and the results obtained shown that there is a weak impact on
the chemical stability of the nanostructured polymer material. Furthermore, by
irradiation in vacuum, the effects are negligible. The characterization of the electrical
properties of the substrates with LIPSS shows that they exhibit a heterogeneous
iv

conductivity alternating conductive and non-conductive regions. Finally, LIPSS have
been successfully incorporated in active layers of organic solar cells, which suggest that
LIPSS could be a compatible technology with organic photovoltaic devices.

v

Resumen
El descubrimiento de los polímeros semiconductores en el año 1977 ha dado lugar al
desarrollo de la electrónica basada en materiales orgánicos con la eclosión de nuevas
aplicaciones como los diodos emisores de luz (OLEDs), los transistores orgánicos de
efecto de campo (OFETs), las células solares orgánicas (OPVs), los sensores de gases o
biosensores entre otras. Por otra parte, la alta demanda por la continua miniaturización
de los dispositivos electrónicos ha permitido el desarrollo de métodos de
nanoestructuración sofisticados tales como la litografía blanda, litografía por nano
impresión y litografía por haz de electrones con los cuales se pueden alcanzar
impresiones con patrones de menos de 100 nm.
En los últimos años, los métodos de estructurado han sido empleados con éxito para
mejorar la eficiencia de células solares orgánicas. Una capa activa típica está formada
por un material dador de electrones, el cual suele ser un polímero semiconductor
mezclado con un material aceptor de electrones, como por ejemplo los derivados de
fulerenos. Sin embargo, la eficiencia de las células orgánicas es todavía muy baja en
comparación con las celdas solares de silicio, en parte debido a la corta distancia de
difusión de los excitones, que es mucho más pequeña que la distancia entre dador y el
aceptor en una célula solar estándar. Esto facilita la recombinación de los excitones
limitando la transferencia de carga desde el dador al aceptor. Por lo tanto, los métodos
litográficos han sido aplicados para generar superficies nanoestructuradas en las cuales
es posible disminuir la distancia entre el dador y el aceptor. Además, se han utilizado
para mejorar la absorción de luz ya que al tener dimensiones de la longitud de onda de
la luz interfieren con ésta de manera que permiten disminuir la cantidad de luz reflejada.
La nanoestructuración mediante técnicas láser puede considerarse una alternativa a los
métodos de nanoestructuración convencionales basados en litografía óptica. La
irradiación directa con un láser sobre la superficie de un material puede dar lugar a la
formación de estructuras periódicas superficiales inducidas por láser (Laser-Induced
Periodic Surface Structures, LIPSS). Las LIPSS en forma de pequeñas ondulaciones se
desarrollan en la superficie de un material como resultado de la irradiación con un haz
láser linealmente polarizado de tal manera que la interferencia entre la onda incidente y
la reflejada en la superficie provoca una distribución de intensidades heterogénea que
junto a un mecanismo de retroalimentación resulta en el aumento de la intensidad de
vii

modulación. La periodicidad de las estructuras básicamente depende de la longitud de
onda de irradiación. Hasta la fecha se han observado LIPSS sobre películas delgadas de
polímero variando tanto la duración del pulso láser, desde nano- a femtosegundos como
la longitud de onda del láser desde el IR al UV.
En esta Tesis, se ha investigado la posibilidad de fabricar LIPSS en películas delgadas
de polímeros conjugados y la incorporación de las películas nanoestructuradas en
células solares orgánicas. En particular, los objetivos principales de esta Tesis son:


Investigar las propiedades físicas de polímeros semiconductores en condiciones de
confinamiento.



Fabricación y caracterización de estructuras superficiales periódicas inducidas por
láser (LIPSS).



Aplicabilidad de polímeros semiconductores nanoestructurados en particular en
celdas solares fotovoltaicas.

La Tesis está dividida en 6 capítulos. En el primero de ellos se introducen brevemente
aspectos generales de los materiales poliméricos y de los polímeros conjugados en
particular, así como los fundamentos de la fabricación de estructuras superficiales
periódicas inducidas por láser. Finalmente en este capítulo se presentan aspectos
generales de las celdas solares orgánicas. En el Capítulo 2 se describen los materiales
utilizados en esta Tesis, así como los métodos usados para la preparación de muestras y
las técnicas experimentales utilizadas para la caracterización, nanoestructuración y
estudio de propiedades. En el Capítulo 3 se presenta el estudio del confinamiento y
separación de fase en películas delgadas de mezclas inmiscibles de polímeros
conjugados, así como su influencia en las propiedades eléctricas a escala nanoscópica.
A continuación, el Capítulo 4 contiene los principales resultados obtenidos sobre la
preparación y caracterización físico-química de las LIPSS en los polímeros descritos en
el Capítulo 2. Las condiciones óptimas para la fabricación de LIPSS tanto en polímeros
como en mezclas polímero/polímero y polímero/fulerenos están recogidas en este
capítulo. Al final del mismo se muestran y discuten los resultados obtenidos sobre la
monitorización de la formación de LIPSS in situ mediante la técnica de dispersión de
rayos-X a ángulos pequeños en geometría de incidencia rasante (Grazing Incidence
Small Angle X-ray Scattering, GISAXS) utilizando radiación sincrotrón. En el
Capítulo 5 se recogen los principales resultados sobre la fabricación de células solares
viii

orgánicas implementando la tecnología LIPSS en la capa activa. Finalmente, en el
Capítulo 6 se recogen las conclusiones derivadas de este trabajo de Tesis doctoral.
Las principales conclusiones de esta Tesis son que se ha conseguido fabricar LIPSS en
polímeros conjugados y sus mezclas con otros polímeros conjugados y con derivados
de fulerenos. Las dimensiones de las películas nanoestructuradas obtenidas pueden ser
controladas cambiando los parámetros de irradiación del láser y los resultados muestran
que la irradiación afecta levemente en la estabilidad química del material
nanoestructurado. Asimismo, irradiando en vacío los efectos son casi insignificantes. La
caracterización de las propiedades eléctricas de las muestras con LIPSS demuestra que
exhiben una conductividad eléctrica heterogénea que alterna regiones conductoras y no
conductoras. Finalmente, se han incorporado las LIPSS a capas activas en células
solares orgánicas, lo que sugiere que LIPSS podría ser una tecnología compatible con la
fabricación de dispositivos fotovoltaicos orgánicos.
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Prologue
Human civilization can be considered to be supported by several pillars which include:
education, communication information, energy and materials. Materials represent one of
the most important preconditions of the quality of life of human society. Indeed,
historians use some typical materials for the characterization of the technological level
distinguishing the stone age, followed by the periods of bronze and iron.1 There is no
doubt that part of the new materials of the future will be either nanostructured or
multicomponent or both.
One possible application of nanotechnology is based on exploiting the properties of
materials associated with their inherent nanostructure. Since the second half of the 20th
century, polymers have become the primary material of mankind thus becoming an
important support of our everyday life. By definition, a polymer is a very big molecule
that contains more than 1000 atoms (up to millions). They are mainly based on the
chemistry of carbon although there are many inorganic polymers, too. Synthetic
polymers complement natural ones such as wood, cellulose, wool, leather, or natural
rubber that have been used by man from the very beginning of civilization. Along the
twentieth century synthetic polymers have made continuously their way to the top. The
production of polymers increases every year and will continue to do so. From the
markets point of view, polymers can be divided into two broad groups: commodities
and specialty polymers. Commodity polymers are produced from a few simple starting
compounds. They are very inexpensive and are used in large amounts. Most widespread
are polyethylene, polypropylene, poly(vinyl chloride), polystyrene and poly(ethylene
terephthalate). These five materials cost less than 1 €/kg and cover more than 80% of
the world production of polymers. In contrast, specialty polymers are made from many
different compounds. They are more costly, but can be tailored for nearly every use.
Consequently, they are employed in traditional applications as well as in high
technology and are often at the base for the continuous progress in air, space, computer
and medical technology. Though prices for specialty polymers are usually still low to
moderate (below 10 €/kg), certain specialties can be more expensive than gold or
diamonds. In addition, the combination of polymer and non-polymer material to give
rise to a new hybrid and composite materials is of great interest because the resulting
systems may show highly improved properties over the starting materials.2
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Polymeric materials, including polymers and composites, are an essential part of the
technological revolution of the information age through their multiple applications
ranging from lithographic masks to electronic connections and packaging. Among
commodity

polymers,

semicrystalline

ones

(polyethylene,

polypropylene

and

poly(ethylene terephthalate)) represent approximately two thirds of the annual
production of synthetic polymers and their preparation has experienced a remarkable
progress with the advent of new techniques of synthesis.
Due to the great length of the molecules of a polymer, the intrinsic structure of
crystallizable polymers is semicrystalline, alternating regions including crystalline and
amorphous phases of thicknesses in the range of nanometers.3 The great versatility in
the mechanical properties of semicrystalline polymers stems from the fact that the
crystalline phase can provide the system with a high resistance to fracture (strength)
while the amorphous one can provide a high capacity for mechanical energy absorption
before fracture (toughness).
Although semicrystalline polymers are inherently nanostructured materials, the control
over the nanostructure is very limited. One possibility to control the nanostructuring in
the bulk is to introduce into the polymer matrix nanoadditives with defined aspect ratio.
Carbon nanotubes (CNT) tend to induce fibre-like structures in the polymer matrix
because their surfaces force the polymer chains to adopt a conformation that controls
the orientation of crystals.2
An additional complication occurs when a polymer is subjected to some form of
confinement in the nanometer range aiming to develop a nanomaterial. This happens,
for example, in the preparation of thin polymer films (nanofilms) inducing a
confinement of the polymer in two dimensions (2D).4 Another example is the
preparation of polymer nanotubes, nanogrooves or nanocylinders induced by
confinement in one dimension (1D) using inorganic templates,5, 6 nanoimprinting7 or by
laser irradiation.8 The nanoconfinement can produce large effects on both the structure
and the dynamics of the material and it even may affect any phase transitions or
physical processes.5 It is important to emphasize that this phenomenon is ubiquitous and
has significant implications in fields as diverse as the transportation of fluids in porous
media, the mobility of the substance in cell membranes and micro-lubrication among
others. Also, the understanding of confinement effects is crucial, not only in the
development

of

nanostructured

materials
xviii

for

specific

applications

such

as

Soft-lithography9 but also to contribute to the understanding of the physical basis of
Nanotechnology.
The ability to fabricate structures from the micro- to the nanoscale with high precision
in a wide variety of materials is of paramount importance for the advancement of microand nanotechnology and nanoscience. Several alternative approaches towards
nanostructure fabrication have been exploited in the past 15 years. These techniques
include microcontact printing (or soft lithography),9 nanoimprint lithography,7,

10

scanning-probe-based techniques (e.g., atomic force microscope lithography),11
templating by nanoporous alumina membranes12 and Laser-Induced Periodic Surface
Structures (LIPSS)8, 13 among others.
Within this context, the main general objectives of this thesis work are the following:
• To investigate the physical properties of semiconducting polymers under confinement.
• Fabrication and characterization of Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures
(LIPSS).
• Applicability of nanostructured semiconducting polymers in organic photovoltaics.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1. General concepts of polymer materials
Polymers are macromolecules built up by a large number of molecular units
(monomers) that are linked together by covalent bonds. Usually they represent organic
compounds, containing carbon atoms together with hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur,
etc. Macromolecules are generally obtained by a polymerization process starting from
reactive low molar mass compounds. The number of repeating units is defined by the
degree of polymerization.1, 2 Rather than leading to polymers with a single degree of
polymerization, reactions usually result in a mixture of macromolecules with different
molecular weight. Therefore, for a full characterization, the molecular weight
distribution function has to be determined. In this context, the molecular weight is
commonly expressed as a number average (

) or weight average (

) molecular

weight defined by:3
∑
∑
Where

∑
∑

;

∑
∑

is the number of molecules of molar mass

molecules of molar mass

(1.1)
and

is the mass of the

. In order to measure the size distribution of the polymer

chains a polydispersity index (

) is defined as:
(1.2)

Therefore, when

a monodisperse polymer is obtained in which all the

polymer chains have the same size.
Polymers typically consist of one type of repeating unit (A). In this case they are
referred as homopolymers. However, polymer chains can be synthesized combining
different monomers (A, B...). In this case large variations in the chemical structure may
be achieved giving rise to copolymers. According to the relative position of the different
monomers, the copolymers can be classified into random copolymers, alternating
copolymers and block copolymers.
1

From the structural point of view, polymers are divided into three classes: amorphous,4
liquid crystalline,5 and semicrystalline polymers.1-3, 6 Amorphous polymers have neither
positional order nor orientational order, like a liquid or a glass. Their physical properties
are defined by the glass transition temperature (Tg). Above this temperature, which is
specific for each polymer, polymer chains have enough mobility to reorganize.
Semicrystalline polymers, consisting of a composite of small crystals with long range
positional order in a matrix of amorphous phase, present in addition to the Tg a
temperature characteristic of the crystalline phase which is known as melting
temperature (Tm).6 In fact, they can crystallize in a temperature window between the Tg
and the Tm. For liquid crystalline polymers there is an additional characteristic thermal
transition, characterized by the isotropization temperature Ti, which marks the orderdisorder transition of the liquid crystalline phase.5 Liquid crystalline polymers are
characterized by phases in which molecules are arranged with a degree of order
intermediate between the complete disorder of a liquid and the three-dimensional order
of a crystal.
Semicrystalline polymers have a hierarchical structure, with different structures on
different length scales as illustrated in Figure 1.1. The basic unit of most polymer
crystals is the chain-folded lamella with a typical thickness of about 10 nm. Lamellae
are separated by amorphous regions (Figure 1.1.b). Individual polymer chains may be
involved in more than one lamella as well as the amorphous regions in between. The
chain-folded lamellae are themselves organized in larger scale structures with different
morphologies, which may be several micrometers in size (Figure 1.1.a).

(a) Microscopic scale

(b) Mesoscopic scale

(c) Atomic scale

Figure 1.1. Morphological hierarchy exhibited by semicrystalline polymers. (a) spherulites, (b)
7

lamellar crystals, (c) crystalline unit cell. Adapted from reference .
2

1.2. Conjugated polymers
Since the middle part of the last century polymers became commodities. In comparison
to other materials, synthetic commodity polymers have been extensively exploited
partially due to their low cost, easy manipulation and possibility of tuning their physical
properties, mechanical as well as thermal, by controlling their chemical composition. In
general, commodity polymers are electrical insulators and some of them transparent to
visible light with absorption bands in the ultraviolet (UV) region. However, in 1977 it
was discovered8,

9

a new class of polymers with unexpected electrical conductivity.10

These polymers have the characteristic of being formed by the alternation of single and
double bonds giving rise to a π-conjugated backbone along the polymer chain. As an
example of conjugated polymers, polyacetylene and polythiophene are shown in
Figure 1.2.

n

Polyacetylene

S

S

S

S
n

Polythiophene

Figure 1.2. Chemical representation of common conjugated polymers. The alternation of simple
and double bonds gives rise to a conjugated polymer backbone.

This discovery paved the way for a new class of polymers referred to as special or
advanced polymers.11 Initially conjugated polymers like those shown in Figure 1.2 were
insoluble and they degraded before melting, therefore they were difficult to be
processed. However chemical modification of conjugated main-chain polymer was
developed adding, for example, alkyl side chains. This led to a new generation of
processable conjugated polymers.12-16
In a conjugated polymer, carbon atoms are linked each other by C sp2 hybrids.
Perpendicular to the C-C σ-bond, an atomic pz orbital with one electron contributes to
the π-bond and thus electrons are delocalized along the carbon backbone (Figure 1.3).
3

This property iss the reason
n why conjuugated poly
ymers can be
b electricall semicondu
uctors
π
syystem whicch are
and bbelong to a new class of materialls with a deelocalized π-electron
know
wn in generaal as organic semicondductors.17

Figurre 1.3. Schem
matic representation of ddelocalized electrons
e
alon
ng the π orbbitals resultin
ng in a
π-connjugated backkbone and en
nabling propper charge traansport.

The m
molecular orbitals
o
diag
gram of a coonjugated polymer
p
is shown Figurre 1.4. Simiilar to
convventional innorganic sem
miconductoors, in organ
nic semicon
nductors, π orbitals caan be
visuaalized as naarrow energ
gy bands wiith a gap off energy (Eg) defined bby the diffeerence
betw
ween the Hiighest Occu
upied Moleecular Orbittal (HOMO
O) and Low
west Unoccupied
Moleecular Orbittal (LUMO)) bands18 off the polymeer. Band gaaps with diff
fferent valuees can
be tuuned by ussing the wide possibillities of thee organic chemistry
c
syynthesis.19,

20

In

contrrast to electtrically insu
ulating polyymers, semiiconducting
g polymers typically have
h
a
stronng optical abbsorption in
n the visiblee range. Thiis fact makees semicondducting poly
ymers
to bee potential candidates
c
to
o be used foor organic photovoltaic
p
cs.21, 22

L
LUMO
π*

Energy

Eg
H
HOMO
π

2

4

12

n

Numb
ber of pz orbittals

Figurre 1.4. Electtronic structu
ure of a conjjugated chain depending
g on the amoount of pz orrbitals.
Blue arrows repreesent electro
ons occupyinng the energy
y bands. The band gap (E
Eg) is given by
b the
O and LUMO
O.23
differrence betweeen the HOMO
4

In geeneral, polyymer semicconductors have a low
w charge carrier
c
conccentration in the
condduction bannd associateed to the L
LUMO leveel. This facct implies a low elecctrical
condductivity. Neevertheless,, it is possibble to increase the charrge carrier cconcentratio
on by
the iincorporatioon of impu
urities in a doping prrocess whicch resemblees that useed for
tradittional inorgganic semico
onductors.244 Essentially
y, there are two possibbilities for do
oping
a connjugated polymer25, 26 as
a schematizzed in Figurre 1.5 and consisting
c
o f:
(a) N
N-type dopiing: this is a process inn which a reducing
r
agent donatess electrons to
t the
L
LUMO of thhe polymerr and thus a polymer with
w high co
oncentrationn of electro
ons as
ccharge carrieers is obtain
ned.
(b) P
P-type dopiing: This occurs
o
wheen removing electronss from the HOMO of
o the
2
cconjugated polymer
p
by some oxidiizing agent26
such as io
odine (I2) oor perchloricc acid

(H
HClO4), leaaving the reespective hooles in the HOMO
H
leveel. In this tyype of mateerials,
hholes are thee majority charge
c
carrieers.

Figurre 1.5: Schem
matic represeentation of m
molecular doping in organ
nic semicondductors.

In brrief, n-type doping generates an ellectron-rich polymer material
m
and a p-type prrocess
produuces electroon-poor po
olymer one.. Since a conjugated
c
polymer iss intrinsicallly an
electtron rich material it is more com
mmon and easy
e
to obtaain p-type ddoped poly
ymers.
Ambbipolar charrge has been
n reported ffor some orrganic semiiconductorss27, 28 and can be
obtaiined when both
b
electrons and holees are mobille.
Conjugated polyymers may exhibit orddered phasess because of its ability to form packing
orderred structurres in the th
hree spatial directions due to the π-π stackinng interactio
on. In
thesee materials, electrical conductivity
c
y depends cllosely on th
he disorder aas well as on
o the
5

conjuugation lenngth of the polymer cchains. Larrger conjug
gation lengt
gths give riise to
mateerials with better
b
electro
onic transpoort propertiees.18, 29
Sincee 1977 a grreat variety of conjugaated polymeers have beeen synthesizzed.30, 31 Am
mong
them
m poly(3-heexylthiopheene-2,5-diyl)) (P3HT) has emerg
ged as onne of the most
intereesting due to its appliication in O
Organic Lig
ght Emitting
g Diodes (O
OLEDs)32 and
a in
Orgaanic Photovooltaics (OPV
V)33 amongg others.34
P3HT
T is a semiicrystalline conjugatedd polymer with
w signifiicant electriical conducctivity
whicch can be easily proccessed as tthin films, with thicknesses beloow 100 nm
m, by
spin--coating on different su
ubstrates.29 In this casee, P3HT cry
ystals self-oorganize witth the
lateraal chain dirrection (100
0) perpendi cular to thee substrate (edge-on) oor parallel to
t the
substtrate (face-on) as it iss representeed in Figurre 1.6. P3H
HT chains are also ab
ble to
interaact to each other by π-π interactioons forming
g fibrillar structures w
which give rise
r to
anisootropic electtrical propeerties.10, 35

Figurre 1.6. Possiible structuraal organizatioon of the pollymer chainss in P3HT: (aa) edge-on and (b)
face-oon. Adapted from referen
nce 35.

Due to the speciial propertiees of some ppolymer sem
miconductor materials such as the good
proceessability from
fr
solutio
on, the modderate prod
duction costt and the fl
flexibility am
mong
otherrs, many applications
a
have beenn exploited
d in order to obtain eefficient orrganic
devicces: Organicc Solar Cellls (OSC) , oorganic tran
nsistors, OLE
ED’S, etc .336, 37
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1.3.. Organicc Solar Cells
C
(OS
SC)
An oorganic solaar cell is bassed on the eenergy geneeration by means
m
of thee charge traansfer
betw
ween an elecctron donor and acceptoor materialss when illum
minated by ssunlight. Ussually
a connjugated poolymer (e.g
g. P3HT) accts as an electron
e
don
nor when bblending wiith an
accepptor compound such ass fullerene dderivatives.21, 38 In the case of usinng other pollymer
as accceptor matterial they are
a known as all-Poly
ymer Solar Cells (PSC
C).21 In OSC
C, the
energgy generatioon occurs in
n four stepss as describ
bed in Figurre 1.7.39 Thee first step is the
light absorptionn by the do
onor materiial, typicallly a polym
mer semiconnductor. Wh
hen a
photoon interactss with the po
olymer, an electron is excited from
m the HOM
MO to the LU
UMO
of thhe polymer leaving
l
a ho
ole in the H
HOMO. Thiis electron-h
hole pair is called exciiton.40
Thesse excitons diffuse to the
t donor-aacceptor intterface (step
p 2) and thhey are sepaarated
into positive and negative charge carrriers (step 3).
3 Afterwarrds, positivee charge caarriers
(holees) move thhrough the donor to thhe anode an
nd negativee charge carrriers (electtrons)
throuugh the acceeptor materiial to the caathode (step 4).

Figurre 1.7. Operrating princip
ple of organnic solar cellss with the acctive layer fo
formed by a donor
(D) m
material and an
a acceptor (A)
( one.
7

Additionally, it is worth noting that work functions of the metal electrodes must be
close in energy to the bands of the donor and acceptor materials for an effective charge
current injection. The work function is the energy required to remove an electron from
the highest energy filled level of a metal.41 Therefore, anode will collect holes from the
HOMO of the donor while electrons from the LUMO of the acceptor are collected by
the cathode.42-44
The typical current-voltage characteristics of a solar cell in the dark and under
illumination are shown in Figure 1.8. While in the dark there is almost no current
flowing, when illuminating the solar cell generates photocurrent.
The power-conversion efficiency (
(

mp )

and intensity (

power density (

mp )

) can be obtained from the product of voltage

at the maximum power point divided by the incident light

21, 45

in ).

mp mp

(1.3)

in

The incident light intensity is standardized at 1000 W/m2 with a spectral intensity
distribution matching that of the sun on the earth’s surface at an incident angle of 48.2°,
which is called the AM 1.5 spectrum.45, 46
However, usually
circuit current (

is expressed in terms of the open circuit voltage (
) and the fill factor (

relevant to characterize a solar cell.

), the short

) since these four magnitudes are the more

is the product of

mp

and

mp

divided by

and

. Therefore the equation 1.3 can be rewritten as:
(1.4)
in

Generally,

of a metal-insulator-metal device is determined by the difference in work

functions of the two metal contacts.47 In organic solar cells,

is found to be linearly

dependent on the HOMO level of the donor and LUMO level of the acceptor.48

21

The

is essentially a measurement of quality of the solar cell and it is often represented as
a percentage and

is an indication of the device performance.
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dark

iluminated

Figure 1.8. Current-voltage (I-V) curves of an organic solar cell. The characteristic intersections
with the abscissa and ordinate are
product of voltage (

mp )

and intensity (

and
mp )

respectively.

can be determined by the

at the maximum power point.

1.4. Nanostructured organic solar cells
The simplest solar cell consists in a bilayer architecture in which the acceptor material is
deposited on top of the donor layer between two electrodes (Figure 1.9.a). However,
this geometry gives rise to poor efficiency devices with a very low Voc due to the large
interface distance between donor and acceptor materials which facilitates the charge
recombination.49 In recent years, organic solar cells have experienced an important
improvement of the performance of devices by the development of bulk heterojunction
(BHJ) solar cells (Figure 1.9.b).44, 50, 51 This morphology can be achieved from blends of
donor and acceptor materials when they phase separate. In BHJ solar cells the distance
between interfaces of both materials is still much larger than the exciton diffusion
length which is reported to be on the order of 10 nm, in addition isolated islands of one
of the components act as traps during charge separation.18,

21

Theoretically, an ideal

geometry to obtain high efficiency devices is to fabricate an interdigitated active layer
of donor and acceptor materials by means of nanostructuring techniques such as
Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) or template methods52-55 (Figure 1.9.c). In particular,
nano imprinted solar cells have been reported to improve the efficiency.53 Authors
attributed this enhancement to the improved electrical conductivity of the polymer
induced by the chain orientation and morphology produced during the fabrication and
resulting in a positive effect on the device performance. Furthermore, nanostructured
devices have also exhibited a better light absorption and charge collection in devices
with patterned electrodes.56, 57
9

mmon architeectures for oorganic solaar cells: (a) bilayer
b
morpphology, (b)) bulk
Figurre 1.9. Com
heteroojunction annd (c) ideal nanostructureed morpholog
gy.39, 43

In adddition to conventiona
c
al nanostruccturing metthods, in th
he last years
rs the numb
ber of
laserr patterning techniques in polymerrs is experiencing an important grrowth. Recently,
polym
mers have been nanosstructured bby using lasser methodss such as laaser interfeerence
58
with two and thhree laser beams,
b
naanostructuriing with op
ptical near fields,59 an
nd by

duced Perio
odic Surface Structurees (LIPSS).60,
sponntaneous formation off Laser-Indu

61

How
wever, it is an
a open queestion how laser irradiiation affectts the struct
ctural and optical
propeerties of connjugated po
olymers.

1.5.. Laser-Induced Period S
Surface Structur
S
res (LIPS
SS)
LIPS
SS formationn is a non-aablative metthod and it was first ob
bserved by B
Birnbaum on
o the
surfaace of severral semicon
nductor mateerials after irradiation with a rubyy laser.62 By
y this
proceess typicallly ripples are
a formed in the surrface of a material
m
(Fiigure 1.10.a) by
irraddiation with a linearly polarized
p
laaser beam, while
w
dots are
a formed when irradiiation
63
is carrried out wiith a circulaarly polarizeed laser beam (Figure 1.10.b).
1

Figurre 1.10. AFM
M height imaages (4 x 4 µ
µm2) of a polly(ethylene teerephthalate)) film irradiaated at
266 nnm with 12000 pulses an
nd with laserr beams of different polarization: (aa) linear (↔
↔) and
(b) ciircular ( ) .
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LIPSS originate from the interference of the incident and reflected/refracted laser light
with the scattered light near the sample surface. The interference between the different
waves leads to an inhomogeneous energy input which, together with positive feedback
mechanisms, can cause surface instabilities.64 LIPSS have been reported on the surface
of a wide variety of materials such as metals, semiconductors and dielectrics65-67 with
lasers of different pulse duration from nanosecond to femtosecond,68 and different
wavelengths from the ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR).69 In the case of polymers,
several studies have shown that irradiation by a linearly polarized laser beam induces
self-organized ripple structure formation within a narrow fluence range, well below the
ablation threshold.60 A scheme of a LIPSS experiment is shown in Figure 1.11.

Laser

θ

Film surface
Depth (Z)

Period (L)
Figure 1.11. Characteristic parameters of a LIPSS experiment in polymers.

The period of the ripples

can be described by the expression:70

sin
where

is the laser wavelength,

(1.5)

the effective refractive index of the material and

the angle of incidence of the laser beam with the normal to the sample surface. In the
case of polymers, LIPSS appear parallel to the laser polarization and the obtained depth
depends on the laser processing conditions. To fabricate LIPSS in polymers some
conditions must be fulfilled: a high absorption coefficient at the irradiation wavelength
and a roughness of a few nanometers. In addition, the polymer chains should have
enough mobility to be able to reorganize and form LIPSS. When the laser light reaches
11

the sample, the surface is heated. The required temperature to obtain LIPSS is above the
Tg in the case of amorphous polymers and above the Tm in the case of semicrystalline
polymers.
Until now, LIPSS have been fabricated successfully in some model polymers, mainly
amorphous, as a patterning method and implemented in some applications such as cell
culture71,

72

and Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) sensors.73 A further

step would be to fabricate LIPSS in conjugated polymers and the subsequent application
in organic optoelectronic devices that is the main purpose of this thesis.

1.6. Thesis Outline
This thesis is divided into 6 chapters. In Chapter 1 general aspects of polymer materials
are included and in particular of conjugated polymers, as well as the basis of the
fabrication of laser-induced periodic surface structures. Finally general aspects of
organic solar cells are also explained in this chapter. In Chapter 2 the materials studied
in this thesis, the methods used for the preparation of samples and the experimental
techniques used for characterizing, nanostructuring and the study of properties are
presented. In Chapter 3 the investigation of confinement and phase separation in thin
films of immiscible blends of conjugated polymers and the influence in their electrical
properties at nanometer scale are shown. Chapter 4 reports the results obtained on the
preparation and characterization of LIPSS in conjugated polymers. Optimal conditions
for LIPSS formation are given in this chapter for the different conjugated polymers and
blends. In addition, the preparation of LIPSS in a polymer/fullerene blend and the study
of the phase separation by resonant soft X-ray scattering are described in this chapter.
Finally, the results obtained from the in situ monitoring by grazing incidence small
angle X-ray scattering of the LIPSS formation are also shown and discussed. In
Chapter 5 the incorporation of LIPSS in the active layer of solar cells devices is
presented. Finally the main conclusions derived from this thesis are summarized in
Chapter 6.

12
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Ch
hapter 2. Matterials and Methods
M
s
2.1.. Materrials
2.1.11. Poly(3--hexylthio
ophene-2,,5-diyl) (P
P3HT)
P3HT
T is a connjugated seemiconductting polym
mer (p-type)) which iss soluble up
u to
concentrations as high as
a 50 g/L in chlorin
nated solvents such as chloroform,
chlorrobenzene, dichloroben
nzene and tr
trichloroben
nzene.1, 2 Th
he presence of lateral chains
c
makees the polym
mer melt pro
ocessable annd also regiioselective3 (Figure 2.11).

Fiigure 2.1. Chhemical structure of P3H
HT.

P3HT
T has a Tg of about 10-12 ºC, a phase transsition corressponding too the side chains
c
meltiing at abouut 60 ºC an
nd a Tm off about 230
0 ºC, as dettermined byy calorimettry.4-6
Electtrical propeerties of P3HT dependd strongly on
o the orderring of the polymer ch
hains.
Regioregular P3HT (RR-P
P3HT) givves rise to semicrystaalline phasees with ordered
chainns, longer conjugation
c
length andd higher cry
ystallinity. P3HT preseents a high
h hole
mobiility as a reesult of the low HOMO
O and LUM
MO energy levels. In thhis thesis, P3HT
P
has bbeen purchaased from Ossila
O
with the following characteristics: Mw = 34100 g/mol,
g
Mn= 19500 g/mol, PDI = 1.7, regioreggularity = 94
4.7%.

2.1.22. Poly[N
N-9'-hepta
adecanyl-22,7-carba
azole-alt-5
5,5-(4',7'-d
di-2-thien
nyl2',1',3'--benzothiiadiazole))] (PCDTB
BT)
PCD
DTBT is a semiconduc
s
cting polym
mer mainly amorphouss under moost of proceessing
condditions and it has amb
bipolar elecctronic prop
perties. As it is shownn in Figuree 2.2,
chem
mical structuure of PCDT
TBT is com
mposed by th
he alternatio
on of a carbbazole deriv
vative
whicch is a donor unit (eleectron-rich)) and benzo
othiadiazolee unit whicch is an eleectron
accepptor (electrron-deficien
nt).7 PCDTB
BT was dev
veloped as donor mateerial for orrganic
photoovoltaics too produce better effiiciencies an
nd lifetimes.8 The keey properties of
PCD
DTBT resultt from the lower
l
HOM
MO/LUMO levels which lead to advantagess over
17

standdard organiic photovo
oltaic materrials of inccreased op
pen circuit voltage, lo
onger
waveelength absoorption and
d improved stability un
nder ambien
nt conditionss.8 PCDTBT has
a Tg of about 1330 ºC and melts
m
into a liquid crysttalline state at around 2268 °C and upon
subseequent coolling can eveentually recrrystallize att around 259
9 °C.9, 10

Figure 2.2. Cheemical structu
ure of PCDT
TBT.

In thhis thesis, PCDTBT
T has beenn purchaseed from Ossila
O
withh the follo
owing
charaacteristics: Mw= 35400
0 g/mol, Mn=
=14750 g/m
mol, PDI = 2.4.
2

2.1.33. Poly(3,,4-ethylen
nedioxyth
hiophene)
(PEDO
OT:PSS)

poly
ystyrene

sulfo
onate

PEDOT:PSS is a polyelecttrolyte conssisting of a mixture of two ionom
mers (Figuree 2.3).
This polymer is transparentt to visible llight and co
onducting when
w
prepareed as a thin
n film.
Due to its uniqque combin
nation of coonductivity
y, transparen
ncy, ductiliity, and eaase of
proceessing, PED
DOT:PSS has
h becom
me a benchm
mark materrial in thinn-film electtronic
fabrication.11 Thhis polymeer can be uused as an interfacial layer for hhole transpo
ort in
organnic light em
mitting diodees, organic pphotovoltaiics, and pero
ovskite phot
otovoltaics.12
In thhis thesis, PEDOT:PS
SS has beeen purchassed from Ossila
O
withh the follo
owing
charaacteristics: Heraeus
H
Cleevios PH10000 PEDOT
T:PSS.

Figurre 2.3. Chem
mical structurre of PEDOT
T:PSS.
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2.1.44. Phenyll-C71-buttyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM)
Fulleerene derivvatives like PC71BM ((Figure 2.4
4) are n-typ
pe organic semicondu
uctors
comm
monly usedd as electron
n acceptingg material in
n organic photovoltaicc devices.13, 14 Its
goodd solubility enables on
ne to dissolvve it in com
mmon solveents used too dissolve donor
d
polym
mers.

Fig
gure 2.4. Cheemical structture of PC71BM.
B

In thhis thesis, PC
C71BM with
h a molecullar weight of
o 1031 g/m
mol has beenn purchased
d from
Ossilla with puriity higher th
han 99%.

2.2.. Experrimental Method
ds
2.2.11. Thin fiilm prepa
aration byy spin-coa
ating
Spin-coating method
m
is a relatively simple, fasst and low
w cost way to preparee thin
filmss.15, 16 This method,
m
as schematicallly describeed in Figure 2.5, can bee divided in three
stagees. First of all,
a a fixed amount of ppolymer solution is dro
opped on a substrate placed
p
in the center of a rotating metallic
m
horrizontal plate by using a pipette. IImmediately
y, the
substtrate is acceelerated to the
t desired rotation ratte. During this
t fast rotaation the so
olvent
is evvaporated annd a thin film remainss on the sub
bstrate. Thicknesses obbtained basically
depend on the soolution conccentration aand the rotattion rate.

Figurre 2.5. Schem
me of the spiin-coating teechnique for thin
t
polymerr film preparration.

19

2.2.22. Nanosttructuring
g with
Structu
ures (LIPSS)

Laser--Induced

Period
dic

Surrface

Laser irradiationn was carrieed out undeer ambient air
a condition
ns at normaal incidencee with
b
of a Q
Q-switched Nd:YAG laser
l
(Lotiss TII LS-2131M,
a linnearly polariized laser beam
o 8 ns full width
w
half-m
maximun). Two wavelengths havee been employed
pulsee duration of
by ussing the seccond (532 nm)
n and four
urth harmonic (266 nm)) of the laseer. The repeetition
rate can be chaanged from 1 to 10 Hzz. In a typiical LIPSS experimentt as presentted in
Figurre 2.6 the beam is directed to thhe sample using a dicchroic mirrror and the laser
energgy is tuned using a varriable attenuuator. The irrradiation flluences werre determined by
meassuring the laser energ
gy in fronnt of the sample with
h a joulem
meter (Genttec-E,
QE25SP-H-MB-D0) and co
onsidering 5 mm as thee diameter of
o the laser sspot.

Fig
gure 2.6. Schheme of a LIP
PSS experim
ment.

2.2.33. Atomicc Force Microscopy
M
y
Atom
mic Force Microscopy
M
(AFM) is a technique based on th
he interactioon between
n a tip
17
and the surfacee of one material.
m
IIn 1986, Binnig,
B
Quaale and Geeber adapted the

convventional Sccanning Tu
unneling M
Microscope (STM) -wh
hich is lim
mited to meeasure
20

condductive sampples- to stud
dy non-condducting sam
mples. This discovery, ttogether witth the
alreaady known STM has contributed
c
to the dev
velopment of
o the Nanootechnology
y.18 It
allow
ws obtainingg at nanom
metric scale the surfacee topograph
hy of all tyypes of sam
mples:
metaals, semiconnductors as well
w as insuulators.
As reepresented in Figure 2.7, the AFM
M uses a cantilever witth a nanomeetric tip attaached
at thee end to scaan the surfaace of the ssample. Thee sample is mounted onn a piezoelectric
scannner, which allows
a
a preecise scanniing of the saample.17
When an AFM is
i operating
g, the interacction forcess between th
he tip and thhe surface causes
c
the ccantilever deflection.
d
There
T
are m
mainly threee methods for establiishing the forces
f
betw
ween a tip annd a sample: contact, noon-contact and
a tapping
g modes.17, 119

Fiigure 2.7. Sccheme of an A
Atomic Forcce Microscop
py (AFM) settup

2.2.33.1.

Con
ntact modee

The AFM tip makes
m
physical contacct with the sample using a cantillever with a low
sprinng constant. When the tip
t scans thhe sample, th
he repulsivee force causses the cantiilever
21

deflection. This deflection depends on the surface topography of the sample. Contact
mode is typically used for investigating hard samples, such as metals. The cantilevers
are usually made of silicon (Si) or silicon nitride (Si3N4), with typical resonant
frequencies of 50 kHz and force constants below 1 N/m.

2.2.3.2.

Non-contact mode

In non-contact mode, attractive Van der Waals forces acting between the tip and the
sample are detected, and topographic images are constructed by scanning the sample
with the tip above the surface. The attractive forces from the sample are substantially
weaker than the forces used by contact mode.

2.2.3.3.

Tapping mode

In tapping mode, the cantilever is oscillating at a constant frequency which is called
resonance frequency. The oscillation amplitude is measured as a root mean square value
of the deflection signal. The feedback system is set to detect the perturbation of the
oscillation amplitude caused by the intermittent contact with the surface.19 The tapping
mode is more sensitive to the interaction of the tip with the surface since when the
vibrating tip reaches the surface, the involved forces are not only repulsive, but also
adhesive and capillary among others. So the interaction between the tip and the sample
surface produces changes in the frequency as well as in the phase. This mode of
operation is referred to as phase contrast imaging mode and it works simultaneously to
the topography imaging.
The state of the art of AFM techniques has driven to the development of some
extensions of AFM to get information about a large amount of physical properties, such
as nanomechanical, nanoelectrical, ferroelectrics and dielectrics.19
In this thesis, atomic force microscopy measurements were carried out under ambient
conditions using a commercial scanning probe microscope (MultiMode 8 equipped with
the Nanoscope V controller, Bruker). The topography AFM images were collected in
tapping mode using silicon probes (NSG30 probes by NT-MDT). Roughness,
thicknesses, heights and periods of the nanostructures were measured in three different
zones of the sample and analyzed by Nanoscope Analysis 1.50 software (Bruker).
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2.2.44. Conductive Atomic Forcee Microsccopy
Condductive Atoomic Force Microscopyy (C-AFM)) is a techniique that usses a condu
ucting
AFM
M tip to meeasure locall current im
mages in co
ontact modee. Typical C
C-AFM setup as
show
wn in Figuree 2.8 requirres a direct electric con
ntact betweeen the sampple and the tip to
ensurre a correctt measurem
ment of the ccurrent and to characteerize conducctivity variaations
20
in coonducting materials.
m
The
T potentiaal of this teechnique is to
t measure and map cu
urrent

in thee 2 pA to 1 µA range while
w
simulttaneously collecting topographic iinformation
n.

Figure 2.8. Conductive AFM setup.

Basiccally, C-AF
FM instrum
mentation is the same th
han conven
ntional AFM
M but it neeeds to
be eqquipped witth a specificc module inn order to apply
a
a voltage between
en the tip an
nd the
substtrate. Moreeover, the current
c
is deetected usin
ng a curren
nt-to-voltagee preampliffier.21
The aapplied volttage is in th
he range from
m -10 V to 10 V.
In thhis thesis, thhe C-AFM measuremeents were carried
c
out using the ssame microscope
menttioned abovve equipped with a C-A
AFM modulle. The micrroscope wass used in co
ontact
modee, keeping a constantt deflectionn of 0.3 V to avoid sample
s
dam
mage. To ensure
e
electtrical contacct, the samp
ples were gglued to thee conductin
ng substratee by epoxy resin
(Cheemtronics, CW
C 2400). Silicon
S
(Si)) probes coaated with a conductive
c
Pt-Ir layer and a
low sspring consstant, k = 0..2 N/m, (SC
CM-PIC by
y Bruker) were used to characterizze the
electtrical properrties of diffferent semicconducting materials. The
T bias waas applied to
t the
condducting subsstrate, and th
he current w
was measureed by a preaamplifier.20
23

2.2.5. UV-visible absorption spectroscopy
When the light passes through a material, the amount of light absorbed is the difference
between the incident radiation ( ) and the transmitted one ( ). The amount of light
absorbed is expressed as either transmittance ( ) or absorbance ( ) and it is defined as
follows:
⁄

(2.1)

log

(2.2)

The amount of light absorbed is proportional to the concentration of absorbing species
by means of the Lambert Beer law: 22
log ⁄
where

(2.3)

is the molar absorption coefficient,

is the path length of the beam through the

material and the concentration of absorbing species.
For solid materials such as thin films, the Lambert- Beer law takes the form:
log
being

⁄

(2.4)

the mass absorption coefficient which is characteristic of each material and

depends on the light wavelength,

the mass density and

is the thickness of the

sample. Mass absorption coefficient can be calculated knowing the thickness and
density of the material. By multiplying the mass absorption density by the mass density
it is possible to obtain the linear absorption coefficient ( ) which is often reported.
Ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) absorption spectroscopy characterizes transitions between
electronic energy levels. Since the energy levels of matter are quantized, only light with
the precise amount of energy can be absorbed producing transitions from fundamental
level to excited states. In the practice, UV-vis spectroscopy is an easy way to analyze
the absorbing species of unknown samples.23
UV-vis spectroscopy has been used for characterizing conjugated polymers because
LIPSS fabrication requires a strong absorption at the laser irradiation wavelength and
therefore a previous knowledge of the absorption coefficient of the pristine materials at
each wavelength is necessary.
24

In this Thesis, a UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (UV-3600 Shimadzu), which is a
double beam instrument, interfaced to a personal computer loaded with the UV-Probe
software was used. A baseline was taken by using an empty substrate as reference. In
order to avoid the substrate absorption in the UV range, thin polymer films were
spin-coated onto quartz substrates. All measurements were carried out from 200 nm to
800 nm.

2.2.6. Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is a chemical sensitive technique based on the inelastic scattering
of a photon by molecules, providing information about molecular vibration modes24 and
can be a complementary technique to IR spectroscopy. One disadvantage of the Raman
spectroscopy is that the Raman scattering is very weak and thus it was required to wait
for the development of laser sources in the 1960s to fabricate simplified Raman
spectroscopy instruments and to boost the sensitivity of the technique. Some advantages
such as the easy sample preparation and high sensitivity make Raman spectroscopy a
powerful technique to characterize chemical compounds. The Raman effect can be
enhanced when using excitation wavelengths in which the material has a strong
absorption. This effect is known as resonance Raman effect and gives rise to a more
intense Raman spectrum of the absorbing species present in the sample.25
In this thesis, Raman spectroscopy was accomplished by using a Renishaw Raman
InVia Reflex Spectrophotometer, equipped with a Leica Microscope and an electrically
refrigerated CCD camera, with excitation lines at 442 nm (HeCd laser), 532 nm
(Nd:YAG laser), and 785 nm (diode laser). The spectra were acquired with a spectral
resolution of 2 cm−1 using a 50× objective providing a spot with a diameter of about
1 μm on the samples. Laser power conditions were those that ensured the integrity of
the material.

2.2.7. Synchrotron Radiation
2.2.7.1.

General concepts of X-rays

X-rays are electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength, , in the range from 0.01 nm to
25 nm. When X-rays interact with matter two main processes may occur: absorption and
scattering. In the case of ordered matter it acts as a diffraction lattice when interacting
25

with X-rays.26 In Figuree 2.9 a sccheme of a standard scatteringg experiment in
transsmission geoometry is sh
hown.
Dete
ector

Sample
e

Figurre 2.9. Schem
me of an X-rray scatteringg experimentt in transmisssion geometrry.

In ann X-ray scatttering expeeriment, the scattering vector
v

iss defined as::
(2.5)

Where

and

representt the incidennt and scatttered wave vectors resspectively. In
I the

case of elastic scattering, th
he moduluss of the incident and scattered wavve vectors do
d not
channge and are defined
d
by equation
e
2.66.
2

(2.6)

Accoording to the
t
Bragg’ss law (Figgure 2.10), the interp
planar distaance, , and
d the
scatteering angle 2 are relaated by:

2 sin

Fig
gure 2.10. G
Geometry of the
t Bragg’s law.
l
26

(2.7)

In addition, the module of the scattering vector, , can be defined by:

4

sin

(2.8)

The module of the scattering vector can be also related to the distances between planes,
:
2

(2.9)

One essential condition to develop a constructive interference is that the scattering
vector

coincides with some reciprocal space vector ( ∗ ,

∗

∗

∗

∗

) as follows:

∗

(2.10)

When a plane family satisfies the Laue condition (Equation 2.10), it produces a coherent
scattering of the radiation with an angle which will be inversely proportional to the
interplanar distances and directly proportional to the wavelength. As a consequence, at a
given wavelength the regularly ordered motifs separated by bigger distances will scatter
at lower angles. Therefore, by varying the experimental conditions (sample-detector
distance as shown in Figure 2.11) it is possible to achieve information about different
angles (2 ), and therefore about the structure at different length scales.
Due to the hierarchical nature of the polymer materials, X-rays scattering experiments
are ideal for their characterization at different structural levels. Collecting the scattered
intensity at wide angles, typically (2 > 1o ) provides information about the internal
structure of the crystalline domains. This experiment is known as Wide Angle X-ray
Scattering (WAXS). On the other hand, the scattered intensity at small angles typically
o

(2 < 0.3 ), collected by the detector situated far away from the sample position allows
accessing to larger correlation distances. With this set-up the experiment is known as
Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS).
27

2
Figurre 2.11. Typpical set-up of a Small and Wide Angle
A
X-ray Scattering eexperiment.27
The

cartooon illustratess characteristtic length scaales of polym
mers.

2.2.77.2.

Sourrce and ch
haracteristtics of syncchrotron radiation
r

Convventional X-rays
X
sourcces can be uused to gen
nerate mono
ochromatic X-rays at given
waveelengths. Foor instance, the Cu K-lline generattes X-rays with
w energyy around 1 KeV.
How
wever, in a synchrotron
s
source it iss possible to
o generate XX rays in a broad regiion of
the

electromaggnetic

speectrum.28

Considerin
ng

the

ellectromagneetic

spectrrum26

(Figuure 2.12), thhe X-rays range can be separateed in two regions: the
he lowest en
nergy
regioon (200 eV < E < 3 keV
V) referredd to as soft X-rays reg
gion and thee highest en
nergy
regioon known ass hard X-ray
ys region (33 keV < E < 100 keV).

Figurre 2.12. Elecctromagneticc spectral reggion covered by the synch
hrotron radiaation.26
28

Now
wadays, syncchrotron rad
diation is prroduced in large
l
facilitties whose sscheme is shown
in Fiigure 2.13.29-31 Electron
ns generateed from an electron
e
gun
n are acceleerated in a linear
l
accellerator (LIN
NAC). Wheen the acceelerated eleectrons hav
ve enough energy they are
moveed into a circular
c
rin
ng called bbooster synchrotron. In
n this ringg, the energ
gy of
electtrons increaases from about
a
250 MeV to seeveral GeV
V dependingg on the crritical
energgy of the syynchrotron and
a the speeed increasess to almost the speed oof light. Oncce the
electtrons reach the
t required
d energy, thhey are injeccted into thee storage rinng. In the storage
ring electrons circulate
c
forr several hhours and can deliver photons whhen the ben
nding
magnnets changee the directio
on of the el ectrons. Ad
dditionally, other inserttion devicess such
as unndulators annd wigglers are used too produce a specific rad
diation that finally is guided
into tthe correspoonding beam
mlines.32

Figurre 2.13. Scheeme of a syn
nchrotron raddiation facilitty with its main componeents.

Somee characteristics of thee synchrotrron light are:28 (1) a very
v
high brrilliance, seeveral
orderrs of magniitude higherr than those X-rays pro
oduced in co
onventionall X-ray tubees, (2)
a higgh level of polarizatio
on (linear, eelliptical orr circular), (3) high coollimation (small
(
anguular divergeence of the beam), (4)) low emitttance, i.e. the product of source cross
sectioon and solidd angle of emission
e
is ssmall, (5) wide
w tunability in energgy/waveleng
gth by
approopriate monnochromatizzation.
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2.2.7.3.

Synchrotron techniques used in this thesis

(A) Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure
Near Edge X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (NEXAFS) is an X-ray absorption
spectroscopy technique in which a core electron is excited into empty states near the
photo-ionization threshold.33 It is thus inherently element specific due to the specific
elemental binding energies of core electrons. In addition, due to the close relationship
between molecular bonding and the structure of the empty electronic states, NEXAFS is
very sensitive to the detailed chemical structure of the sample. Polymers as organic
components are widely studied in the carbon K-edge (280-320 eV). The energy levels
implicated in a NEXAFS spectrum are associated to transitions from the core electrons
of the carbon atom (1s) to non-bonding molecular levels (σ*, π*).33 The chemical
sensitivity is achieved due to the fact that different bonds have different energies and
thus the transitions appear at different energies in the spectrum. It is worth noting that
according to the molecular orbitals theory, in a molecule the inner orbitals do not
contribute to the bond, so they may be considered as atomic orbitals. In the same way
that other absorption spectroscopies such as UV-visible or IR spectroscopies, X- ray
absorption spectroscopy can also give information about the chemical bonds and
therefore to be chemically sensitive. Since the electronic structure and bonding of
carbon are very diverse, the C 1s edge offers the best capability to spectrally
differentiate chemical species. However, one should remember that there are NEXAFS
spectra associated with the core edges of every element in a sample, and in many cases,
other

edges

provide

complementary

information

or

even

advantages

over

C 1s NEXAFS.
This NEXAFS technique can be used in different working modes33 as described below
and illustrated in Figure 2.14.


Transmission mode (Figure 2.14.a): this is the conventional working mode for

NEXAFS. The incident and transmitted intensity are measured. According to the
Lambert-Beer law, the absorbance is directly proportional to the absorption coefficient
and the thickness.
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Figurre 2.14. Woorking modes in Near Edge X-ray
y Absorption Fine Struucture (NEX
XAFS)
specttroscopy.33 (aa) Transmission and (b) eelectron yield
d modes.



Electron
n Yield mode (Figure 2.14.b): in this case, th
he absorbedd X-ray inteensity

is noot measuredd directly, bu
ut instead thhe photoeleectrons that are createdd by the abso
orbed
X-rayys. In general, X-rays are absorbeed through excitations of core eleectrons to empty
e
states above thee vacuum or
o Fermi leevel. The created holees are then filled by Auger
A
decayy which coonsists in the electronicc transition from a lesss bound sheell to the crreated
hole.. The energgy difference is transfferred to other
o
bound
d electrons which can
n then
escappe from thee atom. These outgoingg electrons are
a referred
d to as Augeer electronss. The
intennsity of the emitted priimary Augeer electronss is a directt measurem
ment of the X-ray
X
absorrption proccess and is used inn the so-ccalled Augeer Electronn Yield (A
AEY)
meassurements, which
w
are highly
h
surfaace sensitiv
ve.33 As prim
mary Augerr electrons leave
the sample, theyy create scatttered seconndary electrrons which dominate
d
thhe Total Eleectron
Yieldd (TEY) inttensity. Electrons creatted deeper in the samp
ple lose tooo much enerrgy to
overccome the work
w
functio
on of the saample and th
herefore do not contribbute to the TEY.
The sampling depth
d
in TE
EY measureements is ty
ypically a few
f
nanomeeters, whilee it is
oftenn less than 1 nm for AE
EY measureements.
(B) S
Scanning Transmissio
on X-ray M
Microscopy

Scannning Transsmission X--ray Microsscopy (STX
XM) is a powerful
p
syynchrotron-b
based
technnique that combines NEXAFS
N
sspectroscop
py and miccroscopy, pproviding a high
chem
mical sensitiivity togeth
her with imaaging capab
bilities at th
he nanoscalle. In a scan
nning
transsmission X--ray microsscope, imagges are obtaained by mechanically
m
y raster scan
nning
the ssample through the focal
f
pointt of a zon
ne plate X--ray lens.344,

35

STXM
M can

quanntitatively map
m the chem
mical comp osition of organic
o
films with nanooscale resolu
ution.
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The STXM images can provide information on the domain sizes, shapes, and purities of
thin film polymer blends with a spatial resolution of ~ 20 nm.36
In order to obtain quantitative chemical composition maps of a blend the Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) mathematical procedure has been used.36 SVD requires previous
knowledge of the mass absorption coefficients of the blend components. The
transmitted X-ray intensity measured was converted to an X-ray optical density (

) by

means of Lambert Beer law:

log
where is the transmitted X-ray intensity and
density (

(2.11)
is the incident X-ray intensity. Optical

) is also related to the absorption coefficient as:
(2.12)

where

is the linear absorption coefficient, and the sample thickness. It is possible to

determine the mass absorption coefficient, , by normalizing the absorption by the mass
density ( ).
The SVD procedure also requires a series of images acquired at a number of energies
that equal or exceed the number of compositional components. STXM images of the
same area at selected energies can be transformed into thickness maps quantifying the
composition of the sample in each pixel.34, 37, 38

(2.13)

In equation 2.13 the optical density at each energy (

) is obtained from a STXM

image and the absorption coefficients of the individual components of the blend
and

are mandatory conditions to calculate the thicknesses map. Hence, the aim of

the SVD procedure is to calculate the thicknesses,

and

, in each pixel in order to

make the thicknesses map of each component. Finally, thickness compositional maps at
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each pixel (Χ ) can be obttained dividding the thiickness of each
e
compoonent ( ) by
b the
total thickness ( ).
Χ

(2.14)
(

(C) G
Grazing Inccidence X-rray Scatterring

Due to the naturre of some samples
s
invvestigated in
n this thesis, namely poolymer thin films
on ssilicon subsstrates, it was
w necessaary to perfform X-ray
y scatteringg experimen
nts in
y.39-41
graziing incidencce geometry
In coontrast to sttandard X-ray scatterinng experimeents in transsmission geeometry, Grrazing
Inciddence X-rayy Scattering
g (GIXS) exxperiments are perform
med in refleection geom
metry.
As X
X-rays labooratory sou
urces are vvery limited
d in both brilliance aand energy
y, the
potenntial of GIX
XS is accomplished w
when using synchrotro
on radiationn in combin
nation
with two-dimennsional detecctors.39 Althhough simillarities with
h transmissiion geometrry are
obvioous, the preesence of an
a incident angle introduces somee geometriccal modificaations
whicch are schem
matized in Figure
F
2.15.

Figurre 2.15. Scheme of a typical set-uup for Grazzing Inciden
nce X-ray SScattering (G
GIXS)
experriments.
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When X-rays interact with a sample tilted with an incidence angle,

, X-rays can be

transmitted, specularly reflected and scattered. With this geometry two exit angles
( , ) are required to define the scattering vector. Correlations along the y-axis (at a
constant angle

) give information about the lateral structures in the plane of the

sample. On the contrary, correlations along the z-axis are related to structures along the
depth of the sample.39
In this geometry, the scattering wave vector is defined by:
,

,

(2.15)

With the components:
2
2
2

cos

cos

sin

cos

sin

cos

(2.16.a)

,

(2.16.b)

sin

(2.16.c)

In a GIXS experiment, the direct beam and specular reflected beam are often suppressed
by beam stops to avoid the detector saturation as the intensity of the specular reflected
beam is some orders of magnitude higher than sample scattering.
In the region of total external reflection (

), the full depth of the sample is

detected and the incident and exit angles are that small that it is sufficient a description
based on one refractive index. The scattering between two media is originated basically
from strong variations of the electronic density when interacting with X-rays.39
Thus, Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAXS) and Grazing
Incidence Wide Angle X-ray Scattering (GIWAXS) provides structural information in
the reciprocal space and can be used for the characterization of micro- and nanoscale
correlations and the analysis of the crystalline phases respectively. GISAXS can be a
useful complement to real space microscopy techniques such as AFM and TEM.
(D) Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering
Conventional SAXS measurements probe the scattering intensity variation at very small
angles near the primary beam, as it was mentioned before. SAXS provides structural
34

information on the difference of the electron density at length scales from tens to
hundreds of nanometers. This method yields not only information on sizes, shapes, and
distributions of particles, but also on the structure of disordered and partially ordered
systems. From the first Born approximation, the scattering intensity of SAXS is the
modulus-squared Fourier transformation of the electron density of the sample in real
space.42 When the X-ray energy is high and far away from any absorption edges, the Xrays interact with the electrons as if they are free electrons. The scattering is essentially
a sum of the scattering from all of the individual electrons. The contrast between the
heterogeneities is determined by the difference in the electron density of each material.
However, when the X-ray energy is tuned near the atomic absorption edge of
constituent elements, for example the K absorption edge of carbon at 284 eV, the core
electron is excited to an unoccupied molecular orbital, and strong resonance
enhancement in the scattering intensity is observed, relative to energies far below or
above this absorption edge.43 In this case, X-rays are no longer interacting with ‘free’
electrons but with bound electrons. This resonance effect is analogous to the simple
harmonic oscillator: the X-ray absorption and thus scattering reach the maximum when
the incident X-ray energy matches the resonant frequency of the specific chemical bond.
This process is elementally sensitive, as the core electron binding energy is elementally
specific. Furthermore, this resonant process is also chemically sensitive, as the excited
state that corresponds to an unoccupied molecular orbital is defined by the chemical
bond environment. The anomalous scattering effect can be used to provide enhanced
scattering intensity and chemical sensitivity of the scattering objects, thus resulting in an
analytical capability of a tunable, chemically sensitive structure probe of nanoscale and
mesoscale components in heterogeneous, complex materials, without the need for
chemical modification.26
The physical basis of the contrast mechanism and the general advantages of Resonant
Soft X-ray Scattering (RSoXS) have been demonstrated in the past few years.44 The
effects of the interaction of X-rays with matter are encoded in the complex refractive
index,

1

component, and

, where

is the photon energy,

is the absorptive component.43,

45

is the dispersive

Bond-specific contrast can be

achieved in the same manner as done in NEXAFS spectroscopy, because

and

change rapidly as a function of photon energy near absorption edges, and the quantity
Δδ

Δβ determines the material contrast and scattering strength.43
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However, the refractive indices of polymer semiconductor materials are usually
unknown and must be determined whenever RSoXS experiments are performed. In the
case of soft X-rays, organic materials present a strong absorption of X-rays in the region
around 300 eV, providing that the absorptive component of the refractive index ( )
cannot be neglected.
Typically,

is not directly accessible. However,

can be easily determined by

measuring the transmission or TEY NEXAFS spectra of the pure materials.43,
Thereby

is determined from the observed mass absorption coefficient

2.17), where

denotes the mass density,

and

45, 46

(Equation

are Planck’s constant and the speed of

light, respectively:
(2.17)

4
can be determined from

using the Kramers-Kronig relation:
2

(2.18)

Because of the fact that samples are thin films deposited onto silicon substrates, and that
some techniques used in this thesis require the use of soft X-rays, it has been necessary
the use of synchrotron radiation sources. Specifically, part of this work has been
performed in different beamlines located at different synchrotron radiation facilities: For
hard X-rays scattering measurements, the BM26-B beamline was used (Dutch-Belgian
beamline) which is a dedicated SAXS-WAXS station at the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF). For STXM measurements, the PolLux beamline at the Swiss
Light Source (SLS) was used. Lastly, RSoXS measurements were performed in the
11.0.1 beamline at the Advanced Light Source (ALS).
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Chapter 3. Phase separation and confinement
effects in thin films of conjugated polymer blends
Organic Photovoltaics (OPVs) define a class of solar-energy conversion devices,
offering the advantages of low cost, lightweight, solution-processability and mechanical
flexibility over other existing photovoltaic technologies.1-3 Organic Solar Cells (OSCs)
are attractive due to a number of advantageous features,2 including their thin-film
architecture and low material consumption resulting from a high absorption coefficient,
their use of organic solution processes and low manufacturing energy requirements.
Efficient OSCs typically employ a Bulk Heterojunction (BHJ) photoactive layer, where
an electron-donating (p-type) material and an electron-accepting (n-type) material form
a nanosized phase-separated interpenetrating network, which can provide large enough
heterointerface areas for efficient exciton dissociation and a continuous pathway for
charge transport.4 Fullerene derivatives are the most effective and commonly used
acceptor materials. Polymer/fullerene BHJ solar cells have proven power conversion
efficiencies of over 10% now reported.5-7 All-Polymer Solar Cells (PSCs) have been
also developed, where an n-type semiconducting polymer is used as the electron
acceptor instead of a fullerene derivative blended with a p-type polymer. Although the
efficiency of all-PSCs remains8,

9

at ~ 4%, they offer some potential advantages

including superior optical absorption and greater synthetic flexibility in tuning
semiconducting properties such as the bandgap and energy levels.10,

11

The bulk

heterojunction concept relies on the high purity of donor and acceptor phases within the
characteristic exciton diffusion length of ~ 10 nm, requiring percolating interconnected
network morphology. The understanding of phase separation and morphology in allpolymer BHJ is crucial for the optimization of device performance.11, 12 In general, a
mixing of donor and acceptor on a length scale smaller than the exciton diffusion length
optimizes charge generation, while coarser morphologies optimize the separation of
charges away from the interface and their collection at the device electrodes. On the
other hand, crystal morphology13,

14

and structure confinement effects15-17 such as

crystallization inhibition in domains of tens of nanometers also play very important
roles on charge transport and device performance.
In this chapter a study on the compatibility, phase separation and confinement in thin
films of P3HT/PCDTBT blends with different thicknesses is presented. The influence of
41

morpphology on nanoscale charge trannsport is alsso reported. Morphologgy and elecctrical
propeerties have been invesstigated by AFM and C-AFM reespectively. Finally, STXM
meassurements have
h
been performed in order to
t obtain composition
c
nal maps of
o the
polym
mer blendss and GIWA
AXS to stuudy the intternal structure of com
mponents in the
blendd.

3.1.. Samplle prepa
aration
Thinn polymer fiilms were prrepared ontto silicon su
ubstrates by spin-coatinng from diffferent
chlorrobenzene solutions
s
sp
pecified in Table 3.1. A rotation rate of 24000 rpm wass kept
durinng 120 s.
Tablee 3.1. Descrription of th
he samples inncluding total concentraation, thickneess and zero
o-field
mobility (µ0) (seee Section 3.6). P3HT/P
PCDTBT blen
nds present two
t thicknessses correspo
onding
to thee different doomains of thee sample.

Sample

P3HT
PCDTBT
P3H
HT/PCDTBT-1
P3H
HT/PCDTBT-2
P3H
HT/PCDTBT-3

Con
ncentration
n (g/L)

24
24
12
24
36

Thicknesss (nm)

µ0 (cm2/V·s)
/

145
190
40-75
5
140-19
90
270-32
20

2.3 × 10
1 -2
1.2 × 10
1 -5
0.61
1
1.21
1

For S
STXM meaasurements thin films deposited onto
o
silicon
n substratess were sepaarated
from
m the substraate by imm
mersion in a dilute NaO
OH/water so
olution (0.255 wt %). By
y this
proceedure the thhin polymerr film separrated from the substrate and floatted on the liquid
l
surfaace. Finallyy the floating film ccan be pick
ked up usiing Transm
mission Eleectron
Micrroscopy (TE
EM) grids. An exampple of the results of the describbed procedu
ure is
show
wn in Figuree 3.1.

Figurre 3.1. Opticcal microscop
py image of a TEM grid with a sample of P3HT tthin film.
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3.2. Optical properties
As mentioned before, the absorption coefficient can be obtained by using the LambertBeer law (Equation 2.4). The variation of the absorption coefficient with the wavelength
in the ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) region for the pristine P3HT, PCDTBT and the blend
P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) spin-coated films from chlorobenzene are compared in Figure 3.2.
P3HT presents a main absorption band with the maximum at about 520 nm which is
attributed to the electronic π-π* transition from the HOMO (π) to the LUMO (π*).18 The
position of the absorption maximum as well as the vibronic structure, which is
detectable by a rough profile with different shoulders, depends on the conjugation
length of the polymer chains. As expected, P3HT shows vibronic features over the
investigated bandwidth suggesting that it presents structural order and a potential

-1

Absorption coefficient (cm )

increment in light-harvesting ability.
4

8.0x10

4

6.0x10

4

4.0x10

4

2.0x10

0.0
200

400

600

800

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 3.2. Linear absorption coefficient of P3HT (blue), PCDTBT (red) and P3HT/PCDTBT
blend (1:1) (green) thin films.

PCDTBT exhibits three pronounced absorption bands: the PCDTBT band at
approximately 385 nm is assigned to the π-π* transition of the conjugated main chain
and the PCDTBT band at about 563 nm corresponds to the intramolecular charge
transfer (ICT) interaction between carbazole and benzothiadiazole moieties.19 These two
bands are characteristic of donor-acceptor conjugated polymers. Moreover, the band at
roughly 260 nm corresponds to low molecular weight species such as carbazole and
benzothiadiazole monomers.
The spectrum of the P3HT/PCDTBT blend presents practically an arithmetic average of
the individual components. In a first approach this suggests that P3HT and PCDTBT
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compponents aree phase sep
parated and there are not
n new in
nteractions w
which affecct the
absorrption propeerties when
n P3HT and PCDTBT are
a blended.

3.3.. Surfacce morphology
AFM
M in tappinng mode waas used to characterizze both the surface toopography at
a the
nanooscale and the thick
kness of thin filmss prepared from diffferent sollution
concentrations. The surfacee topographhy images of
o the P3HT
T and PCDT
TBT spin-ccoated
filmss are shownn in Figure 3.3.
3

Figurre 3.3. AFM
M topography
y images inn tapping mo
ode of: (a) P3HT
P
and (bb) PCDTBT spincoateed films. Inseets show mag
gnified imagees.

The ttopographyy of the P3H
HT (Figure 33.3.a) and PCDTBT
P
(Figure 3.3.b)) films is sm
mooth
with a roughnesss of Ra  9 nm and Ra  1 nm reespectively. Small fiberr-like crystaallites
can bbe observedd for the P3H
HT (inset inn Figure 3.3.a).
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T (1:1) films (Figure 3 .4) show th
he characterristic morphhology of lateral
phasee separatioon, indicatin
ng immisciibility of the
t two po
olymers in agreement with
previious reportss.20, 21 P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-2 and P3H
HT/PCDTBT-3 thin fillms presentt a 50
nm ddifference inn height beetween phasses for an average
a
film
m thickness of 165 and
d 295
nm rrespectivelyy, the P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-1 thin film
m shows 35
3 nm diffeerence in height
h
betw
ween phases for an aveerage film th
thickness off 58 nm (seee Table 3.11). These results
indiccate that doomain size as well as film thickn
ness increasse with inccreasing pollymer
concentration. It
I is also in
nteresting tto point out the presence of a ddense needle-like
morpphology in films with 165 and 2995 nm averaage thicknessses (insets in Figures 3.4.b
and 33.4.c) whilee no eviden
nce of needlle-like motiifs appears in the thin film with 58
5 nm
averaage thickness (inset in Figure 3.4 .a). The sam
mples were then anneaaled at 140ººC for
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20 m
min (above the
t glass traansition tem
mperature off both polym
mers)22 andd cooled dow
wn to
room
m temperatuure aiding th
he thermodyynamic equiilibration off the samplees, but no ch
hange
in moorphology was
w observeed.

Figurre 3.4. AFM
M topography
y images of polymer thin
n films: (a) P3HT/PCDT
TBT 1:1 (12
2 g/L),
(b) P
P3HT/PCDTB
BT 1:1 (24 g/L)
g
and (c) P3HT/PCDTBT 1:1 (36
6 g/L). Insetts show mag
gnified
imagees.

3.4.. Comp
position mapping
m
g
Sincee there is not
n a single technique ccapable to fully
f
characcterize the m
morphology
y of a
thin-film polym
mer blend, the
t use of ccomplemen
ntary techniiques is reqquired. Alth
hough
AFM
M enables im
maging of su
urface topoography with
h high spatiial resolutioon, to distin
nguish
regioons with diffferent chem
mical compoosition can be cumberssome. STXM
M is a technique
that provides ann appropriaate combinaation of speectroscopy and imaginng capabilities at
M can
low radiation doses. Ass a powerrful synchrrotron-based techniquue, STXM
m
the chemical
c
ccomposition
n of organ
nic films with nano
oscale
quanntitatively map
resollution.23,

24

As explaained in S
Section 2.2.7, the ST
TXM imagges can prrovide

inforrmation on the
t domain sizes, shap es, and puriities of thin film polym
mer blends with
w a
spatiial resolutioon of ~ 20 nm.
n 25 In ordder to obtain
n quantitativ
ve chemicaal compositiion of
the blend thinn films wee have useed the Sin
ngular Value Decom
mposition (S
SVD)
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2
mathhematical prrocedure23, 26
which reqquires previious knowleedge of the mass absorrption

coeffficients of thhe blend co
omponents. Figure 3.5 shows the mass
m absorpption coefficcients
as a function of
o energy for
f P3HT aand PCDTB
BT pristine films of kknown thickness
(Table 3.1). Thee transmitted
d X-ray inteensity meassured was co
onverted to an X-ray optical
densiity collectinng the I0 and by using the equation 2.12, the mass absorrption coeffficient
of eaach polymeer can be obtained coonsidering the values of thickneesses previiously
meassured and density vaalues of 1 .13 and 1.33 g/cm3 for P3HT
T and PCD
DTBT
respeectively.27
The SVD proceedure also requires
r
a s eries of images acquirred at a num
mber of eneergies
omponents. STXM im
mages
that equal or exceed thee number of compositional co
(Figuure 3.5 top)) of the same area off the P3HT
T/PCDTBT--2 thin film
m were tak
ken at
energgies indicatted by arro
ows in the NEXAFS spectra wh
hich corresppond to 28
80 eV
(pre--edge), 284.2 eV (PCD
DTBT resonnance), 287
7.8 eV (P3H
HT resonannce) and 32
20 eV
(chem
mically insensitive). By
B using thhe aXis2000
0 software package28 where the SVD
proceedure is inteegrated, thee informatioon contained
d within thee set of STX
XM images taken
at thee selected energies
e
can
n be transfoormed into maps quanttifying the ccomposition
n and
thickkness of the sample in each
e
pixel.2 3, 26

Figurre 3.5. Refeerence NEXA
AFS spectraa for pristinee films of P3HT (red linne) and PCD
DTBT
(blue line). Verticcal dashed arrows
a
indicaate the photo
on energies used
u
to obtaiin the raw ST
TXM.
Images (6 μm × 6 µm) of the same samplle area of a P3HT/PCDT
P
TBT-2 thin fi
film, presented at

the toop. The inseet highlights differences
d
in the NEXA
AFS spectra of
o P3HT and PCDTBT.
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The corresponding compossition and thhickness maps
m
of the P3HT/PCD
P
DTBT-2 thin
n film
a b respeectively. On
n the one haand, these im
mages reveal the
are sshown in Figure 3.6.a and
chem
mical naturee of the diffferent obseerved domaains. On the other hannd they rev
veal a
struccture of thinnner P3HT-rrich domainns enclosed by a thickerr PCDTBT--rich matrix
x. The
thickknesses of domains
d
are in agreemeent with the values meaasured by A
AFM.

Figurre 3.6. 6 μm
m × 6 μm imaages of: (a) qquantitative composition
c
and (b) thicckness maps of the
P3HT
T/PCDTBT-22 thin film, calculated
c
froom the set off raw imagess in Figure 3..5 top.

3.5.. Intern
nal struccture
In orrder to com
mplement th
he STXM sstudies, GIW
WAXS wass used to pprobe chang
ges in
moleecular andd nanoscalle structurre in P3H
HT, PCDT
TBT and

in the blend

P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-2 thin film
ms, before and after annealing
a
att 140ºC forr 20 min. Figure
F
3.7.aa shows the 2D scattering pattern ffor the P3H
HT as-cast film. Four m
main peaks can
c be
seen,, three out of
o plane refl
flections h000 having q-v
values of 3..8, 7.59 andd 11.55 nm-1, and
one in plane reflection
r
which
w
is thhe superpossition of th
he 020 andd the weak
k 002
reflecctions,29 wiith a q-valu
ue of 16.39 nnm-1. In agreement with previouss reports,29, 30 the
patteern reveals the characcteristic cryystalline refflections co
orrespondinng to the crystal
sheetts formed by the π--π stackingg of the th
hiophene rings.
r
The h00 reflecctions
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correespond to thhe intrachain
n distances and 0k0 to the π-π-staccking distannces. In add
dition,
the P
P3HT as-caast film is uniaxially oriented with
w
mainly
y an edge-oon configurration
whicch corresponnds to the usual
u
conforrmation ado
opted by P3H
HT thin film
ms, consistiing of
polym
mer chains parallel to the
t substratee.

Figurre 3.7. GIIWAXS im
mages of sppin-coated thin films: (a) P3HT
T, (b) PCD
DTBT,
(c) P33HT/PCDTB
BT-2. And after
a
annealiing at 140ºC
C for 20 min:
m
(d) P3H
HT, (e) PCD
DTBT,
(f) P33HT/PCDTB
BT-2.

The 2D scatteriing pattern of PCDTB
BT as-cast film, shown
n in Figuree 3.7.b reveeals a
loweer degree off crystallinity
y comparedd to P3HT. The
T broad peak
p
at q  14.55 nm-1 in the
out-oof-plane dirrection, indeexed as 0100, correspon
nds to π-π stacking beetween PCD
DTBT
backk-bones while the diffraaction peak at q  2.95 nm-1 also in the out off plane direction,
indexxed as 1000, corresp
ponds to tthe alkyl side-chain packing.14,,

27

The blend

P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-2 as-cast thin
t
film prresents a 2D
D scattering
g pattern (Fiigure 3.7.c)) very
simillar to P3HT
T, where onlly the P3HT
T reflectionss are detecteed. These reeflections appear
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at sim
milar q valuues as thosee of P3HT. No evidencce of PCDT
TBT reflectiions is obseerved.
Thesse data reveeal that P3H
HT and PC
CDTBT do not
n co-crysstallize. Aftter annealin
ng the
sampples at 140ºC for 20 min, the P
P3HT thin film
f
exhibits more inttense reflecctions
(Figuure 3.7.d) suuggesting an
a increase iin crystallin
nity and a similar
s
trendd is observeed for
the bblend (Figurre 3.7.f). However, forr PCDTBT Figure 3.7..e shows thhat while the 100
peakk is better defined, the 010 loses iintensity aftter annealin
ng. This effe
fect is even more
evideent for a thinner PCDT
TBT samplee, as can bee seen in Figure 3.8. T
The trend can be
explaained by connsidering th
hat annealinng improvess side-chain order whilee reducing the
t ππ staacking, as has
h been prreviously pproposed by
y Wang et al.22 Figure
re 3.9 show
ws the
scatteering differrences betw
ween P3HT/P
PCDTBT-1
1 and P3HT
T/PCDTBT--2 samples. As it
is exppected, thiccker samples present hiigher scatterring intensitty.

Figurre 3.8. 2D GIWAXS
G
paatterns of PC
CDTBT thin films preparred from 12 g/L concenttration
solutiion: (a) spin--coated and (b)
( annealed at 140 ºC fo
or 20 minutess.

Figurre 3.9. 2D GIWAXS
G
of thin
t
films: (aa) P3HT/PCD
DTBT-2 and (b) P3HT/PC
CDTBT-1.
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3.6.. Nanosscale cha
arge tran
nsport propertiees
Condductive-AFM
M (C-AFM
M) was usedd to characcterize the electrical pproperties at
a the
nanooscale of P33HT/PCDT
TBT (1:1) bblend thin films
f
with different thhicknesses. Neat
P3HT
T films werre included in the studdy for the sake of com
mparison. W
Work functio
ons of
metaal electrodess31 are 4.8 eV for the n-type siliccon anode and
a 5.6 eV for the Pt--Ir tip
whicch works as cathode as it is shownn in Figure 3.10. Sincee the differeence betweeen the
HOM
MO level off polymer an
nd the workk function of
o both electtrodes (Si suubstrates an
nd PtIr tipp) is rather small, it is expected thhat ohmic contacts
c
occcur for a hoole injection
n and
stronng energy baarriers for electrons.
e
A
As a consequ
uence only holes can bbe injected to
t the
electtrodes.32

Figurre 3.10. Eneergy level diagram for C
C-AFM setup
p. HOMO an
nd LUMO ennergy level of the
P3HT
T are represeented as a mo
odel.

In thhis study hoole current imaging
i
waas used to examine
e
con
nductivity vvariations and
a to
map the P3HT conducting
g network iin the P3H
HT/PCDTBT
T (1:1) thinn films. In these
meassurements, Pt-Ir
P
coated
d silicon proobes were used
u
to ensu
ure that holles are the major
m
injeccted carriers.33 Figure 3.11 show
ws contact mode AFM
M topograpphy and cu
urrent
imagges of a P3HT thin fillm recordedd simultaneeously by applying
a
a constant vo
oltage
of -55 V to the coonducting substrate. Thhe current im
mage presen
nted in Figuure 3.11.b shows
s
a hom
mogeneous current varriation throuughout the film.
f
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Figurre 3.11. C-A
AFM measurrements. (a) Topography
y and (b) currrent images of the P3HT
T thin
film ((24 g/L).

How
wever, P3HT
T/PCDTBT (1:1) currennt images (F
Figure 3.12) present doomains with
h high
(darkk region) annd low (bright region)) current. By
B comparin
ng C-AFM images witth the
comppositional maps
m
shown
n in Figure 33.6, it is posssible to asssign the highh current reegions
to the P3HT-ricch domains and the low
w current on
nes to the PCDTBT
P
phhase. It is known
k
that tthe thicknesss of thin fillms prepareed by spin-ccoating is mainly
m
relateed to the sollution
concentration. As
A previouslly commentted, Table 3.1
3 shows th
he thicknessses of neat P3HT
P
and PCDTBT thin films and the avverage thicckness as well
w
as thee thicknesses of
T-rich and PCDTBT-rich domaiins of P3HT/PCDTBT
T (1:1) thinn films prepared
P3HT
from
m solutions with
w differeent concentrrations. It can
c be obserrved in Figuure 3.12 that the
electtric currentt in the P3
3HT-rich ddomains in
ncreases draamatically with increeasing
thickkness from hundreds of
o pA for tthe blend with
w a P3HT
T-rich dom
main thickneess of
40 nm
m (Figure. 3.12.b) to several
s
nA for blends with P3HT
T-rich domaains thickerr than
100 nnm (Figuress 3.12.d and
d 3.12.f).
Moreeover it wass pointed ou
ut previouslly the presence of a den
nse needle--like morpho
ology
in P33HT/PCDT
TBT-2 and P3HT/PCD
DTBT-3 film
ms with 16
65 and 295 nm thickn
nesses
respeectively whhile no eviidence of nneedle-like motifs appears in thhe 58 nm thick
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-1 film. Th
he current im
mages of P3
3HT/PCDTB
BT-2 and P33HT/PCDT
TBT-3
filmss clearly shhow a fibrous networkk where thee strongest current is m
measured. These
T
resullts evidencee that P3H
HT needle-liike crystalss grow from the P3H
HT-rich dom
mains
actinng as bridges through th
he PCDTBT
T-rich domaains. Howev
ver, the currrent image of
o the
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T-1 thin film
m neither shhows any fib
brous netwo
ork nor eviddence of neeedle51

like m
motifs. This fact can be
b explainedd by confin
nement inhib
biting crysttallization due
d to
the vvery thin domains
d
off P3HT off only 40 nm as it is
i supporteed by GIW
WAXS
meassurements.

Figurre 3.12. C-A
AFM measu
urements. (Leeft) Topograaphy and (riight) currentt images of:: (a,b)
P3HT
T/PCDTBT 1:1 (12 g/L
L), (c,d) P3H
HT/PCDTBT
T 1:1 (24 g//L), (e,f) P33HT/PCDTB
BT 1:1
(32 gg/L). Red annd blue crossses in Figuure (d) correspond to different
d
loccations wherre I-V
charaacteristics weere measured
d.

In adddition to cuurrent imagiing with C--AFM, locall I-V curvess can also bbe collected. This
technnique of measuring I-V
V characterristics by C-AFM
C
hass the advanntage that only
o
a
very small regioon of the fiilm, comparrable to thee tip contacct area, is pr
probed.33-35 Thus,
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several areas can be examined aiming to provide information on the film electrical
heterogeneity. I-V curves were collected from different locations within a P3HT-rich
domain (red crosses in Figure 3.12.d) and from different locations within a
PCDTBT-rich domain (blue crosses in Figure 3.12.d). I-V curves measured in both
regions including the average curves (red and blue for the P3HT-rich domain and the
PCDTBT-rich domain respectively) are shown in Figure 3.13.

1

I (nA)

0
-1
-2
-3
-4

-2

0

2

4

Bias (V)
Figure 3.13. I-V curves measured in different locations into a P3HT-rich domain (red crosses in
Figure 3.12.d) and in different locations into a PCDTBT-rich domain (blue crosses in
Figure 3.12.d). Average I-V curves, red and blue for the P3HT-rich domain and the
PCDTBT-rich domain are also included.

As one can see, while there is a negligible electrical current in the PCDTBT-rich
domains, a significant electrical current is measured in the P3HT-rich domains. The
same procedure was used for all the samples investigated. Average I-V curves for the
neat P3HT, neat PCDTBT and P3HT-rich domains in P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) films with
different thicknesses are shown in Figure 3.14.a. The highest current for a similarly
applied bias is measured for the P3HT/PCDTBT-2 thin film. Since the samples have
different thicknesses, Figure 3.14.b presents the I-E curves where E=V/t is the electric
field and t is the P3HT domain thickness.
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A
I-V
V curves for ppristine P3H
HT and PCDT
TBT thin film
ms and P3HT
T-rich
Figurre 3.14. (a) Average
domaains in P3H
HT/PCDTBT
T (1:1) thin films with
h different thicknesses.
t
Inset show
ws the
Spacee-Charge Lim
mited Curren
nt (SCLC) rregion, (b) Average
A
I-E curves for ppristine P3HT and
PCDT
TBT thin fillms and P3H
HT-rich domaains in P3HT
T/PCDTBT (1:1) thin fillms with diffferent
thicknnesses.

The log-log ploot of the | |

| | datta, where J is the currrent densityy, is presentted in

Figurre 3.15.
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Figure 3.15. log-log plot of the J-V data where two different regimes of the electrical response
can be observed.

It shows that for the investigated samples the electrical response exhibits two regimes:
initially a short Ohmic range (J ∝ V) and a more extended regime (J ∝ V2 ) denominated
Space-Charge Limited Current (SCLC) regime. In the case of SCLC, the nanoscale
charge mobility can be extracted by using the following expression:36-38
9
8
where

(3.1)

is the dielectric constant of the polymer for which we assumed a value of 3 as

proposed in the literature,39
charge mobility,

= 8.85 × 1012 F/m is the vacuum permittivity,

is the

is the applied voltage, and t is the P3HT domain thickness. In order

to verify whether the calculated carrier mobilities are field dependent we have used the
approach for a field-dependent carrier mobility described by the Poole-Frenkel
equation:33
⁄

where E is the electric field,

(3.2)

is the zero-field mobility, and E0 is the field coefficient.

The Poole-Frenkel plots ( ln vs

) are shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.16. Hole mobilities for pristine P3HT (black) and P3HT-rich domains in
P3HT/PCDTBT-1 (green), P3HT/PCDTBT-2 (red) and P3HT/PCDTBT-3 (blue).

All the samples exhibit similar behavior showing that the mobility depends weakly on
the electric field. A significant zero-field hole mobility increase is observed for the
P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) films with increasing thickness (Table 3.1) from 1.2 × 10-5
cm2/V·s for the P3HT/PCDTBT-1 thin film to 0.61 cm2/V·s and 1.21 cm2/V·s for the
P3HT/PCDTBT-2 and P3HT/PCDTBT-3 thin films respectively. It is also interesting to
note that a zero-field hole mobility increase of about two orders of magnitude is
observed for the P3HT-rich domains in the P3HT/PCDTBT-2 thin film compared to the
neat P3HT sample with similar thickness. It indicates a P3HT and PCDTBT synergy in
the blend, probably related to the highly conductive needle like morphology induced in
P3HT domains by the presence of the PCDTBT phase, as it is seen comparing the
topography images for both samples (Figure 3.3.a and 3.4.b) and the current images
(Figure 3.11.b and 3.12.d).
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Chapter 4. Laser-induced periodic
structures on conjugated polymers
4.1. Laser-induced
periodic
surface
Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)

surface

structures

on

The semiconducting semicrystalline polymer poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT)
has been widely studied as the active layer in organic field-effect transistors (OFET)1-3
and organic solar cells.4-7 In organic photovoltaics (OPVs), the dissociated free charges
(electrons and holes) are generated at the interface between the donor (e− donor) and
acceptor (e− acceptor) phases and then transported to their respective electrodes,
forming the external circuit. Therefore, increasing the interfacial area between the e−
donor and e− acceptor phases and limiting the morphology of the heterojunction to the
nanoscale are critical for improving the device performance. Several attempts to
produce nanostructures of semiconducting polymers have been carried out in order to
improve the device efficiencies of P3HT-based polymer solar cells.8, 9 Nanostructuring
approaches such as those using either anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes10, 11 or
nanoimprint lithography (NIL)12, 13 have been successfully accomplished in P3HT. It is
well-known that molecular order and crystallinity in semiconducting polymers have a
significant impact on their physical properties.14-16 In general, higher crystallinity levels
increase the molecular order and enhance charge mobility along chains, leading to an
improvement of the electrical transport properties of the material. Therefore, the
knowledge about changes in the crystalline structure and molecular chain orientation of
the polymer nanostructures is essential in order to correlate the structural parameters
with the electrical properties.17 P3HT consists of a relatively stiff main chain of
thiophene rings with one hexyl group as side substituent to render the conjugated
polymer more soluble in organic solvents. Typically, this polymer develops layered
crystalline structures with separated main chain and hexyl groups. The π−π stacking of
planar polymer backbones leads to delocalization of electronic states across different
chains.18 Regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) forms crystal sheets by π−π stacking of the
thiophene rings in such a way that the alkyl side group can eventually crystallize. In
addition, as typical semicrystalline polymers, P3HT forms ∼10 nm wide crystalline
regions separated by amorphous interlayers.19-21 Variations in crystallinity and
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orientation of P3HT under different conditions like thermal processing, doping with
additives,22 or by confinement23, 24 have been detected by X-ray scattering techniques.
In particular, confining P3HT within nanostructured grooves by NIL induces a 90°
backbone reorientation near the grating sidewalls, which frustrates the strong tendency
of P3HT molecules to orient edge-on relative to substrate and air interfaces in thin
films.25 A similar effect takes place for P3HT infiltrated into AAO membranes where it
was found that the P3HT chains inside the nanorods are aligned in the direction normal
to the AAO pore wall. Thus, chains in P3HT nanorods have a partial flat-on orientation
with respect to the residual polymer film.26 Besides common patterning methods, it is
also possible to fabricate Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS) on
polymer surfaces.27,

28

This laser nanostructuring technique can be envisioned as a

potential alternative to lithography processes, avoiding the necessity of using clean
rooms, high vacuum systems, or mask fabrication among others.

4.1.1. Sample preparation
A solution of P3HT in chlorobenzene (24 g/L) was prepared and stirred at 30 °C for 1 h.
Thin polymer films were prepared by spin-coating on the polished surface of silicon
wafers (100) (ACM, France). The wafers were previously cleaned with acetone and
isopropanol. A fixed amount of 0.2 mL of polymer solution was dropped by a pipette on
a square silicon substrate placed in the center of a rotating metallic horizontal plate. A
rotation rate of 2400 rpm was kept during 60 s. The thickness of the obtained thin films
was 140 ± 20 nm with a roughness of a few nanometers, both measured by AFM. For
NEXAFS measurements, polymer solutions were spin-coated on silicon substrates, and
then floated off into a very dilute NaOH/water solution (0.25 wt %), and finally picked
up with Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) grids.
Laser irradiation was carried out under ambient air conditions at normal incidence with
a linearly polarized laser beam of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (pulse duration of 8 ns)
at two different wavelengths, i.e., with the second, 532 nm, and fourth harmonic,
266 nm, at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. These wavelengths were selected for the
experiments because P3HT absorbs efficiently with an absorption coefficient of
 6.0 × 104 cm−1 at 532 nm and in the range of  1 × 104 cm−1 at 266 nm
(see Figure 3.2).
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4.1.22. Depend
dence of LIPSS on fluen
nce and number of pulsees at
532 nm
m
Typical nanostrructures obtained irraddiating with
h the laser at 532 nm
m with diffferent
fluennces and nuumber of pu
ulses are shhown in Fig
gures 4.1 an
nd 4.2, respeectively. In
n both
casess, by varyinng the laser conditionss well-orderred ripples can
c be fabrricated. From
m the
AFM
M height proofiles the sizzes of the naanostructurees can be an
nalyzed.

Figurre 4.1. AFM
M height imaages of LIPS
SS on P3HT thin films at an irradiatiion wavelength of
532 nnm upon irraadiation with
h 3600 pulsees varying th
he fluence. Height
H
profilees over leng
gths of
4 µm
m are shown at
a the bottom
m of every im
mage. The do
ouble arrow (↔) indicatees the polarization
vectoor of the laserr beam.
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Figurre 4.2. AFM
M height imaages of LIPS
SS on P3HT thin films at an irradiatiion wavelength of
532 nnm and a fixxed fluence of 26 mJ/cm
m2 varying th
he number of
o pulses. Heeight profiless over
lengthhs of 4 µm are shown at
a the bottom
m of every im
mage. The do
ouble arrow (↔) indicattes the
polarrization vectoor of the laseer beam.

Rippple periods (L) and depths (Z) ffor sampless irradiated
d at differeent fluencess and
numbber of pulsees are repressented in Fiigure 4.3 forr the waveleength of 5322 nm.

Figurre 4.3. Variiation of (□) periods (L
(L) and (○) depths (Z) of LIPSS as a functio
on of:
(a) fluuence and (bb) number of
o pulses forr the laser irradiation
i
wavelength
w
5532 nm. Lines are
show
wn as visual guides.
g

The dependencee of the perriod of LIPS
SS with thee fluence at 3600 pulsees is presentted in
Figurre 4.3.a. Thhis number of
o pulses waas selected to ensure th
hat LIPSS w
with good qu
uality
are oobtained foor several laser fluennces. The figure
f
show
ws that thee period sliightly
increeases up to a fluence off about 26 m
mJ/cm2 and remains praactically connstant afterward.
Abovve 50 mJ/cm
m2, the ripp
ples start to deterioratee. Regarding
g the depth of the ripples, it
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increeases up to 100 nm fo
or 40 mJ/c m2, reachin
ng a plateau
u above thhis fluence value
(Figuure 4.3.a). At a constant fluencee, the perio
od increasess up to  44500 pulses and
reachhes a plateaau (Figure 4.3.b)
4
with a value slig
ghtly smalleer than the llaser wavelength
and decreases after
a
about 10000 pullses. The depth
d
of thee ripples foollows a siimilar
tendeency to whaat is observeed in the deppendence with
w the flueence, increassing up to 90
9 nm
for  4500 pulsees (Figure 4.3.a).
4

4.1.33. Depend
dence of LIPSS
L
on
n the laserr waveleng
gth
Topoography imaages of LIP
PSS obtaineed at 266 nm
m at a fixed
d number oof pulses off 3600
and different fluences are shown in Figure 4.4. LIPSS present differrent periods and
sizess. A similar behavior iss observed iin Figure 4.5 when fab
bricating LIIPSS at a flu
uence
of 133.4 mJ/cm2 and differen
nt number oof pulses.

Figurre 4.4. AFM
M height imaages of LIPS
SS on P3HT thin films at an irradiatiion wavelength of
266 nnm and 36000 pulses vary
ying the fluennce. Height profiles
p
overr lengths of 4 µm are sho
own at
the bottom of eveery image. The
T double arrrow (↔) in
ndicates the polarization
p
vvector of thee laser
beam
m.
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Figurre 4.5. AFM
M height imaages of LIPS
SS on P3HT thin films at an irradiatiion wavelength of
266 nnm and a fixxed fluence of
o 13.4 mJ/cm
m2 varying the
t number of
o pulses. Heeight profiles over
lengthhs of 4 µm are shown at
a the bottom
m of every im
mage. The do
ouble arrow (↔) indicattes the
polarrization vectoor of the laseer beam.

The dependencee of the LIPSS periodd with the fluence
f
at 3600
3
pulsess is presentted in
Figurre 4.6.a. Thhe period increases upp to a valu
ue of fluencce of aboutt 14 mJ/cm
m2 and
remaains practicaally constan
nt at a valuue close to the irradiattion waveleength. Regaarding
the ddepth of rippples, it increeases up to 85 nm for 14
1 mJ/cm2, reaching a pplateau at higher
h
fluennce values (Figure 4.6.aa). Above 1 4.7 mJ/cm2, the rippless start to deeteriorate.
Figurre 4.6.b shoows the dep
pendence off period and
d depth of ripples
r
geneerated at 26
66 nm
as a function off the numbeer of pulses at a constaant fluence of 13.4 mJ//cm2. The period
p
remaains constannt for aboutt 2500 pulsees and subssequently in
ncreases, reeaching a pllateau
with a value cloose to the lasser wavelenngth upon irrradiation with
w 5500 puulses as show
wn in
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Figurre 4.6.b. The
T variatio
on of LIPS S depth ass a function
n of the nuumber of pulses
p
follows a similaar behavior, increasing up to 5000 pulses and reaching a plateau of about
70 nm
m (Figure 4.6.b).
4

Figurre 4.6. Variaation of (□) periods
p
(L) an
and (○) depth
hs (Z) of LIPSS as a funcction of (a) flluence
and ((b) number of
o pulses forr the laser irrradiation waavelength off 266 nm. Liines are shown as
visuaal guides.

Topoography AF
FM images of the opttimal P3HT
T LIPSS in terms of rripple depth
h and
periood for the tw
wo laser wav
velengths uused, 532 nm
m and 266 nm,
n are show
wn in Figurre 4.7.
In this case periods obtaineed were 4500 nm and 250 nm for irrradiation at 532 and 26
66 nm
respeectively.

Figurre 4.7. AFM
M height imaages of optim
mal LIPSS in
i terms of depth and pperiod obtain
ned on
P3HT
T thin films: a) at 532 nm
m, fluence off 26 mJ/cm2 and 4800 pu
ulses and b) aat 266 nm, flluence
of 133.4 mJ/cm2 and 5100 pulses. Height pprofiles overr lengths of 4 µm are shoown at the bottom
b
of eacch image. Thhe polarizatio
on vector of the laser beaam is indicated by doublee arrows (↔)).
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In general, LIPSS fabricated at 266 nm present structures with a lower degree of order
than those created with the irradiation wavelength of 532 nm. Differences in the quality
of the structures in terms of regularity of lengths and size of the ripples are related to the
absorption coefficient of the material at each wavelength. The higher absorption
coefficient of P3HT at 532 nm in relation to that at 266 nm (μ266  1 × 104 cm−1 vs
μ532  6 × 104 cm−1), leads to the formation of better ordered ripples irradiating at
532 nm than those observed irradiating at 266 nm. However, formation of LIPSS has
been reported for polymers with an absorption coefficient as low as 3000 cm−1. This is
the case of polystyrene29 at 248 nm for which LIPSS have been reported upon
irradiation at fluences in the range 7− 9 mJ/cm2 after a few thousand pulses.30
Therefore, there should be another reason accounting for LIPSS of less quality than
those obtained at the visible wavelength. One possibility is the fact that hexylthiophenes
with low molecular weight (oligomers) absorb efficiently in the region of 266 nm,
whereas a higher degree of conjugation induces a shift in the absorption band toward
larger wavelengths (around 500 nm). Therefore, in the UV−visible spectrum of P3HT
(see Figure 3.2) the absorption at 266 nm is attributed to oligomers31 and the LIPSS
mechanism is less efficient.
It has been reported previously that in order to obtain LIPSS in amorphous polymers a
minimum fluence value is necessary to ensure that the surface temperature overcomes
the glass transition temperature (Tg), allowing the polymer chains to have enough
segmental and chain dynamics to reorganize.32 In the case of semicrystalline polymers,
such as regioregular P3HT, the thermal properties are governed not only by the glass
transition temperature but also by the melting temperature (Tm). It means that in the
range of fluences for which LIPSS are obtained in this case the temperature reached at
sample surface is expected to be higher than Tm and as a result of that superficial
crystallites are expected to melt providing enough mobility to the polymer chains to
reorganize spatially.
Due to the fact that LIPSS formed irradiating at 532 nm present more regular ripples, a
more extensive characterization of the structures created in this case was accomplished.
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4.1.44. Electriical chara
acterizatioon by conductive-A
AFM
C-AF
FM was ussed to charaacterize thee electrical properties at the nanooscale of LIPSS
L
produuced by irrradiating a P3HT thinn film at 53
32 nm. Figure 4.8 shoows the C--AFM
curreent images (electric cu
urrent map) , acquired in contact mode,
m
of a P3HT thin
n film
sampple before irradiation
n (Figure 44.8.a) and after irrad
diation with
th a fluencce of
26 m
mJ/cm2 and 4800
4
pulsess (Figure 4.88.b) by appllying a consstant voltagge of −5 V on
o the
condducting subsstrate.

Figurre 4.8. C-AF
FM current images
i
of a P3HT thin film measured at a consstant bias off -5 V.
(a) N
Non-irradiatedd film, (b) fiilm with LIP
PSS fabricateed at 532 nm
m, 26 mJ/cm22 and 4800 pulses.
p
(c) O
Overlap of heiight and currrent images oof P3HT with
h LIPSS. Heeight scale is 80 nm.

The ccurrent imaage of the saample beforre irradiation
n shows thaat the thin fiilm is condu
uctive
in thhe whole areea, whereass the imagee displaying
g the current map of thhe irradiated
d thin
polym
mer film shhows stripees with connductivity similar
s
to that
t
of the initial thin
n film
separrated by non-conduct
n
tive ones. It is worth
h noting th
hat C-AFM
M measurem
ments
perfoormed in P3HT
P
filmss with diffe
ferent thickn
nesses, ran
nging from 50 to 350
0 nm,
reveaaled that alll of them were
w
conducctive. Thus, it can be esstablished tthat the observed
effecct in Figuree 4.8.b is no
ot caused bby the thick
kness differrence betweeen trenches and
ridgees. To correelate condu
uctive regioons with eitther trenchees (bottom)) or ridges (top)
obserrved in thee height im
mage, we hhave overlaapped topog
graphy andd current im
mages
(Figuure 4.8.c). It is observed that cconductive regions co
orrespond tto trenchess and
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non-cconductive regions to ridges. Thhis fact mig
ght be attrib
buted in prrinciple eith
her to
selecctive chemiical damage because of laser irrradiation or
o to reorgaanization of
o the
polym
mer chainss and therefore to ppossible strructural chaanges like partial loss of
crysttallinity in thhe ridges. These
T
two aaspects will be addresseed in the folllowing secttions.

4.1.55. Chemical stabiliity and sttructural modificattion in naanostructu
ured
P3HT thin
t
filmss
4.1.55.1.

Near Edge X-ray Absorrption Fine Structurre

NEX
XAFS experriments werre performeed in order to gain furrther inform
mation abou
ut the
chem
mical stability of the P3HT thinn films aftter laser irrradiation aat 532 nm.. The
experiments weere carried out at the PolLux beeamline at the
t Swiss L
Light Sourcce. A
NEX
XAFS specttrum in thee K-edge reeveals the excitation of 1s electtrons to un
nfilled
moleecular orbitaals. The NE
EXAFS specctra in the carbon K-ed
dge of pristinne thin film
ms and
of thhose with LIPSS
L
are presented in Figure 4.9. The shape
s
of thhe spectra is as
expected33,

34

foor P3HT. The
T sharp ppeak at 285
5 eV corressponding too the C1s → π*

transsitions is chharacteristic of the stroong electron
nic delocalizzation alongg the conju
ugated
backkbone of thioophene ring
gs and thereefore very seensitive to differences
d
in the polym
mer π
backkbone. Otheer characterristic peaks are assigned to C 1s → σ*(C−H
H) transitio
ons at
approoximately 287−288
2
eV
V, correspoonding to th
he hexyl grroup, and too a broad set
s of
C 1s → σ* (C−
−C) transitiions near 2293 eV.34 Overall,
O
NE
EXAFS ressults suggesst the
absennce of signiificant chan
nges in the cchemical strructure of P3
3HT after L
LIPSS formaation.

Figurre 4.9. NEX
XAFS spectraa in the carbbon K-edge of P3HT (ch
hemical struucture shown
n) thin
film ((red line) annd of P3HT film
f
with LIP
PSS fabricatted at 532 nm
m, 26 mJ/cm
m2 and 4800 pulses
p
(blackk line). The spectra have been verticaally shifted for
f clarity.
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4.1.55.2.

Ram
man Spectrroscopy

To eelucidate thee reason forr the differeent electrical propertiees of ridgess and trench
hes of
P3HT
T films enndowed wiith LIPSS at 532 nm
m, micro-R
Raman meaasurements were
perfoormed at different exciitation condditions (λexcc = 785, 532
2 and 442 nnm). Figuree 4.10
show
ws the Ramaan spectra of
o P3HT thiin films (reed) and P3H
HT with LIPPSS fabricatted at
532 nm, 26 mJJ/cm2 and 4800
4
pulsess (black) at
a the differrent excitatition waveleengths
emplloyed.

Figurre 4.10. Ram
man spectraa of non-irraadiated P3HT
T thin filmss (red) and ffilms with LIPSS
L
fabriccated at 5332 nm, 26 mJ/cm2 annd 4800 pu
ulses (black
k) under diffferent exciitation
waveelengths. Starr marks (**) in Figure (toop) correspon
nd to silicon bands.

The spectra pressent charactteristic bandds at 1445 and 1380 cm−1, whichh can be assigned
to thee symmetric stretching
g mode of thhe C=C and
d C−C intra--rings bondds, respectiv
vely.35
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In particular, one should focus on the 1350−1500 cm−1 spectral range which is shown
enlarged in Figure 4.11. This region is known to be sensitive to the π-electron
delocalization, i.e., related to the conjugation length and optical absorption, of the P3HT
chains.35,

36

It is well-known that regioregular P3HT (RR-P3HT) thin films present

optical absorption between 400 and 600 nm.6 This indicates that excitation at 785 nm
occurs under non-resonance conditions, whereas excitation at 532 and 442 nm leads to
measurements under resonance conditions. The spectra obtained under non-resonance
conditions (λexc = 785 nm) exhibit similar positions for the (C=C) band (symmetric
stretching mode) for both the non-irradiated films and those with LIPSS. There is no
evidence of new bands, suggesting that the P3HT thin films are relatively stable under
the irradiation conditions used for fabricating LIPSS at 532 nm. In addition, the peak
intensity ratio between the two bands at 1380 and 1445 cm−1 is similar; therefore, no
significant evidence of P3HT photo-degradation exists. The difference between nonirradiated and irradiated thin films (with LIPSS) is emphasized when focusing on the
Raman spectra in the 1350− 1500 cm−1 spectral range shown in Figure 4.11 (top).
A detailed inspection reveals the appearance of a shoulder at 1420 cm−1 (marked by a
continuous arrow) on the lower wavenumber region of the (C=C) band. This shoulder
is assigned to the stretching of the C=C bond of the quinoid form of P3HT because of
the oxidation of the aromatic backbone.37-39 However, under resonance conditions the
results are quite different. At this point, it is worth mentioning that the optical
absorption of RR-P3HT in solution presents an absorption maximum near 400 nm,
whereas RR-P3HT thin films present a redshift of absorption maximum up to 600 nm.
This is due to the difference in conjugation length between RR-P3HT in solution where
the polymer is disordered and RR-P3HT thin films where the polymer is semicrystalline
and therefore partially ordered.35 In principle, polymer segments in ordered regions
should exhibit higher conjugation length than those located in the amorphous regions.
Therefore, in RR-P3HT thin films, the absorption near 400 nm is associated with the
disordered chains, whereas absorption near 600 nm is associated with ordered
chains.36, 40 Thus, in the Raman spectra under resonance conditions at λexc = 442 nm,
corresponding to a region of high absorption for disordered P3HT chains, the (C=C)
band shifts toward higher wavenumbers where it also presents a shoulder, marked by a
dotted arrow in Figure 4.11 (bottom). It has been previously reported16, 35, 41 that under
resonance conditions, the intensity of Raman bands from disordered regions is
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enhaanced. Moreeover, the Raman
R
specctra collecteed at an ex
xcitation waavelength of 532
nm, for both thee P3HT thin film and the P3HT with LIPSS
S, do not prresent noticceable
variaations in thee position of
o the (C=C
C) band, sim
milar to whaat is observved in the sp
pectra
colleected at 7855 nm. This effect may be related to the fact that under these reson
nance
condditions (λexc = 532 nm
m), P3HT seegments loccated in ordered regioons absorb more
stronngly than thoose in the am
morphous pphase.40

Figurre 4.11. Com
mparison off the (C=C)) band regio
on before (reed) and afteer laser irrad
diation
(blackk). The conttinuous and dotted arrow
ws indicate the
t (C=C) vibration off the quinoid
d form
and aamorphous phhase respectiively.
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Becaause the Ram
man spectraa obtained bby excitation
n at λexc = 442
4 nm pressent variatio
ons, it
is poossible to deconvolute
d
e the Ramaan bands in
nto their tw
wo contribut
utions. The more
intennse contribuution appearring at loweer wavenum
mbers (∼144
45 cm−1) coorresponds to
t the
crysttalline phasse with a higher conj
njugation leength, wherreas the leess intense band
(∼14470 cm−1) corresponds
c
s to the (C
C=C) bondss of the am
morphous phhase with lower
l
conjuugation lenggth.40 Figurre 4.12 show
ws the deco
onvolution of the (C==C) band off nonirraddiated P3HT
T thin film and P3HT thin film with
w LIPSS
S by simplee Lorentzian
ns, in
accorrdance to prrevious worrks.16, 41

Figurre 4.12. Decconvolution of
o the (C=C
C) band of th
he Raman sp
pectra (circlees) of a P3HT
T thin
film ccollected at 442
4 nm laserr excitation: (a) before an
nd (b) after LIPSS
L
formaation by irrad
diation
at 532 nm, 26 mJJ/cm2 and 48
800 pulses. T
The red dash
hed line corrresponds to the ordered phase
and thhe blue conttinuous line to
t the disorddered phase. The black continuous linne is the fittting of
the exxperimental data.
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These results indicate a relative increase of the amorphous phase after laser irradiation.
From Figure 4.12, we can estimate the relative fraction of crystalline phase (ϕ) of the
P3HT thin film before and after LIPSS formation, by the relation ϕ = Ac/(Ac + Aa),
where Ac is the area under the red dashed curve (ordered contribution) and Aa is the area
under the blue continuous curve (disordered contribution) in Figure 4.12. We obtain
values of ϕP3HT = 0.83 and ϕP3HT-LIPSS = 0.71. Because ϕP3HT > ϕP3HT-LIPSS, we can infer
that the P3HT loses crystallinity during LIPSS formation. This result can be correlated
with the overlapping image of height and current of the sample with LIPSS
(Figure 4.8.c). Thus, we propose that the lower conductivity of the ridges can be
attributed to an increase of the chain disorder after LIPSS formation. To further support
this statement, GIWAXS experiments were performed and they will be discussed in the
next section.

4.1.6. Structural modification of P3HT thin films during LIPSS
formation as revealed by GIWAXS
The evolution of the structure of P3HT thin films during LIPSS formation has been
investigated by in situ GIWAXS experiments using synchrotron radiation. The
experiments were performed at BM26 beamline at the European Synchrotron (ESRF).
The samples were irradiated at a repetition rate of 10 Hz by using the second harmonic
of a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) with pulses of 8 ns. GIWAXS patterns were acquired
during repetitive laser pulse irradiation. The 2D X-ray scattering patterns presented in
Figure 4.13 from the non-irradiated P3HT thin film (Figure 4.13.a) and for the film with
LIPSS (Figure 4.13.b) show similar orientation and number of reflections. The three
meridional reflections h00 are consecutive orders of the 100 reflection with a q-value of
3.8 nm−1. The equatorial weak reflection with a reciprocal scattering vector q-value of
16.39 nm−1 is attributed to the superposition of the 020 and 002 reflections. In
agreement with previous reports,20,

21

crystal structure of P3HT consists of sheets

formed by the π−π stacking of the thiophene rings. In addition, the meridional
reflections reveal that the P3HT thin film is uniaxially oriented with mainly an edge-on
configuration, which corresponds to the usual conformation adopted by P3HT thin films
consisting of polymer chains parallel to the substrate. A similar orientation is observed
for the film with LIPSS. Figure 4.14 presents the intensity profiles along the meridian
(Figure 4.14.a) and along the equator (Figure 4.14.b), obtained by the radial integration
of the 2D GIWAXS patterns as a function of number of pulses. The main result
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obtaiined is that the crystalline struccture is nott significan
ntly affectedd during LIPSS
L
form
mation. Thiss effect furtther supporrts the indiication of chemical
c
sttability of P3HT
P
durinng LIPSS formation, as observeed by Ram
man spectro
oscopy andd NEXAFS
S and
previiously discuussed.

Figurre 4.13. Twoo dimension
nal GIWAXS
S patterns fo
or: (a) P3HT thin film annd (b) P3HT
T with
LIPSS after irradiiation at a flu
uence of 26 m
mJ/cm2 with 4800 pulsess.

A cloose inspectiion of the diffraction
d
ppatterns rev
veals that th
he intensityy of both thee 100
and the 020/0002 peaks, in
n comparisoon with those of the pristine saample, decrreases
slighhtly after 500 pulses an
nd remains essentially constant fo
or the rest of the repeetitive
irraddiation proceess. This ag
grees with pprevious rep
ports suggeesting that L
LIPSS form
mation
in poolymers prooceeds by th
he heating of the outer polymer surface,
s
enhhancing pollymer
dynaamics in a way thatt facilitatess the reorg
ganization of the m
material into
o the
charaacteristic riipples.32 Ou
ur GIWAX
XS results suggest thatt laser irraddiation of P3HT
P
inducces meltingg of the polymer
p
suurface at th
he initial stages
s
of llaser irradiation.
Moreeover, compparison of initial and fi
final GIWAXS patternss indicates a decrease in
i the
crysttallinity of LIPSS
L
in reelation to thhe initial thiin film as revealed by the reductiion of
the inntensity of the reflectiions. This eexplanation is in agreement with tthe incremeent of
the aamorphous phase obseerved by Raaman specttroscopy. Additionally,
A
, by compaarison
with the C-AFM
M results (F
Figure 4.8), the GIWA
AXS experim
ments suppoort the form
mation
of rippples with molecular
m
order
o
lower than that of the original thin film
m. The ripplees are
over a continuouus P3HT th
hin film whoose initial orientation
o
and
a crystalliinity seems to be
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unaff
ffected. As a consequen
nce, electriccal conductiion in the riipples is sm
maller than th
hat in
the ttrenches (F
Figure 4.8.cc). This obbservation supports
s
thee superficiaal nature of
o the
LIPS
SS formatioon process in which only the outer
o
polym
mer surfacee is heated
d and
rearrranged.32

Figurre 4.14. Inteensity profilees derived foor different number
n
of pu
ulses: (a) aloong the merid
dional
directtion and (b) along the equ
uatorial direcction.

4.2.. Laser--induced
d period
dic surfacce structtures on
n Poly[N-90heptad
decanyl--2,7-carb
bazole-allt-5,5-(40
0,70-di-22-thienyl20,10,30-benzothiadiaazole) (PC
CDTBT)
4.2.11. Samplee prepara
ation
A soolution of PCDTBT
P
in
n chlorobennzene (24 g/L) was prepared
p
annd stirred during
d
severral hours until comp
plete dissollution. Thiin polymerr films weere prepareed by
spin--coating onn arsenic n--doped siliccon substraates (resistiv
vity ≈ 0.0001 Ω·cm, Wafer
W
Worlld). The waafers were previously cleaned with
w acetonee and isoprropanol. A fixed
amouunt of 0.2 mL
m of poly
ymer solutioon was dro
opped by a pipette on a square siilicon
substtrate placedd in the cen
nter of a rottating metalllic horizon
ntal plate. A rotation raate of
24000 rpm was kept
k during 60
6 s for obttaining films of about 190
1 nm.
For N
NEXAFS measuremen
m
nts, polymerr solutions were spin-ccoated on siilicon substtrates,
and tthen floatedd off into a very dilutte NaOH/w
water solutio
on (0.25 wtt %), and finally
fi
pickeed up with Transmissio
T
on Electron Microscopy
y (TEM) grrids.
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Laser irradiationn was carrieed out undeer ambient air
a condition
ns at normaal incidencee with
a lineearly polariized laser beam of a Q
Q-switched Nd:YAG
N
laaser (pulse dduration of 8 ns)
at tw
wo differennt waveleng
gths, i.e., w
with the second, 532 nm, and ffourth harm
monic,
266 nnm, at a repetition
r
rate
r
of 10 Hz. Thesee waveleng
gths were sselected fo
or the
experiments beccause PCDT
TBT absorb s efficiently
y as it is sho
own in Figuure 3.2.

4.2.22. Depend
dence of LIPSS on
n fluencee and num
mber of p
pulses at 266
and 532 nm
AFM
M image shoown in Figu
ure 4.15.a reeveals that as-cast
a
filmss of PCDTB
BT present rather
r
smoooth surfacees with a mean
m
surfaace roughn
ness Ra = 1.2 nm annd thus wiithout
morpphological indications of crystaallization. After
A
laser irradiationn, under ceertain
fluennce conditioons well bellow the ablaation thresh
hold, rippless parallel too the polarizzation
vectoor of the laser are ob
bserved. Ass an examp
ple, Figures 4.15.a annd 4.15.b show,
s
togetther with the
t AFM im
mage of thhe initial non-irradiate
n
ed sample, selected height
h
imagges of PCDTBT films irradiated aat 532 nm with
w differeent fluencess and numb
ber of
pulsees respectivvely.

Figurre 4.15. AFM
M height images (5 × 5 μm2) of PCD
DTBT: (a) non-irradiated
n
d and irradiaated at
532 nnm with 36000 pulses at different
d
flueences labeled
d in the uppeer left corner
er. (b) Irradiaated at
532 nnm with a fluuence of 26 mJ/cm2 as a function of number of pulses
p
labeleed in the upper left
corneer. The heighht profile alo
ong a 4 μm lline perpendiicular to the ripples is shhown below every
imagee. The arrow
ws indicate th
he polarizatioon vector of the
t laser (↔)).
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The ddependencee of the periiod and deppth of LIPSS
S with the fluence,
f
at 5532 nm and 3600
pulsees as deriveed from AFM
M analysis,, is represen
nted in Figu
ure 4.16.a. A
As observed, the
periood increasess up to a fluence
f
of  31.2 mJ//cm2 and reemains pracctically con
nstant
afterw
ward with a value slig
ghtly smalller than thee irradiation
n wavelengtth. The dep
pth of
ripplles follows a similar tendency as the peeriod, increeasing up to 120 nm
m for
 36..4 mJ/cm2 and
a reachin
ng a plateauu. The depeendence of period
p
(L) aand depth (Z)
( of
LIPS
SS at a consstant fluencce of 26 mJJ/cm2 with the
t numberr of pulses iis representted in
Figurre 4.16.b. Itt shows thatt the period increases slightly up to
o  3600 puulses and reaches
a steeady level for
f higher number
n
of pulses. Thee depth of the rippless increases up to
 60000 pulses reeaching a pllateau of abbout 150 nm
m.

Figurre 4.16. Varriation of perriods (L, filleed circles) an
nd depths (Z
Z, empty circlles) of LIPSS as a
functtion of: (a) fluence
f
and (b)
( number oof pulses forr the laser irrradiation waavelength 532 nm.
Liness are shown as
a visual guides.
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LIPS
SS of smalleer dimensio
ons are obtaained by irraadiating the PCDTBT tthin films at
a 266
nm. Selected heeight AFM images of PCDTBT films
f
irradiaated with ddifferent fluences
and nnumber of pulses
p
are sh
hown in Figgure 4.17.

Figurre 4.17. AFM
M height images (5 × 5 μm2) of PCD
DTBT: (a) Irrradiated at 2266 nm with
h 3600
pulsees at differennt fluences labeled
l
in thhe upper left
ft corner. (b)) Irradiated aat 266 nm with
w a
2
fluennce of 13.4 mJ/cm
m
as a fu
unction of nuumber of pullses as labeleed in the uppper left corner. The

heighht profile aloong a 2 μm line perpendiicular to the ripples is sh
hown below every imagee. The
arrow
ws indicate thhe polarizatio
on vector of the laser (↔
↔).

The ddependencee of the periiod and deppth of LIPSS
S with the fluence,
f
at 2266 nm and 3600
pulsees is repressented in Fiigure 4.18.aa. It is show
wn that thee period rem
mains practically
consttant with a value of
o about 2250 nm in
n the investigated fluuence rang
ge of
13.4 - 21.7 mJ/ccm2. The depth
d
of rippples follow
ws a similaar tendencyy as the peeriod,
remaaining almost constant at 30 nm inn the investtigated flueence range. The depend
dence
of peeriod and depth
d
of LIP
PSS at a coonstant flueence of 13.4 mJ/cm2 w
with the nu
umber
of puulses is shoown in Figu
ure 4.18.b. It shows th
hat the periiod increasees slightly up to
 36000 pulses and
a reaches a steady levvel for high
her number of pulses. T
The depth of
o the
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ripplles increasess up to 100 nm for  90000 pulses reaching
r
a plateau
p
and decreases above
a
 150000 pulses when
w
the rip
pples start tto deterioratte.

Figurre 4.18. Varriation of perriods (L, filleed circles) an
nd depths (Z
Z, empty circlles) of LIPSS as a
functtion of (a) flluence and (b
b) number oof pulses forr the laser irrradiation waavelength 266 nm.
Liness are shown as
a visual guides.

4.2.33. Chemical stabiliity and sttructural modificattion in naanostructu
ured
PCDTB
BT thin fiilms
4.2.33.1.

Near Edge X-ray Absorrption Fine Structurre

NEX
XAFS experriments werre performeed in order to gain furrther inform
mation abou
ut the
chem
mical stabiliity of the PCDTBT
P
th
thin films after
a
laser irradiation
i
at 532 nm. The
experiments weere carried out at the PolLux beeamline at the
t Swiss L
Light Sourcce. A
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NEX
XAFS specttrum in thee K-edge reeveals the excitation of 1s electtrons to un
nfilled
moleecular orbitaals. The NE
EXAFS specctra in the carbon K-ed
dge of pristinne thin film
ms and
of thhose with LIIPSS are preesented in F
Figure 4.19.. The π* (C=C) bands iin both casees are
simillar suggestiing that thee π-backbonne is not affected by laser irradiiation. The main
difference is foound in thee band σ* ((C-H) with
h the appeaarance of a new band
d near
288 eeV, probablly related to
o a weak m
modification of the poly
ymer laterall chains. Ov
verall,
NEX
XAFS resultts suggest th
he absence oof significaant changes in the chem
mical structu
ure of
PCD
DTBT after LIPSS
L
form
mation similaarly as prev
viously discu
ussed for LIIPSS in P3H
HT.

Figurre 4.19. NE
EXAFS specctra in the ccarbon K-ed
dge of PCDT
TBT thin fiilm (blue) and
a of
PCDT
TBT film with
w
LIPSS fabricated
f
att 532 nm, 26
2 mJ/cm2, and
a 9000 puulses (black)). The
specttra have beenn vertically sh
hifted for claarity.

4.2.33.2.

Ram
man Spectrroscopy

Figurre 4.20 shows the Ram
man spectra of PCDTB
BT thin film
ms (blue) andd PCDTBT
T with
LIPS
SS fabricateed at 532 nm,
n
26 mJJ/cm2 and 7500 pulsees (black) at the diffferent
excittation wavelengths used (λexc = 7885, 532 and
d 442 nm). As
A it is show
wn in Figurre 3.2
and in agreement with previous
p
repports,42,

43

PCDTBT thin films present optical

absorrption betw
ween 250 an
nd 600 nm.. This indiccates that excitation att 785 nm occurs
o
undeer non-resonance cond
ditions, whhereas excitation at 532
5
and 4442 nm leads to
meassurements under
u
reson
nance condittions. The UV-Vis absorption baand at 395 nm
n is
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attribbuted to π–π
π* transition
n, whereas tthe absorptiion band at 570 nm is kknown to be
b due
to a ccharge transsfer from do
onor carbazzole unit to acceptor
a
DT
TBT unit.42

Figurre 4.20. Ram
man spectra of PCDTBT
T thin films (blue) and LIPSS
L
in PC
CDTBT (blaack) at
differrent excitatioon wavelengtths, λexc labellled in the up
pper left corn
ners. Star maarks (**) in Figure
F
(top) correspond to
t silicon ban
nds.

The PCDTBT Raman
R
specctra show s everal charracteristic bands. The oone presentt with
high intensity at
a every ex
xcitation w
wavelength and located
d at 1444 cm-1 is a mode
assiggned to a brroad ring sttretch focussed on the DTBT
D
accep
ptor unit thhat is delocaalized
acrosss the benzoothiadiazolee and the tw
wo thiophen
nes.43 The 1541 cm-1 m
mode corresp
ponds
to thhe benzothiaadiazole rin
ng stretchingg mode, an
nd the band
d at 1623 cm
m-1 is assocciated
with the ring stretching
s
mode
m
of thhe carbazolee. Peaks att 1349 andd 1373 cm-1
are

attribbuted to the C–C stretching mode off the carbazole and
nd DTBT unit,
4 45
respeectively.42, 44,
The mo
odes for low
wer frequen
ncy Raman bands at 8444 and 874 cm-1,

preseent under reesonance co
onditions buut almost completely absent
a
undeer non-reson
nance
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condditions, are difficult
d
to assign
a
unam
mbiguously but are tenttatively assiigned as in--plane
bendding modes of the DTBT group.42
No ssignificant changes are observedd in PCDTB
BT spectra, at the diff
fferent excittation
waveelengths useed, for both the non-irrradiated film
ms and those with LIPSSS (Figure 4.20).
4
Therre is no eviddence of neew bands, hhowever som
me slight ch
hanges of thhe intensity
y ratio
betw
ween bands can
c be deteccted. Thesee differencees are difficult to interppret but the main
bandds are mainttained sugg
gesting that the PCDTB
BT thin film
ms evidencee a weak im
mpact
on itss chemical structure un
nder the irraadiation con
nditions used
d for fabricaating LIPSS
S.

4.2.44. Electriical propeerties of n
nanostructtured PCDTBT th
hin films
C-AF
FM was ussed to charaacterize thee electrical properties at the nanooscale of LIPSS
L
produuced by irraadiating a PCDTBT
P
thhin film at 532
5 nm. Fig
gure 4.21 shhows the C--AFM
curreent images which can be consideered as elecctric currentt maps, acqquired in co
ontact
modee of a PCD
DTBT thin
n film sam
mple before irradiation
n (Figure 44.21.a) and after
irraddiation with a fluence of
o 26 mJ/cm
m2 and 9000 pulses (Figure 4.21.bb) by apply
ying a
consttant voltagee of -5 V on
n the conduucting substtrate. The current
c
imagge of the saample
beforre irradiatioon shows a little
l
currennt variation throughout
t
the film, whhereas the image
i
displlaying the current maap of the iirradiated th
hin polymeer film shoows stripes with
condductivity sim
milar to thaat of the iniitial thin fillm separateed by non-cconductive ones.
Com
mparing the topograph
hy and currrent imagees measured simultanneously, wee can
conclude that coonductive regions
r
corrrespond to trenches
t
an
nd nonconduuctive regio
ons to
ridgees.

Figurre 4.21. C-A
AFM currentt images of a PCDTBT film measured at a consstant bias off -5 V.
(a) N
Non-irradiatedd thin film, (b) film witth LIPSS fab
bricated at 532
5 nm, 26 mJ/cm2 and
d 9000
pulsees.
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A similar behavior explained previously in this chapter for the electrical properties
related to LIPSS formation in P3HT has been also observed for the PCDTBT samples.
Although the as-cast PCDTBT thin film presents a very low crystallinity (Figure 3.7.b)
and no differences between the Raman spectra of non-irradiated films and those with
LIPSS are observed (Figure 4.20), it is known that the annealing of PCDTBT thin films
at temperatures close to its melting point improves side-chain order while the
π-π stacking is reduced (Figure 3.7.e).46,

47

Accordingly, the results suggest that the

temperature reached during LIPSS formation could has a similar effect in the surface of
PCDTBT thin films. Thus, due to the distortion of π-π stacking the conductivity of the
ridges in the nanostructured sample is expected to be reduced.

4.3. Laser-induced periodic surface structures on the
P3HT/PCDTBT blend
4.3.1. Sample preparation
Separated solutions of P3HT and PCDTBT in chlorobenzene (24 g/L) were prepared
and stirred during several hours until complete dissolution. Afterwards, a volume of
1 mL of each solution is mixed to obtain a total concentration of 24 g/L. Thin polymer
films were prepared by spin-coating on arsenic n-doped silicon substrates (resistivity
≈ 0.001 Ω·cm, Wafer World). The wafers were previously cleaned with acetone and
isopropanol. A fixed amount of 0.2 mL of polymer solution was dropped by a pipette on
a square silicon substrate placed in the center of a rotating metallic horizontal plate. A
rotation rate of 2400 rpm was kept during 60 s for obtaining films with an averaged
thickness of 165 nm for the P3HT/PCDTBT blend. For NEXAFS measurements,
polymer solutions were spin-coated on silicon substrates, and then floated off into a
very dilute NaOH/water solution (0.25 wt %), and finally picked up with TEM grids.
Laser irradiation was carried out under ambient air conditions at normal incidence with
a linearly polarized laser beam of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (pulse duration of 8 ns)
at two different wavelengths, i.e., with the second, 532 nm, and fourth harmonic,
266 nm, at a repetition rate of 10 Hz.
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4.3.22. Depend
dence of LIPSS on
n fluencee and num
mber of p
pulses at 266
and 532 nm
Afterr proving thhe formation
n of LIPSS in semicon
nducting hom
mopolymerrs like P3HT
T and
PCD
DTBT in previous sections,
s
tthe feasibiility of faabricating LIPSS in
n the
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T (1:1) blen
nd has beenn investigateed. This bleend has beeen used as bulkheterrojunction acting as the
t active layer in orrganic solaar cells.48 A
As-cast film
ms of
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T (1:1) preseent the charracteristic morphology
m
y of lateral pphase separration
(Figuure 4.22.a), indicating immiscibiliity of the tw
wo polymerss as it has bbeen discusssed in
Chappter 3. The blend
b
thin films
f
presennt about 50 nm differen
nce in heighht between P3HT
P
and PCDTBT domains
d
forr an averagge film thicckness of 165 nm. Figgures 4.22.aa and
mage of thee initial non
n-irradiated sample, sellected
4.22..b show, toggether with the AFM im
heighht images of P3HT/P
PCDTBT ( 1:1) films irradiated at 532 nm
m with diffferent
fluennces and num
mber of pullses respecttively. Both
h, P3HT and
d PCDTBT domains prresent
well defined LIP
PSS.

Figurre 4.22. AF
FM height im
mages (5 × 5 μm2) of P3HT/PCD
DTBT: (a) N
Non-irradiated and
irradiiated at 532 nm with 36
600 pulses aat different fluences labeled in the upper left corner.
c
(b) Irrradiated at 532
5 nm with
h a fluence of 26 mJ/cm
m2 as a function of num
mber of pulses as
labeleed in the uppper left corneer. The heighht profile along a 4 μm lin
ne perpendiccular to the ripples
r
is shoown below evvery image. The arrows iindicate the polarization
p
vector of thee laser (↔).
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The dependencee of the perriod (L) andd depth (Z) of LIPSS with
w the fluuence, at 53
32 nm
and 33600 pulsess, is represeented in Figu
gure 4.23.a. It is observ
ved that the period incrreases
up too a fluence of  16 mJ//cm2 and reeaches a plaateau with a value slighhtly smallerr than
the irradiation wavelength
w
. While thee measured period is similar
s
for bboth phases, the
depthh of ripples follows a similar
s
tendeency as the period but they appearr for PCDTB
BT at
loweer fluence thhan for P3H
HT and the ddepth of ripp
ples is higheer for PCDT
TBT in the range
of fluuences studdied. The deependence oof period an
nd depth of LIPSS at a constant flu
uence
of 266 mJ/cm2 with
w the num
mber of pullses is repreesented in Figure
F
4.23 .b. It shows that
the pperiod increeases slightlly up to  900 pulses and reachees a steady level for higher
h
numbber of pulsses. The deepth of thee ripples inccreases with the numbber of pulses up
to  22400 pulsess reaching a value of aabout 150 nm
n for PCD
DTBT and about 90 nm
m for
P3HT
T, for higher number of pulses uup to 6000 the depth of
o the ripplles for PCD
DTBT
decreeases matchhing the dep
pth of P3HT
T ripples.

Figurre 4.23. Variiation of periiods (L, blacck filled circlles) and deptths (Z, P3HT
T red empty circles
c
and P
PCDTBT bluue empty circcles) of LIPS
SS as a functiion of (a) flu
uence and (b)) number of pulses
p
for thhe laser irradiation wavelength 532 nm
m. Lines are shown as visual guides.
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LIPS
SS in the bleend were allso fabricateed by irradiiating at 266
6 nm. Seleccted height AFM
imagges of P3HT
T/PCDTBT (1:1) filmss irradiated with different fluence s and numb
ber of
pulsees are shownn in Figure 4.24.

Figurre 4.24. AFM
M height imaages (5 × 5 μμm2) of P3H
HT/PCDTBT: (a) Irradiateed at 266 nm
m with
3600 pulses at diffferent fluences labeled iin the upper left corner. (b)
( Irradiatedd at 266 nm with
w a
nction of num
mber of pulsses as labeled
d in the uppeer left corner. The
fluennce of 26 mJ//cm2 as a fun
heighht profile aloong a 2 μm line perpendiicular to the ripples is sh
hown below every imagee. The
arrow
ws indicate thhe polarizatio
on vector of the laser (↔
↔).

The ddependencee of the periiod and deppth of LIPSS
S with the fluence,
f
at 2266 nm and 3600
pulsees is repressented in Fiigure 4.25.aa. It is show
wn that thee period rem
mains essen
ntially
consttant with a value of about
a
250 nnm in the in
nvestigated fluence rannge. The riipples
appear for PCD
DTBT at low
wer fluence than for P3
3HT and th
he depth of ripples is higher
h
for P
PCDTBT inn the rangee of fluencces studied. In additio
on the depth
th of the riipples
increeases up to  13 mJ/cm
m2 reaching a value of about 100 nm
n for PCD
DTBT and about
90 nnm for P3H
HT, for hig
gher fluencees the deptth of the ripples for PP3HT decrreases
slighhtly while foor PCDTBT
T decreases abruptly. The
T dependeence of perriod and dep
pth of
LIPS
SS at a consstant fluencee of 13.4 m
mJ/cm2 with the number of pulses is representted in
Figurre 4.25.b. It
I shows th
hat the periiod increasees up to  3600 pulsees and reaches a
plateeau for higher number of
o pulses. T
The depth off the ripples also increaases up to  3600
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pulsees reaching a similar vaalue of abouut 90 nm fo
or both P3H
HT and PCD
DTBT, for higher
h
numbber of pulsees up to 600
00 the depthh of the ripp
ples decreasses faster foor PCDTBT
T than
for P
P3HT.

Figurre 4.25. Varriation of perriods (L ,filleed circles) an
nd depths (Z
Z, P3HT red empty circlees and
PCDT
TBT blue em
mpty circles) of LIPSS ass a function of
o (a) fluence and (b) num
mber of pulsses for
the laaser irradiatioon waveleng
gth 266 nm. L
Lines are sho
own as visuall guides.

It iss interestinng to poin
nt out the synergy found for both com
mponents in
n the
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T blend wheen irradiatinng at wavellengths of 532
5 nm andd 266 nm. P3HT
P
and P
PCDTBT inn the blend need, at a cconstant num
mber of pullses, less fluuence than in
i the
case of irradiatting the hom
mopolymerrs in order to optimizze LIPSS m
morphology. The
samee behavior is found when
w
irradiaating the bllend at a constant flueence, P3HT
T and
PCD
DTBT compponents neeed less nuumber of pulses in order to ooptimize LIPSS
L
morpphology thaan in the casse of irradiatting the hom
mopolymerss.
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4.3.3. Composition mapping
As mentioned before, STXM is a technique that provides an appropriate combination of
spectroscopy and imaging capabilities at low radiation doses.49, 50 The STXM images
can provide information on the domain sizes, shapes, and purities of thin film polymer
blends with a spatial resolution of ~ 20 nm.51
In Chapter 3 the STXM technique has been used in order to investigate the composition
and phase separation in P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) blends as a function of thickness. The
STXM technique has been also used to investigate whether the LIPSS formation may
induce either a further phase segregation or a mixture of the components. The
experiments were performed at the PolLux beamline at the Swiss Light Source. In order
to obtain quantitative chemical composition of the blend thin film irradiated at 532 nm
the SVD mathematical procedure49,

52

has been used. Figure 4.26 shows the mass

absorption coefficients as a function of energy for P3HT and PCDTBT films irradiated
at 532 nm of known thickness measured before irradiation. STXM images (Figure 4.26
top) of the same area of the P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) thin film irradiated at 532 nm were
taken at energies indicated by arrows in the NEXAFS spectra which correspond to
280 eV (pre-edge), 284.2 eV (PCDTBT resonance), 287.8 eV (P3HT resonance) and
320 eV (chemically insensitive). By using the aXis2000 software package53 where the
SVD procedure is integrated, the information contained within the set of STXM images
taken at the selected energies can be transformed into maps quantifying the composition
and thickness of the sample in each pixel.49, 52
The corresponding composition and thickness maps of the P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1)
irradiated at 532 nm are shown in Figure 4.27. These images reveal the chemical nature
of the different observed domains and the morphology of thinner P3HT-rich domains
enclosed by a thicker PCDTBT-rich matrix. The thicknesses of domains and the height
of ridges and trenches are in agreement with the values measured by AFM, considering
that the STXM takes into account the complete sample thickness and the AFM is only
able to obtain surface information. In addition it seems that LIPSS formation does not
induce a further phase segregation or a mixture of the components.
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ference NEXA
AFS spectraa for films off P3HT (red line) and PC
CDTBT (bluee line)
Figurre 4.26. Refe
irradiiated at 532 nm with a fluence
f
of 266 mJ/cm2, 36
600 and 9000
0 pulses resppectively. Veertical
arrow
ws indicate thhe photon en
nergies used to obtain thee raw STXM
M images (5 µ
µm x 5 µm) of the
same sample areaa of a P3HT
T/PCDTBT ((1:1) thin fillm irradiated
d at 532 nm with a fluen
nce of
3
pulses, presented at the top. The inset highlights ddifferences in
i the
26 mJJ/cm2 and 3600
NEX
XAFS spectraa of P3HT an
nd PCDTBT in the C-1s / π* region.

mages of: (aa) polymer composition
c
and (b) thickkness maps of the
Figurre 4.27. 5 µm x 5 µm im
P3HT
T/PCDTBT (1:1) blend irradiated at 532 nm, calculated
c
from the set of raw imag
ges in
Figurre 4.26 (top)..
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4.3.44. Chemical stabiliity and sttructural modificattion in naanostructu
ured
P3HT/P
PCDTBT
T (1:1) thiin films
Figurre 4.28 shows the Ram
man spectra of P3HT/P
PCDTBT (1:1) blend thhin films (g
green)
and P
P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) blend
b
with LIPSS fabrricated at 53
32 nm, 26 m
mJ/cm2 and 2400
pulsees (black) at
a the differeent excitatioon waveleng
gths employ
yed. The Raaman spectra for
the P
P3HT/PCDT
TBT (1:1) blend
b
is the sum of the Raman specctra for the net compon
nents.
No nnew bands are
a observed
d. We focuss on the 140
00−1500 cm
m−1 spectrall range (enlarged
in Fiigure 4.28.b) where the
t band ceentered at 1445 cm-1 is the com
mposition of
o the
PCD
DTBT band located at 1444 cm-1 and the P3H
HT band lo
ocated at 14445 cm-1. As
A we
have pointed out no evidence of neew bands neither
n
chan
nge of peakk intensity ratio
betw
ween bands is observed
d for PCDT
TBT non-irrradiated films and thhose with LIPSS
L
(Figuure 4.20), hence
h
the changes
c
obbserved in Figure
F
4.28
8.b betweenn the specttra of
P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T (1:1) non--irradiated ffilms and th
hose with LIPSS
L
couldd be attributted to
the P
P3HT component.

Figurre 4.28. (a) Raman
R
spectra of non-irrradiated P3H
HT/PCDTBT thin films (ggreen) and fillms
with LIPSS fabriccated at 532 nm, 26 mJ/ccm2 and 2400
0 pulses (blacck) under diffferent excitaation
waveelengths. (b) Comparison of the (C= C) band regiion before (g
green) and aft
fter laser
irradiiation (black). Star markss (**) in Figuure (top) corrrespond to siilicon bands..
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It seems that in the blend the P3HT behaves in a similar way as it does as a neat
homopolymer. In section 4.2.3.2 it has been mentioned54 that in the Raman spectrum of
pure P3HT with LIPSS under resonance conditions (λexc = 442 nm) the (C=C) band
shifts toward higher wavenumbers where it presents a shoulder, marked by an arrow in
Figure 4.28.b (bottom). This shoulder can be assigned to a relative increase of the
amorphous phase after laser irradiation.41,

54

The Raman spectra collected at an

excitation wavelength of 532 nm, for the P3HT with LIPSS, also presents the mentioned
shoulder but in less extension. This effect may be related to the fact that under these
resonance conditions (λexc = 532 nm), P3HT segments located in ordered regions absorb
more strongly than those in the amorphous phase.55 Under non-resonance conditions
(λexc = 785 nm) for both the P3HT thin film and the P3HT with LIPSS, the Raman
spectra do not present noticeable variations, only a small increase of the width of the
-1

(C=C) band located at 1445 cm is appreciated. However, it was pointed out that the

pure P3HT with LIPSS presents a shoulder at 1420 cm−1 on the lower wavenumber
region of the (C=C) band located at 1445 cm-1. This shoulder is assigned to the
stretching of the C=C bond of the quinoid form of P3HT because of the oxidation of the
aromatic backbone.39, 56 The absence of the mentioned shoulder in the blend could be
explained either by the absence of oxidation of the P3HT aromatic backbone due to the
presence of high stable PCDTBT, or by the limit of detection of Raman taking into
account that in the blend there is 50% of P3HT.

4.3.5. Electrical properties of nanostructured P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1)
thin films
Current imaging by C-AFM was used to examine conductivity variations in the
P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) thin films structured by LIPSS. Figure 4.29 shows the C-AFM
current images, acquired in contact mode, of a P3HT/PCDTBT thin film blend before
irradiation (Figure 4.29.a) and after irradiation with a fluence of 26 mJ/cm2 and 3600
pulses (Figure 4.29.b) by applying a constant voltage of -5 V on the conducting
substrate. The P3HT/PCDTBT (1:1) thin film shows domains with high (dark region)
and low (bright region) current. By comparison with the compositional maps extracted
from STXM experiments, we can assign the high current regions to the P3HT-rich
domains and the low current ones to PCDTBT.46 On the other hand, the image
displaying the current map of the irradiated thin film polymer blend shows a similar
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trendd to the onne followed
d by the irrradiated ho
omopolymeer thin film
ms, consistin
ng in
trencches with coonductivity values clos e to those of
o the initial thin film seeparated by
y noncondductive ridgees.

Figurre 4.29. C-A
AFM curren
nt images oof a P3HT/P
PCDTBT thiin film meaasured apply
ying a
consttant bias of -5
- V. (a) Non
n-irradiated film, (b) film
m with LIPSS fabricatedd at 532 nm with
w a
fluennce of 26 mJ//cm2 and 360
00 pulses.

The C-AFM ressults obtain
ned for the irradiated P3HT/PCDT
P
TBT (1:1) tthin film can be
explaained by thhe same baases consideered for th
he irradiated
d homopolyymer thin films.
f
Durinng irradiatioon melting of the blendd surface tak
kes place leeading to rippple morpho
ology
into the P3HT and
a PCDTB
BT domainss, which leaads to the ex
xistence of low crystalllinity
and non-conduccting ridgess over a coontinuous and
a more-cconducting either P3H
HT or
PCD
DTBT residuual domain layer
l
whosee initial crysstallinity in the case off P3HT and order
of π--π stacking in the case of PCDTB T seems to be unaffectted in compparison to th
hat of
the nnon-irradiateed P3HT/PC
CDTBT (1: 1) thin film
m.

4.4.. Laser--induced
d perioodic surface structure
s
es on the
P3HT
T/PC71BM
M blend
Polym
mer blendss of P3HT with fullerrene materiials includin
ng C60, [66,6]-phenyl C61butyrric acid meethyl ester (PC61BM)) or [6,6]-p
phenyl C71-butyric accid methyl ester
(PC71BM) havee shown to be attracttive functio
onal materiaals for theiir application in
organnic photovooltaics (OPV
V).57,

58

In this case the
t interfacial area bettween the donor
d

mateerial, P3HT
T, and the acceptor
a
onne, PCBM, which forms the hetterojunction
n is a
criticcal factor foor the perforrmance of thhe OPV dev
vice.59-61
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In recent years, grazing incidence small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering have been
employed to probe the evolution of the phase separation in P3HT/PCBM blends during
a thermal annealing process.62-66 However, discrepancies both in terms of phase
separation mechanism and data interpretation have been reported.5 On the one hand,
when annealing a P3HT/PCBM blend, some works reached the conclusion that phase
separation competes with crystallization since the time of phase separation is faster than
crystallization,67,

68

however other works found that polymer crystallization is the

driving force of phase separation.69 This is in agreement with other reports in which the
crystallization of the polymer is thermodynamically hindered giving rise to films
constituted by droplets of the fullerene within a polymer layer.70 In this case liquidliquid demixing will occur before polymer crystallization.71, 72 On the other hand, the
data interpretations of the origins of scattering intensities differ. The aggregation of
PCBM molecules63,

68

and the distance between P3HT nanocrystals65,

73

have been

interpreted as the cause of the scattering at large length scale. Anyway, since pure P3HT
crystals embedded in a mixed phase would have similar scattering contrast and cause
similar scattering patterns as PCBM agglomerates in a mixed phase, the assignment of
the scattering feature to a specific particular material and morphology is difficult.5
Additionally, scattering techniques have contributed to the knowledge about the effect
of film morphology and crystalline structure on the performance in P3HT/PCBM
devices. In particular, annealing has been demonstrated to have a positive effect on the
polymer/fullerene solar cells provoked by the growing of pure P3HT crystallites and the
increase of the phase separation exhibiting even larger average distance between
domains.64
In the Section 4.1, LIPSS have been used in order to create sub-micron gratings on
P3HT. On the basis of wide angle X-ray scattering experiments, a reduction of the
crystallinity of the hills was proposed as the cause of this effect. Among the scattering
techniques for investigating larger length scales, resonant soft X-ray scattering
technique is a potential candidate for investigating multicomponent systems like organic
blends since it brings together the possibility of performing scattering experiments with
enhanced intensity and chemical sensitivity. In this section the viability of fabricating
LIPSS in a P3HT/PC71BM blend, the surface chemical characterization and the analysis
of the phase separation in the blends are discussed.
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4.4.1. Sample preparation
Solutions of P3HT and PC71BM in chlorobenzene (24 g/L) were prepared and stirred
during several hours until complete dissolution. Afterwards solutions were blended with
a weight ratio of 1:1. A fixed amount of 0.2 mL of polymer/fullerene solution was
dropped onto a substrate placed in the center of a rotating metallic horizontal plate. A
rotation rate of 2400 rpm was kept during 60 s for obtaining thin films of about 120 nm,
as revealed by AFM. For AFM and C-AFM measurements, polymer/fullerene solutions
were spin-coated on silicon substrates. For NEXAFS and RSoXS measurements films
were deposited by spin-coating on silicon substrates with a previous spin-coated layer of
PEDOT:PSS. Since PEDOT:PSS is soluble in water, polymer/fullerene films were
separated from the substrate by immersing them in water. Finally the floating films were
picked up with silicon nitride membranes. For UV-visible spectroscopy measurements,
quartz substrates were used. UV-visible spectrum of the P3HT and PC71BM is presented
in Figure 4.30.

266 nm

Absorbance (u.a.)

532 nm

200

300

400 500 600
Wavelength (nm)

700

800

Figure 4.30. UV-visible spectra of P3HT (red) and PC71BM (black) thin films on quartz
substrates.

In this case, laser irradiation of P3HT/PC71BM thin films was carried out both under
ambient air conditions and under vacuum at normal incidence with a linearly polarized
laser beam of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (pulse duration of 8 ns) at two different
wavelengths, i.e., with the second, 532 nm, and fourth harmonic, 266 nm, at a repetition
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rate oof 10 Hz. These
T
wavellengths werre selected for
f the expeeriments beecause P3HT
T and
PC71BM absorb efficiently as it is show
wn in Figurre 4.30.

4.4.22. LIPSS morphology as revvealed by
y AFM
Topoography AF
FM images of LIPSS oobtained at 266
2 nm witth a fluencee of 13.5 mJ/cm2
and 33600 pulsess and at 532
2 nm with a fluence off 26 mJ/cm2 and 3600 ppulses are shown
in Fiigure 4.31. This laser conditions were selectted accordin
ng to the prrevious wo
ork on
P3HT
T describedd in Section
n 4.1. It is oobserved th
hat regular LIPSS are obtained att both
waveelengths. Dimensions
D
obtained frrom the AF
FM analysis corresponnd to perio
ods of
225 ± 9 nm for irradiation
n at 266 nm
m and 350 ± 8 nm for irradiationn at 532 nm
m and
correesponding depths
d
of 61 ± 8 nm andd 111 ± 9 nm
m, respectiv
vely.
It iss worth mentioning
m
that paraallel and well-ordere
w
d LIPSS are formeed in
P3HT
T/PC71BM upon irradiiation at 2666 nm by using
u
the sam
me laser coonditions th
han in
the ccase of P3H
HT homopollymer led too distorted LIPSS (Fig
gure 4.5). Thhis effect can be
explaained in terrms of mateerial absorpption since the
t PC71BM
M componennt absorbs much
moree than P3HT
T at 266 nm
m (Figure 44.30), and thus
t
it conttributes to a more effeective
LIPS
SS formationn.

Figurre 4.31. Toopography AFM
A
imagess of LIPSS fabricated on P3HT/P C71BM und
der air
condiitions at (a) 266
2 nm with
h a fluence oof 13.5 mJ/cm
m2 and 3600 pulses and ((b) 532 nm with
w a
fluennce of 26 mJ//cm2 and 360
00 pulses. Thhe height pro
ofile along a 3 μm line peerpendicular to the
ripplees is shown below
b
both im
mages.
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Figurre 4.32 shows the LIPSS morphoology after irradiation
i
in
i vacuum aat 266 nm. Main
differences are related to the shape and size of
o the strucctures obtaained. The AFM
topoggraphy imaage of the nanostructtures fabriccated undeer vacuum is presenteed in
Figurre 4.32.a. LIPSS
L
have an averagee period of 235 ± 6 nm
m and a dept
pth of 18 ± 4 nm.
The topographyy of LIPSS after anneaaling for 4 minutes at 140 ºC is sshown in Figure
F
4.32..b. In this case, the average peeriod and depth
d
are 230
2 ± 5 nm
m and 8 ± 2 nm
respeectively.

Figurre 4.32. Toppography AFM
M images off LIPSS fabrricated at 266
6 nm in vacuuum with a flluence
of 13.5 mJ/cm2 annd 3600 pulsses on P3HT//PC71BM, (aa) before and
d (b) after an annealing sttep for
4 minnutes at 140ººC.

4.4.33. Chemical chara
acterizatioon by NEX
XAFS speectroscop
py
NEX
XAFS experriments werre performe d in order to
t gain info
ormation aboout the chemical
stabiility of thee P3HT/PC
C71BM thinn films afteer laser irrradiation at 266 nm. The
experiments weere perform
med at Beam
mline 11.0.1.2 at the Advanced Light Sourrce at
Lawrrence Berkeeley National Laboratoory (LBNL)). Both transsmission annd Total Eleectron
Yieldd (TEY) NE
EXAFS of the
t P3HT/P
PCBM blen
nds are show
wn in Figure
res 4.33 and
d 4.34
respeectively. Figgure 4.33 shows
s
the ttransmission
n NEXAFS
S spectra off the spin-ccoated
P3HT
T/PC71BM thin film (b
blue), LIPSS
S obtained under
u
air co
onditions (ggreen) and LIPSS
L
obtaiined under vacuum conditions ((orange) an
nd also includes the PP3HT (red)) and
PC71BM (black)) spectra forr comparisoon.
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P3HT:PC71BM

2.1
P3HT:PC71BM

1.4

P3HT:PC71BM

PC71BM

0.7

P3HT

0.0
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Figure 4.33. Transmission NEXAFS spectra of P3HT/PC71BM films: spin-coated (blue line),
with LIPSS formed upon irradiation in air (green line) at 266 nm and with LIPSS formed upon
irradiation in vacuum (orange line) at 266 nm. P3HT and PC71BM thin films are shown as
reference (red and black line, respectively). The black arrows indicate the bands which present a
decreased intensity after irradiation.

The NEXAFS spectrum of the P3HT/PC71BM sample with LIPSS obtained in air shows
a decrease of intensity in two bands in comparison with the non-irradiated one as
marked by arrows in Figure 4.33: PC71BM π-band at about 284 eV as well as the band
roughly at 287.5 eV. These results can be interpreted as a possible photo-oxidation of
the polymer/fullerene blend after laser irradiation in air. On the other hand
P3HT/PC71BM samples with LIPSS obtained in vacuum show a profile very similar
compared with the unstructured P3HT/PC71BM with the exception of the band at
285 eV which exhibits an increased intensity. In previous works34, 74, 75 this band has
been assigned to the sum of the P3HT π-band and the PC71BM π-band of the phenyl
groups. Additionally, the intensity of this band is sensitive to the orientation due to the
planarity of the π-bonds. Further work should be done to elucidate the meaning of these
changes in the intensity.
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A detailed study of the surface can be performed with TEY NEXAFS. Figure 4.34
shows the spectra of the different P3HT/PC71BM samples. As reference, P3HT and
PC71BM thin films spectra are presented in the graph (red and black line).

Total Electron Yield (a.u.)

2.5
2.0

P3HT:PC71BM

1.5

P3HT:PC71BM

1.0

P3HT:PC71BM

0.5

P3HT

0.0

PC71BM

-0.5

P3HT

-1.0
284

288

292

296

300

Energy (eV)
Figure 4.34. TEY NEXAFS spectra collected in transmission of different P3HT/PC71BM films:
spin-coated (blue line), with LIPSS formed upon irradiation in air (green line) at 266 nm and
with LIPSS formed upon irradiation in vacuum (orange line) at 266 nm. P3HT and PC71BM thin
films are shown as reference (red and black lines respectively). P3HT film with LIPSS formed
at 266 nm is also included for comparison (purple line). The black arrows indicate the bands
which present changes in the intensity after irradiation.

A first view suggests that surface is richer in P3HT since TEY-NEXAFS spectra of
P3HT/PC71BM films results to be similar to the P3HT homopolymer film as some
works have already reported.76-78 Compositional analysis of the spectra was carried out
in a similar way that those performed for the analysis of the composition in
P3HT/PCDTBT blends detailed in Chapter 2.2. Fits presented in Figure 4.35 were
performed assuming the absence of new bands due to the interaction between P3HT and
PC71BM. The results indicate that P3HT/PC71BM thin films exhibit only 20 % of
PC71BM in the surface (Figure 4.35.a).
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Figure 4.35. Compositional decomposition of TEY NEXAFS spectra. (a) Unstructured
P3HT/PC71BM thin film and (b) P3HT/PC71BM with LIPSS obtained in vacuum at 266 nm. Red
and black lines correspond to the reference P3HT and PC71BM thin films spectra respectively
and blue lines are the fitted curves assuming the labelled amount of PC71BM on the surface.

Regarding the TEY-NEXAFS of the sample with LIPSS, some differences can be
appreciated (Figure 4.34). Starting with the sample irradiated in air, a new band appears
at 289 eV, which in principle could be due either to a PC71BM surface enrichment or to
the photo-oxidation of the polymer chains. However the spectrum cannot be
successfully fitted with the individual components since the LIPSS spectrum (green line
in Figure 4.34) does not show the band at 284 eV associated to the PC71BM. In addition
the TEY-NEXAFS spectrum (purple line) of a sample with LIPSS on P3HT
homopolymer obtained upon irradiation in air is presented in Figure 4.34. This spectrum
presents similar bands to the P3HT/PC71BM irradiated in air suggesting that the new
bands are not related to the PC71BM phase. On the other hand, with respect to the
sample irradiated in vacuum, differences are less obvious and just a detailed inspection
of the zone at 284-285 eV can detect them. In particular, a decrease of the small
shoulder at 284 eV which corresponds to the PC71BM can be appreciated. The fit of this
spectrum is presented in Figure 4.35.b, confirming that an increase of the P3HT phase at
the surface of the sample occurs after irradiation in vacuum.
From these results one can conclude that P3HT/PC71BM films irradiated with an
ultraviolet laser at 266 nm may present some chemical modifications of the polymerfullerene structure when the laser irradiation is performed in air and the chemical
modification is enhanced in the surface. In contrast, the chemical modification is almost
negligible when the irradiation is performed under vacuum conditions.
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4.4.4. Evolution of the phase separation as revealed by Resonant Soft
X-ray Scattering
4.4.4.1.

Phase separation in unstructured P3HT/PC71BM as revealed by
Resonant Soft X-ray Scattering

As commented in Chapter 1, P3HT/PC71BM is one of the most studied active layers for
organic solar cells. In order to improve the efficiency of such solar cell, the knowledge
of the phase separation between the donor and acceptor phases is essential. In this
context RSoXS is a potential technique since it allows obtaining an enhanced scattering
by varying the X-ray energy in the C absorption edges (270-320 eV). The scattered
intensity is related to the scattering contrast between both phases. Therefore, to obtain
the scattering contrast and perform RSoXS experiments the following steps have been
carried out. In order to exploit RSoXS it is necessary to calculate the imaginary and real
parts of refraction index of individual components. The imaginary part, , is related to
the NEXAFS spectra by means of Equation 2.2. Through the Kramers-Kronig relations
(Equation 2.3) the real part of the refraction index can be estimated. These calculations
were performed with the KKcalc program developed by B.Watts.79
The imaginary and real parts of the refraction index of the P3HT and PC71BM are
shown in Figure 4.36 estimated from the respective NEXAFS spectrum.
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Figure 4.36. Real (δ) and imaginary (β) parts of the refraction index for P3HT and PC71BM as
labeled.

The second necessary step is to estimate the scattering contrast between components
which is given by the quantity Δδ

Δβ which determines the material contrast and
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scatteering strenggth. The material
m
scatttering conttrast calculaated for thee P3HT an
nd the
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PC71BM is show
wn in Figuree 4.37.
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Figurre 4.37. Matterials scatterring contrast between P3HT and PC711BM at the ccarbon K-edg
ge.

The third necessary step iss to select eenergies witth the higheest scatterinng contrast. Once
the m
material conntrast is kno
own it is poossible to select the en
nergies withh higher contrast
betw
ween P3HT and PC71BM. In this case, the highest
h
conttrast is obtaained at eneergies
arounnd 284 eV.. In Figure 4.38 one eexample is presented
p
where
w
the sscattering paattern
colleected at one energy witth high conttrast betweeen the comp
ponents, nam
mely 284.2 eV is
comppared with the
t one colllected at anoother energy
y with low contrast,
c
2885 eV.

Figurre 4.38. 2D RSoXS pattterns taken aat energies with
w (a) high and (b) low sscattering co
ontrast
betweeen P3HT annd PC71BM.
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2D RSoXS patterns of a P3HT/PC71BM thin film at selected energies are presented in
Figure 4.39. A weak scattering reflection q1 = 0.389 nm, highlighted by a red arrow,
appears at each energy, being enhanced at energies near 284 eV. In the literature this
reflection has been assigned to either PC71BM clusters distances or to P3HT
nanocrystal- nanocrystal distances.63, 65, 68, 73

280 eV

282 eV

283 eV

284 eV

284.2 eV

284.4 eV

285 eV

286 eV

287 eV

Figure 4.39. 2D RSoXS patterns at different carbon K-edge energies of the P3HT/PC71BM
film. Circular sector labeled in red in the upper right pattern corresponds to the area used for the
integration of the scattered intensity in the profiles shown in Figure 4.40. Red arrows indicate
the scattering reflection enhanced at 284.2 eV.

Typically, the P3HT/PC71BM blend is described as a complex system formed by neat
P3HT crystals, neat PC71BM clusters and an amorphous phase being a mixture of P3HT
and PC71BM.80 One interpretation of the patterns shown in Figure 4.39 might be that
PC71BM clusters are located between P3HT crystals surrounded by the amorphous
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P3HT/PC71BM phase. In this way, the average distance between PC71BM clusters can
be considered to be governed by the average distance between P3HT nanocrystals.
According to this model the scattering maximum observed in the P3HT/PC71BM thin
film would provide this characteristic length, i.e. the average distance between clusters,
being this a possible way to evaluate the degree of phase separation between P3HT and
PC71BM.
Fig. 4.40 shows the intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies as labeled of
the P3HT/PC71BM thin film obtained by integration of the scattering intensity over an
area included in the circular sector described in Figure 4.39.
Accordingly, as the highest contrast is obtained at resonance energies characteristics of
PC71BM (284.2 eV) as it is shown by the highest intensity of the shoulder of the red
curve in Figure 4.40, it is reasonable to assume that the distance associated to this
reflection in the reciprocal space is related to distances between PC71BM domains.

Intensity (a.u.)
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Figure 4.40. 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, of the
P3HT/PC71BM thin film obtained by integration of the scattering intensity over an area included
in the circular sector described in Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.41 shows the intensity profiles at different energies for the P3HT/PC71BM
sample thin film after annealing at 140 ºC for 4 minutes. The maximum associated to
phase separation increases the intensity and is slightly shifted towards low q-values
(Table 4.1). This behavior has been observed by hard X-ray and neutron experiments.63,
65, 68

After annealing, both P3HT crystallization and PC71BM agglomeration are

expected to happen. Both processes lead to an enrichment of the phases and hence to an
enhancement of the scattering contrast between them. In addition, the P3HT
crystallization explains the intensity increase and the PC71BM agglomeration explains
the shift of the intensity maximum to lower q-values due to a larger distance between
phases.
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Figure 4.41. 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, of the
annealed P3HT/PC71BM thin film obtained by integration of the scattering intensity over a
circular sector.

4.4.4.2. Phase separation in LIPSS on P3HT/PC71BM irradiated in air
Regarding the samples with LIPSS, the thin film irradiated at 266 nm under air
conditions shows a grating-type pattern (Figure 4.42) in which the periodicity of the
laser-induced structures may be estimated from the q-value of the first order peak in the
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1D intensity profiles shown in Figure 4.42.b. Additionally, a ring appears at low qvalues with an isotropic shape (Figure 4.42.a and 4.42.c). This scattering located at
q = 0.023 nm-1 and indicated by an arrow in Figure 4.42.a arises from large length
correlations with an average distance of 270 nm. Since LIPSS samples are anisotropic
they exhibit oriented patterns. Thus, a main direction across the scattering maxima of
the LIPSS can be defined as S and another perpendicular as P.
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Figure 4.42. (a) 2D RSoXS pattern of the P3HT/PC71BM thin film with LIPSS obtained upon
irradiation at 266 nm in air collected at a sample-detector distance of 150 nm with an energy of
284.2 eV. (b) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, obtained by
integration of the scattering intensity in the S-direction along the scattering maxima over the
area included in Figure 4.42.a. (c) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as
labeled, obtained by integration of the scattering intensity in the P-direction over the area
included in Figure 4.42.a. Red arrow corresponds to the scattering with a ring shape at
q = 0.023 nm-1.
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In order to access to a larger q-values range, the scattered intensity was collected at a
shorter sample-detector-distance. Figure 4.43 shows a scattering pattern similar to that
shown in Figure 4.42 in a larger q-range for the P3HT/PC71BM thin film. In this case,
an additional scattering maximum at larger q-values (q2 = 0.235 nm-1), indicated by an
arrow in Figure 4.43.a, is enhanced at 284.2 eV and could be related to the phase
separation as observed in the non-irradiated sample with a q-value of 0.389 nm-1. This
maximum indicates the existence of a characteristic correlation length orthogonal to the
ripple direction of the LIPSS periodicity. Figure 4.43.b shows the scattered intensity
integrated in an angular sector orthogonal to the ripples as depicted in Figure 4.43.a.
The maximum scattered intensity appears at 284.2 eV which should be related with the
distances between PC71BM domains.
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Figure 4.43. (a) 2D RSoXS pattern of the P3HT/PC71BM thin film with LIPSS obtained upon
irradiation at 266 nm in air collected at a sample-detector distance of 50 nm with an energy of
284.2 eV. (b) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, obtained by
integration of the scattering intensity in the P-direction over the area included in Figure 4.43.a.
Red arrow corresponds to the scattering related to the phase separation average distance at
q2 = 0.235 nm-1.

4.4.4.3. Phase separation in LIPSS on P3HT/PC71BM irradiated in vacuum
The P3HT/PC71BM LIPSS formed by laser illumination under vacuum conditions
(Figure 4.44.a) also show a gratings-type pattern. The scattering maximum at
q2 = 0.157 nm-1, indicated by an arrow, is here enhanced in comparison with the
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previous case (Figure 4.43) and indicates the existence of a characteristic correlation
length which is perpendicular to the LIPSS. This maximum can be associated to the
correlation distances between PC71BM clusters and hence associated to the degree of
phase separation between P3HT and PC71BM as it was commented before.
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Figure 4.44. (a) 2D RSoXS pattern of the P3HT/PC71BM thin film with LIPSS obtained upon
irradiation at 266 nm in vacuum collected at a sample-detector distance of 50 nm with an energy
of 284.2 eV. (b) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, obtained
by integration of the scattering intensity in the S-direction along the scattering maxima over the
area included in Figure 4.44.a. (c) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon K-edge energies, as
labeled, obtained by integration of the scattering intensity in the P-direction over the area
included in Figure 4.44.a. Red arrow indicates the scattering maxima related to the phase
separation at q2 = 0.157 nm-1.

Figure 4.44.b shows the 1D intensity profiles at different energies for the
P3HT/PC71BM sample with LIPSS irradiated in vacuum, obtained from the integration
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of 2D
D patterns using the cakes
c
drawnn in Figuree 4.44.a along the S- aand P-directions.
Com
mparing thesse intensity profiles
p
to tthose from the P3HT/P
PC71BM sam
mple with LIPSS
L
obtaiined in air (Figure 4.4
42.b and 4.443.b), it is seen that th
he maximuum related to
t the
phasee separationn is both mo
ore intense and better defined.
d
Thiis result sugggests that P3HT
P
and P
PC71BM phhases are separated al ong the rip
pples. According to thhe mechanissm of
LIPS
SS formationn, when irraadiating a ppolymer matterial the su
urface reachhes a temperrature
abovve the Tm in the case off a semicrysstalline poly
ymer and thu
us during thhe reorganizzation
proceess a liquidd-liquid dem
mixing mecchanism mig
ght be the driving
d
mecchanism off such
phasee separationn.
A scchematic model
m
of thiis interpretaation is sho
own in Fig
gure 4.45 sshowing thee two
charaacteristic coorrelation leengths of thhe LIPSS, d1 being thee average ddistance bettween
ripplles and d2 being
b
the av
verage distaance between PC71BM
M clusters w
within the ripple.
The average disstances that can be obttained from the scattering pattern are d1 ≈ 20
09 nm
and d2 ≈ 40 nm
m for the LIPSS
L
obtai
ained upon irradiation in vacuum
m. The scatttered
intennsity at low
w q-values is almost vanished for
f the sam
mple irradiaated in vaccuum,
sugggesting thatt oxidation or carbonn formation
n does not take placee during LIPSS
L
form
mation in vaccuum.

Figurre 4.45. Propposed model for P3HT/P C71BM samp
ple with LIPSS.

The ppresence annd high intensity of thee reflection at q2 = 0.1577 nm-1, conffirm the presence
of a phase separation betw
ween the P
P3HT and the PC71BM
M. In princciple this is
i not
expectable sincee laser prov
vokes the reeduction of the polymeer and PC71 BM crystalllinity
and as a conseqquence the diffusion oof the fullerrene molecules into am
morphous P3HT
P
phasee.81 Howevver the hind
dered crystaallization produced
p
du
uring the laaser illumin
nation
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could give rise to a liquid-liquid demixing during the reorganization process and as a
consequence a large phase separation between both components.
4.4.4.4. Effect of annealing on the phase separation of P3HT/PC71BM
Figure 4.46.a shows that after annealing for 4 min at 140 ºC the LIPSS sample
fabricated in air at 266 nm, no scattering signal related to phase separation is detected in
the q-range investigated (Figure 4.46.c). However the scattering from the LIPSS is
maintained indicating that LIPSS remains after thermal annealing.
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Figure 4.46. (a) 2D RSoXS of the P3HT/PC71BM thin film with LIPSS obtained upon
irradiation at 266 nm in air after annealing for 4 min at 140 ºC, collected at a sample-detector
distance of 70 nm with an energy of 284.2 eV. (b) 1D intensity profiles at different carbon
K-edge energies, as labeled, obtained by integration of the scattering intensity in the S-direction
along the scattering maxima over the area included in Figure 4.46.a. (c) 1D intensity profiles at
different carbon K-edge energies, as labeled, obtained by integration of the scattering intensity
in the P-direction over the area included in Figure 4.46.a.
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Neveertheless, affter annealiing the LIP
PSS sample fabricated in vacuum
m at 266 nm
m, the
scatteering from the LIPSS periodicityy is maintain
ned and thee reflection related to phase
p
separration of thee componen
nts is also ppresent but it
i loses the orientation as it is show
wn in
Figurre 4.47.a. The
T 1D ortho
ogonal intennsity profilees at differeent energiess are presentted in
Figurres 4.47.b and
a 4.47.c. In the case of the refleection relateed to the phhase separattion a
shift of the inteensity maxim
mum to higgher q-valuees is observ
ved in comp
mparison witth the
intennsity profiles from the same
s
samplle without annealing
a
(T
Table 4.1).

Figurre 4.47. (a) 2D RSoXS pattern
p
of thhe P3HT/PC71
PSS obtained
d upon
7 BM thin film with LIP
irradiiation at 2666 nm in vacu
uum after annnealing forr 4 min at 140 ºC, colleected at a saampledetecctor distance of 70 nm with
w an enerrgy of 284.2 eV. (b) 1D intensity prrofiles at diffferent
carboon K-edge ennergies, as laabeled, obtaiined by integ
gration of the scattering intensity in the Sdirecttion along thhe scattering
g maxima ovver the area included
i
in Figure
F
4.47.aa. (c) 1D inttensity
profilles at differeent carbon K--edge energiies, as labeled, obtained by
b integratioon of the scatttering
intensity in the P--direction ov
ver the area inncluded in Figure 4.46.a.
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To discuss further the results, the scattering related to the phase separation has been
analyzed. In Figure 4.48.a the 1D intensity profiles at 284.2 eV of the P3HT/PC71BM
thin film before and after annealing are presented. As mentioned before the scattering
intensity is shifted to lower q-values. The 1D profiles in the P-direction at 284.2 eV of
the LIPSS in P3HT/PC71BM thin films obtained upon irradiation at 266 nm in air
(green), in vacuum (orange) and in vacuum after annealing (purple) are presented in
Figure 4.48.b. Distances obtained from both, the maximum of intensity related to the
LIPSS periodicity (q1) and the maximum related to phase separation distance (q2) are
presented in Table 4.1 for the samples investigated. Results show that annealing the thin
film produces a shift of the maximum related to the phase separation to lower q-values
(blue to black line). However, after annealing the sample irradiated in vacuum the
maximum shifts to a higher q-value that coincides with the q-value of the annealed thin
film.
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Figure 4.48. (a) Comparison of the 1D intensity profiles at 284.2 eV of the P3HT/PC71BM thin
film before (blue) and after (black) annealing. (b) 1D profiles in the P-direction at 284.2 eV of
the LIPSS in P3HT/PC71BM thin films obtained upon irradiation at 266 nm in air (green), in
vacuum (orange) and in vacuum after annealing (purple).
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Table 4.1. Characteristic lengths d1 and d2 of the model illustrated in Figure 4.45 obtained from
the scattering of the maxima at the corresponding q-values for P3HT/PC71BM samples.

Sample

Annealing

LIPSS

q1 (nm-1)

q2 (nm-1)

d1 (nm)

d2(nm)

P3HT:PC71BM

NO

NO

--

0.389

--

16

P3HT:PC71BM

YES

NO

--

0.291

--

22

P3HT:PC71BM

NO

air

0.0273

0.235

232

27

P3HT:PC71BM

YES

air

0.0282

--

224

--

P3HT:PC71BM

NO

vacuum

0.0301

0.157

209

40

P3HT:PC71BM

YES

vacuum

0.0292

0.29

216

22

In summary, according to RSoXS results (Table 4.1) the characteristic phase separation
distance increases from 16 to 22 nm when annealing the P3HT/PC71BM thin film, due
mainly to the growth of PC71BM aggregates with temperature. For LIPSS samples
obtained under vacuum, the characteristic phase separation distance decreases from 40
to 22 nm when annealing. The final value coincides with the phase separation distance
of the annealed thin film. It can be explained considering that the AFM images of
LIPSS after annealing shows an enormous decrease of the LIPSS depth compared with
the initial LIPSS (Figure 4.32). Taking this into account, it can be suggested that after
annealing the main contribution to the RSoXS pattern is the non-structured thin film
under a structured surface of only 8 nm thickness.
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4.4..5.Electrrical pro
operties of nano
ostructured P3H
HT/PC711BM
thin fiilms
Electtrical propeerties at thee nanoscale have been
n analyzed by
b C-AFM.. P3HT/PC71BM
thin films nanosstructured by
b LIPSS inn vacuum and with posst annealingg at 140 ºC for 4
minuutes are shoown in Fig
gure 4.49. B
Before ann
nealing the current ima
mage exhibitts the
charaacteristic heterogeneo
h
ous conducctivity observed in samples w
with LIPSS
S. As
discuussed in Secction 4.2, th
he loss of thhe P3HT cry
ystallinity co
ould be the cause of th
he low
condductivity observed in th
he ripples. A
After anneaaling the sam
mple presennt an increaase of
condductivity. Thhese results confirm thhat P3HT crrystallizes after
a
annealiing and also
o that
it is possible to
t fabricatee active laayers with LIPSS witthout disrup
upting the phase
p
separration morpphology and
d its electriccal propertiees.

Figurre 4.49. C-A
AFM topograaphy and currrent images of LIPSS on
n P3HT/P71C
CBM fabricaated at
266 nnm in vacuum
m. (a,b) before and (c,d) after annealiing.

4.5.. In sittu LIPS
SS form
mation on con
njugated
d polym
mers
ng Incidence Small
monitored by
y Grazin
S
A
Angle X--ray
Scatteering (GIISAXS)
In thhis section the
t LIPSS formation
f
oon the surface of differrent polymeer films by using
GISA
AXS with synchrotron
s
radiation w
will be desccribed. The polymers innvestigated
d have
beenn PCDTBT and
a the P3H
HT/PCDTBT
T 1:1 blend
d.
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4.5.1. Simultaneous GISAXS-LIPSS experimental set up
In previous sections, the structural characterization of LIPSS has been undertaken by
AFM. However, microscopy becomes cumbersome or even not possible upon dealing
with evaluation of fast processes in real time. For this reason the use of X-ray scattering
techniques with synchrotron radiation can be very useful since they allow obtaining
reciprocal space time resolved structural information with a time resolution in the range
of milliseconds.82 To perform X-ray diffraction on surface nanostructures it is very
convenient to work under total X-ray reflection conditions.83-85 The diffraction pattern
provides statistical information integrated over a large sample area covered by the
footprint of the incident beam on the material surface. Therefore, the scattering pattern
can deliver structural information averaged over an area of several tens of microns.
Previous studies on P3HT LIPSS formation have been done “ex-situ”.27,

28

However,

this procedure limits the amount of samples and rules out real time analysis and the
investigation of irradiation by a high repetition rate.
For LIPSS formation on the polymer spin-coated films, the 2nd harmonic of a Nd:YAG
laser (Lotis TII LS-2131M, λ = 532 nm) and pulses of 8 ns were used. The monitoring
of LIPSS formation in situ was accomplished by using synchrotron radiation at the
DUBBLE beamline of the European Synchrotron (ESRF), Grenoble, France. GISAXS
patterns were acquired while simultaneous laser irradiation on the sample was taking
place. A scheme of the simultaneous experiment is shown in Figure 4.50.
The laser beam (red dashed line) is directed by a collection of three mirrors to the
sample surface. The laser beam size is controlled by an iris and its intensity by a
variable attenuator. The X-ray beam reaches the sample which is positioned in grazing
incidence conditions.27,

28

The scattering plane, containing both the direct and the

specular beams intersects the detector along the meridian of the GISAXS pattern. The
horizon is the intersection between the sample plane and the plane of the detector. The
study has been performed at the laser wavelength 532 nm for three different laser pulse
repetition rates: 2, 5 and 10 Hz.
In this set-up, the sample must be placed horizontal and parallel to the X-ray beam in a
grazing incidence geometry. A precise alignment of the laser beam is required in order
to reach the sample surface perpendicularly. Furthermore, the laser polarization vector
must be parallel to the X-ray beam direction.
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multaneous G
GISAXS- LIPSS experim
ment. Laser bbeam is mark
ked by
Figurre 4.50. Set--up of the sim
a red dashed line and the X-raay beam is m
marked by thee yellow arro
ow.

On tthe basis off previous studies a l aser fluencce of 26 mJJ/cm2 was used for all the
experiments whhich were caarried out at different repetition
r
raates of 2, 5,, and 10 Hzz. For
the ssake of com
mparison all
a the sam
mples were irradiated with 9000 pulses. A laser
irraddiated area of 5 mm diameter w
was selected
d by using an iris. FFor the GIS
SAXS
meassurements a wavelengtth, λ = 0.1224 nm and a beam sizze (H×V) oof 1.1 × 0.5 mm2
weree used. The GISAX
XS patternns were recorded by a Pilattus detecto
or of
981 × 1043 pixeels, 172.0 µm × 172.0 µm pixel siize, which was
w locatedd at 7 m from
m the
sampple positionn. The samp
ple was aliggned with its surface ho
orizontal annd parallel to
t the
X-rayy beam andd at a heigh
ht which inttercepted haalf of the beeam intensitity. Then, fo
or the
GISA
AXS experriments, thee sample iss rotated in
n order to reach an incidence angle
betw
ween samplee surface and
a
the be am, αi, of 0.4º. The experimenntal set-up for a
GISA
AXS experiiment has beeen describeed in Sectio
on 2.2.7.3. In
I order to ffollow in situ the
LIPS
SS formatioon both laseer irradiatioon and GIS
SAXS acquiisition weree simultaneeously
activvated. Acquiisition time for the GIS
SAXS patterns for the laser
l
irradiaation at 2 Hzz was
100 s while for the irradiattions at 5 annd 10 Hz tw
wo acquisitiion times w
were selected: 5 s
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for thhe first 30000 pulses an
nd 20 s for tthe rest of the
t experim
ment. GISAX
XS patterns were
86
analyyzed by thhe Fit2D software.
s
After GISAXS experiments thee samples were

exam
mined by AF
FM in tapping mode.

4.5.22. In situ LIPSS fo
ormation iin PCDTB
BT as rev
vealed by GISAXS
The F
Figure 4.51 shows a seequence of G
GISAXS paatterns durin
ng irradiatioon of a PCD
DTBT
film as a functioon of both th
he number of pulses an
nd the correesponding rreal experim
mental
nt makes poossible the study
s
of thee scattering evolution during
d
time.. This in situu experimen
the LIPSS forrmation exp
ploiting thhe potentiaal of the synchrotron
s
n techniquees to
invesstigate processes in reaal time.

Figurre 4.51. Reaal time LIPSS formationn on PCDTBT upon irrad
diation at 5332 nm at 10 Hz as
reveaaled by GISA
AXS.

Somee selected GISAXS patterns oof LIPSS evolution in PCDTB
BT during laser
irraddiation are presented
p
in Figure 4.522 for the rep
petition ratee of 10 Hz. The first pattern
in Fiigure 4.52 correspondss to the spiin-coated PCDTBT
P
th
hin film. Thhis pattern is
i the
charaacteristic onne for a spin-coated fillm in absen
nce of relev
vant structurre in the an
ngular
rangee investigaated.87 Afterr laser irraadiation witth 1000 pu
ulses (100 s) the GIS
SAXS
patteern starts exxhibiting an
n increase oof the inten
nsity around the regioon referred to as
Yoneeda peak88 which
w
appeaars at arounnd half of th
he reflection
n angle αi annd it is relatted to
the ccritical anglee of polymeers for the X
X-rays. The intensity in
ncreases witth the numb
ber of
pulsees and deveelops a cleaar vertical reeflection with
w a rod sh
hape. For hhigher numb
ber of
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pulsees the GISA
AXS patterrn is characcterized by an increasing number
er of the veertical
rods..
From
m the GISA
AXS patterns horizontaal intensity profiles alo
ong ω for cconstant α values
v
have been extraacted (see Figure 2.15) . These werre obtained by verticall integration
n of a
w
as the one shown in Figure 4.52 around the maximu
um of
horizzontal strip (15 pixel wide)
intennsity of the vertical diffraction m
maxima (α ≈ 0.15º). Ass it was com
mmented above,
a
this aangular regiion correspo
onds to the Yoneda peaak.88

Figurre 4.52. Evoolution of GIISAXS patteerns as a fun
nction of thee number off pulses durin
ng the
in situu LIPSS form
mation in PC
CDTBT thinn films at 532
2 nm for thee repetition rrate of 10 Hzz. The
numbber of pulses is labelled on
o every patttern in the up
pper right corrner.

The correspondding intensiity profiles for the GISAXS
G
pattterns as a function of
o the
numbber of pulsees are plotteed in Figuree 4.53 for different repetition ratess. The perio
od (L)
of thhe LIPSS caan be deriv
ved from thhe lateral po
osition of th
he first maxxima, that is
i the
neareest one to ω = 0º (qy = 0 nm-1). Thhe ω angle and the qy component
c
of the scatttering
vectoor ( ) are reelated by th
he Equation 2.16.b and
d therefore, L can be obbtained usin
ng the
expreession: (L = 2π⁄qymax). The
T outer m
maxima are consecutivee orders of tthe first onee.27 A
clearr evolution of
o the intenssity and thee number off reflections is observedd.
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Figure 4.53. Intensity profiles, in a logarithmic scale, as a function of ω and the number of
pulses obtained from the GISAXS patterns at a constant α = 0.15º for different repetition rates,
as labeled.
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The evolution of the LIP
PSS period extracted from the GISAXS
G
annalysis with the
numbber of pulsees for the different laserr repetition rates is presented in Fiigure 4.54.

Figurre 4.54. Variation of the periods (L) with the num
mber of pulses at differennt repetition rates:
10 Hzz (black circles), 5 Hz (blue circles) aand 2 Hz (red
d circles).

The results indiicate that th
he LIPSS peeriod remains practicallly constantt with a vallue of
350 nm in the whole rang
ge of pulsees employeed. Moreoveer, results are qualitattively
simillar for the thhree laser reepetition rattes used.
In orrder to com
mpare the evolution w
with time of
o LIPSS formation
f
ffor the diffferent
repettition rates, in Figure 4.55
4
the totaal integrated
d intensity of the 1D pprofiles, wh
hich is
the ssum of the total inten
nsity of thee horizontall strip represented in the Figure 4.52
(0 puulses), has been
b
represented as a ffunction off the numbeer of pulses.. For the saake of
compparison wee have sub
btracted thhe integrateed intensity
y of the iintensity profile
p
correesponding too the first GISAXS
G
paattern for eaach experim
ment. Figuree 4.55 show
ws that
for aall the investtigated repeetition rates the integrated intensity
y follows thhree regimes as a
functtion of num
mber of pu
ulses: the ffirst regimee of incubaation where
re the integ
grated
intennsity increasses slowly with
w numbeer of pulses, a second regime
r
wheere the integ
grated
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intensity increases rapidly with increasing number of pulses and a third regime where
the integrated intensity reaches a plateau. The complete process seems to be faster for a
lower repetition rate.

Total
total intensity
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0
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8000 10000 12000
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Number of
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Figure 4.55. Total integrated intensity obtained from the GISAXS pattern at α = 0.15º as a
function of the number of pulses at different repetition rates: 10 Hz (black circles), 5 Hz (blue
circles) and 2 Hz (red circles). The inset is a zoom of the total integrated intensity of the first
stages of the LIPSS formation.

The influence of the laser repetition rate on LIPSS formation is illustrated in Figures
4.56, 4.57 and 4.58 for selected GISAXS patterns corresponding to different stages of
the LIPSS formation.
Samples irradiated with 2000 pulses for the three repetition rates are shown in Figure
4.56. Apparently, similar patterns in intensity and number of reflections are reached at
the three repetition rates. In addition, GISAXS patterns at 4200 pulses are presented in
Figure 4.57 for the three repetition rates. In contrast to the patterns obtained at 2000
pulses (in the initial regime), after 4200 pulses differences in the GISAXS pattern are
considerable. Finally, after 9000 pulses GISAXS patterns (Figure 4.58) present a large
number of reflections which is characteristic of well-ordered LIPSS as it was observed
in a previous work in which the number of reflections was related with a disorder
paracrystalline parameter.27
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Figurre 4.56. (a) GISAXS patterns durinng LIPSS fo
ormation irraadiated withh 2000 pulsees and
differrent laser reppetition rate. (b) Intensityy profiles tak
ken at α = 0.1
15º.

Figurre 4.57. (a) GISAXS patterns durinng LIPSS fo
ormation irraadiated withh 4200 pulsees and
differrent laser reppetition rate. (b) Intensityy profiles tak
ken at α = 0.1
15º.
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Figurre 4.58. (a) GISAXS patterns durinng LIPSS fo
ormation irraadiated withh 9000 pulsees and
differrent laser reppetition rate. (b) Intensityy profiles tak
ken at α = 0.15º.

Thesse results reeveal that LIPSS formaation is fastter when irrradiating at lower repeetition
rates. After seveeral cycles of laser puulses, polym
mer surface is melted aand cooled down
quickkly. The tim
me between
n consecutivve pulses iss longer forr lower repeetition ratess (0.1
versuus 0.2 and 0.5
0 s respecttively). Theerefore, wheen irradiatin
ng at 10 Hz,, pulses reacch the
sampple faster thhan at 5 and
d 2 Hz and when each
h pulse reacches the surrface it is fu
urther
heateed up with shorter tim
me for coolinng down th
han at loweer repetitionn rates. This fact
indiccates that inn this polym
mer the higheer temperatu
ure reached
d at the fasteest repetition
n rate
(10 H
Hz) hinders the LIPSS structurinng. In geneeral, a morre effectivee mechanism
m for
LIPS
SS formation in polymeers has beenn observed when using
g conditionss which pro
omote
higheer temperattures.32, 45 This
T observaation has beeen explaineed in termss of their thermal
propeerties sincee polymers need to reeach a temp
perature abo
ove their T g in the caase of
amorrphous polyymers or abo
ove their Tm for semicrrystalline on
nes.
How
wever, in this case, PCD
DTBT reachhes an adeq
quate temperature to orrganize in LIPSS
L
at thhe three reppetition ratees used andd differencees observed
d in the kin
inetics of LIPSS
L
form
mation can be
b attributed
d to the partticular therm
mal properties of the PPCDTBT su
uch as
the pphase transittion at high temperaturres to a crysstal liquid ph
hase.89
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4.5.22.1.

LIPSS morph
hology in P
PCDTBT as
a revealed
d by AFM
M

10 µ
µm x 10 µm
m AFM topography im
mages of thee samples irradiated
i
du
during the in
n situ
experiments aree presented in
i Figure 4 .59 for the three
t
repetition rates uused. Apparently,
LIPSS in thhe three sam
mples are vvery similarr as can be confirmedd with the height
h
the L
profiiles obtaineed from th
he AFM im
mages. Periiods of thee structuress fabricated
d are
361 ± 11 nm, 348
3 ± 10 nm
m and 354 ± 8 nm fo
or the 10, 5 and 2 Hzz repetition
n rate
respeectively.

Figurre 4.59. (a) Topography AFM imagees of LIPSS fabricated in
i situ at 26 mJ/cm2 and
d 9000
pulsees for the threee different repetition
r
rattes: 10, 5 an
nd 2 Hz. (b) Height
H
profilles obtained along
10 µm
m perpendicuularly to the LIPSS.
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4.5.33. In situ LIPSS formation
f
n in P3HT
T/PCDTB
BT blend
ds as reveealed
by GIS
SAXS
Seleccted GISAX
XS patterns of LIPSS evolution during
d
irrad
diation of a P3HT/PCD
DTBT
blendd thin film are
a presenteed in Figuree 4.60 for th
he repetition
n rate of 10 H
Hz.

Figurre 4.60. Evoolution of GIISAXS patteerns as functtion of the number of puulses during the in
situ L
LIPSS formaation in P3HT/PCDTBT thin films upon irradiatiion at 532 nm
m and a repeetition
rate oof 10 Hz.

The first patternn in Figuree 4.60 corrresponds to the spin-ccoated P3HT
T/PCDTBT
T thin
film. After laseer irradiatio
on with 20000 pulses (200 s) the GISAX
XS pattern starts
exhibbiting smalll increase of the inteensity aroun
nd the Yon
neda peak. In this casse the
patteern does noot exhibit vertical rodds around the Yoned
da Peak. H
However a weak
reflecction appeaars around the
t reflectedd beam durring the laser irradiatioon. Accordiing to
the A
AFM imagees performed in the ex situ experim
ments (Secttion 4.3.2), the structurres in
this bblend have very short correlationn lengths disstributed at different hheights. This fact
leadss to the abseence of the vertical
v
rodds observed in a charactteristic LIPSSS pattern.
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From the GISAXS patterns horizontal intensity profiles along ω for a constant α have
been extracted. These profiles were obtained by vertical integration of a horizontal strip
(15 pixel wide) as the one shown in Figure 4.63 around the reflected beam (α ≈ 0.4º).
The obtained intensity profiles are represented in Figure 4.61 in order to compare the
GISAXS evolution during LIPSS formation. In this case, period of the LIPSS also
remains practically constant with a value around 360 nm in the whole range of pulses
employed. Moreover, results are qualitatively similar for the three laser repetition rates

Intensity (a.u.)

used.

6000
3600
2000
0

-0.1

0.0

0.1

(°)
Figure 4.61. Intensity profiles as a function of ω obtained from the 2D GISAXS patterns at a
constant α = 0.4º for different number of pulses (labeled in the right) during the LIPSS
formation in P3HT/PCDTBT at 10 Hz.

In order to compare the evolution with time of LIPSS formation in the P3HT/PCDTBT
blend for the different repetition rates, in Figure 4.62 the total integrated intensity,
which is the sum of the total intensity of the horizontal strip shown in Figure 4.60, has
been extracted from the intensity profiles and has been represented, as a function of the
number of pulses. For the sake of comparison we have subtracted the integrated
125

intensity of the intensity profile corresponding to the first GISAXS pattern for each
experiment. Figure 4.62 shows that for all the investigated repetition rates the integrated
intensity follows two regimes as a function of number of pulses: the first regime where
the integrated intensity increases rapidly with increasing number of pulses reaching a
maximum and a second regime where the integrated intensity decreases with increasing
number of pulses. It is interesting to point out that the complete process of LIPSS
formation is faster for the blend than for the PCDTBT. This observation is in agreement
with the ex situ experiments included in the Section 4.3.2. In this case the LIPSS
formation seems to be also faster for lower repetition rates as it was observed for
PCDTBT.

Integrated intensity

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
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2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

Number of pulses
Figure 4.62. Total integrated intensity obtained from the GISAXS pattern at α=0.4 º as a
function of the number of pulses at different repetition rates: 10 Hz (black circles), 5 Hz (blue
circles) and 2 Hz (red circles).
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Chapter 5. Laser-Induced Periodic Surface
Structures applied to organic photovoltaics
Polymer blends of poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) with fullerene materials
including C60, [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM) or [6,6]-phenyl
C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) have shown to be attractive functional
materials for their application in organic photovoltaics (OPV).1-3 In this case the
interfacial area between the donor material, P3HT, and the acceptor one, PCBM, which
forms the heterojunction is a critical factor for the performance of the OPV device.1, 4
Several approaches have been followed in order to fabricate controlled micro- and
nanostructures on P3HT for OPV applications including soft lithography,5 nanoimprint
lithography6, 7 and templating by Anodic Aluminium Oxide (AAO) membranes8 among
others.
In Section 4.1 LIPSS have been used in order to create sub-micron gratings on P3HT. It
was shown that, in spite of the well-known photo degradability of P3HT and of the high
power of laser pulses, LIPSS on P3HT at 532 nm are produced with a weak impact on
its chemical structure. However the electrical conductivity of the P3HT ripples exhibits
a heterogeneous nature consisting of an alternation of conducting valleys and
non-conducting hills.9 On the basis of Raman spectroscopy and of X-ray scattering
experiments, a reduction of the crystallinity of the hills was proposed as the cause of the
loss of conductivity in the hills. From the perspective of OPV, several questions arise
about the potential integration of P3HT LIPSS structures in solar cell architecture.10, 11
These include: (1) The possibility of creating LIPSS on an active layer comprising
P3HT and PC71BM. (2) The feasibility of intercalation of the LIPSS active layer
between a bottom indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode coated with a thin layer of poly(3,4ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) and a metallic top
electrode. (3) The role of chemical degradation of the P3HT/PC71BM by laser
illumination which may compromise, or even destroy, the performance of the device.
(4) The impact of the heterogeneous electrical conductivity of the P3HT LIPSS surface
on the OPV device properties. In this chapter, some answers to the above mentioned
questions will be discussed.
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5.1. Preparation and characterization of P3HT/PC71BM
solar cells
Organic solar cells were prepared on 3 x 3 mm2 ITO-covered glass substrates (Solems
S.A, France). ITO acts as a transparent electrode and because of the geometry of the I-V
measurements, a small area of the ITO coating needs to be patterned. The complete
preparation process is presented in Figure 5.1:

a. Patterning of ITO substrates
Mask

Mask

ITO

ITO
Glass

ITO

ITO
Glass

Glass

Glass

b. Spin coating PEDOT:PSS and active layer
ITO

PEDOT:PSS

Active layer

ITO

Glass

ITO

PEDOT:PSS
Glass

Glass

c. Evaporation of aluminium electrodes
Active layer

PEDOT:PSS
Glass

ITO

Al

ITO

Al

ITO

Active layer

Active layer

PEDOT:PSS
Glass

PEDOT:PSS
Glass

Figure 5.1. Scheme of the solar cells preparation used in this thesis.

a. Patterning of ITO substrates:
ITO substrates need to be etched in order to avoid a short circuit when we connect the
electrodes. For this purpose the first step is to mask the area of the ITO substrate which
will remain after etching by covering around the half of a substrate with some tape.
Afterwards the clear ITO area is covered with zinc powder. After applying a water
solution of HCl with a concentration of 50:50 in volume onto the zinc covered area, the
ITO is selectively etched. This reaction involves the reduction of the ITO ions to a
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metallic state. Zinc generates H2 when contacting with HCl and this H2 is the reducing
agent of the ITO.
b. Deposition of the PEDOT:PSS film and the active layer by spin-coating:
A thin layer of PEDOT:PSS was deposited by spin-coating at 5000 rpm on top of a
patterned ITO-covered glass substrate. For preparation of the active layers, P3HT and
PC71BM were solved in chlorobenzene (24 g/L). Two different P3HT/PC71BM active
layers were prepared in order to fabricate two different architectures for the solar cells.
(a) A bilayer was fabricated by depositing a P3HT layer spin-coated at 2400 rpm for
120 s on the underlying PEDOT:PSS layer and subsequently covered by another
PC71BM layer spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 10 s from a 5 g/L dichloromethane solution.
This solvent was used because P3HT is insoluble avoiding the deterioration of the
bottom layer when PC71BM is spin-coated.12
(b) A bulk heterojunction active layer was fabricated by spin-coating the P3HT/PC71BM
blend (weight ratio of 1:1) over the PEDOT:PSS film at 2400 rpm for 120 s.
c. Evaporation of the aluminum electrodes:
After depositing the active layer, aluminum top electrodes were deposited by thermal
evaporation in vacuum. In this case, a mask with four pixels (see the architecture in
Figure 5.2) was used due to the geometry of the measurements and to obtain statistics of
the experiments. Finally, a thermal annealing step of 4 min at 140 °C was performed in
a glovebox under N2 atmosphere to ensure a good contact with the active layer. The
final scheme of a typical solar cell used in this study is shown in Figure 5.2.

(a)

(b)
Al

Active layer
PEDOT:PSS

Glass

Figure 5.2. Architecture of a solar cell: (a) top view, (b) lateral view.
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5.3.. LIPSS
S in P3H
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PC71BM bilayer for
f phottovoltaiccs
As m
mentioned before,
b
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Figurre 5.3. Schem
me of the billayer device architecture tested for ph
hotovoltaic chharacterizatiion of
P3HT
T and PC71BM
M systems with
w LIPSS.
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LIPS
SS appear on P3HT after appropriaate laser irrradiation conditions as shown in Figure
F
5.4.aa. Afterwardds, a PC71BM
B thin film
m is spin-co
oated over the
t P3HT ffilm with LIPSS.
The uupper surfaace of this bilayer is shoown in Figu
ure 5.4.b, where
w
the LIIPSS imposed on
P3HT
T are mainntained. Th
he final deeposition off aluminum
m top conta
tacts by thermal
evaporation keep as well th
he LIPSS rellief essentiaally unchang
ged (Figuree 5.4.c) with
h only
a sligght modificaation of the depth profi
file.

Figurre 5.4. 5 ×5 μm2 AFM im
mages of billayer solar ceell: (a) P3HT
T surface afteer laser irrad
diation
and ((b) PC71BM film surfacee deposited oon top of P3
3HT film with LIPSS byy spin-coatin
ng. (c)
Surfaace after deposition of th
he aluminum
m top electrod
de and after a thermal annnealing at 140 °C
for 4 min. Heightt profiles are provided at the bottom of
o the imagess.

A real bilayer solar
s
cell is presented in Figure 5.5.
5 It can be
b observedd that the LIPSS
L
a acting ass a diffractioon grating.
area presents diffferent color since the sstructures are

Figurre 5.5. A reaal bilayer sollar cell devicce photo. Thee blue color corresponds to the iridesscence
of thee LIPSS areaa acting as a diffraction ggrating.
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An eexample of the J−V ch
haracteristiccs of the LIPSS
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u
illum
mination is shown in Figure
F
5.6. Although the
t overall device perfformance can be
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mized, the J−V characteristic off the LIPSS
S bilayer proves
p
that photocurreent is
generated by liight illumin
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Figurre 5.6. J−V characteristiics of the LIP
PSS solar ceell in the darrk and underr illumination
n. For
the saake of compaarison, data for
f the unstruuctured bilay
yer solar cell are also inclluded).

5.4.. LIPSS
S in P3H
HT/PC71B
BM blen
nd for ph
hotovoltaaics
A schheme of thee bulk heterojunction arrchitecture is shown in
n Figure 5.7 .

Figurre 5.7. Sccheme of the
t
bulk hheterojunction architectu
ure tested for photov
voltaic
charaacterization of
o P3HT/PC71
ms with LIPSS.
7 BM system
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The correspondding resultss for the bbulk heterojjunction so
olar cells aare illustrated in
n-coated P3HT/PC71BM
M film is shown
Figurre 5.8. The upper surfface of the initial spin
beforre (Figure 5.8.a)
5
and affter laser irrradiation (Figure 5.8.b)). It is imporrtant to poin
nt out
that even after thermal
t
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nealing LIP
PSS keep th
heir structure unchangeed, at least under
u
r
the aaluminum ellectrode (seee Figure 5.88.c). As onee can see, siimilarly as for P3HT, rather
orderred LIPSS are
a formed

Figurre 5.8. 5 ×5 μm2 AFM images of thhe surface off the active layer on a B
BHJ solar ceell: (a)
beforre, (b) after laser irradiaation, and (c ) after deposition of thee aluminum top electrod
de and
after a thermal annnealing at 140 °C for 4 min. Heightt profiles are provided att the bottom of the
imagees.

An eexample of solar
s
cells fabricated
f
w
with the actiive layer strructured by LIPSS is shown
in Fiigure 5.9. A strong irridescence ccan be obsserved due to LIPSS aarea acting
g as a
diffraaction gratinng even wh
hen aluminuum electrodee is depositeed.

Figu
ure 5.9. A real LIPSS bulk heterrojunction solar cell deevice photo.. The green
n-blue

colorr correspondds to the irid
descence off the LIPSS area acting
g as a diffracction gratin
ng.
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Reprresentative J−V characcteristic of the BHJ LIPSS solar cell in thee dark and under
u
illum
mination is shown in
n Figure 5.10. Thee J−V chaaracteristic of the LIPSS
L
heterrojunction also
a proves that photoccurrent is geenerated by
y light illum
mination alth
hough
a low
wer photocurrent is generated inn compariso
on with thee unstructurred control bulk
heterrojunction solar
s
cell.

Figu
ure 5.10. J−V
J
characcteristic of the LIPSS
S solar cell in the ddark and under
u

illum
mination. Foor the sake of compariison, data for
f the unstructured BH
HJ solar ceell are
also included.
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d
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fo four refeerence solarr cells. The results are shown in Figure
F
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c
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curreent density (J
( sc), and op
pen-circuit vvoltages (Voc
o ).
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ojunction and
a similar for the biilayer
archiitectures. One
O possiblee reason forr that is relaated to the need
n
of optiimization fo
or the
preseented photoovoltaic sysstems. For tthe current device arraangement, aaccording to
t the
AFM
M depth proofiles (Figurres 5.4 andd 5.8), the to
op-to-valley
y distance iis comparab
ble to
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uctured film
ms. Thus, affter LIPSS formation, it is expeccted a
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depletion of the active layer between the PEDOT:PSS and the aluminum electrode in
the valley. This effect could explain the lower performance of the LIPSS devices.
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Figure 5.11. (a) Power conversion efficiency (PCE), (b) fill factor (FF), (c) short-circuit
current density (Jsc), and (d) open-circuit voltages (Voc) for the unstructured
(non-textured bars) bilayer and bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell architectures and
for the corresponding ones with LIPSS (textured bars).
Another important feature to note is that the solar cells that underwent a LIPSS
structuring process have been previously laser irradiated prior to the photovoltaic
characterization. Previous Raman spectroscopy results have shown that laser irradiation
of P3HT provokes a decrease of the ordered phase rather than a significant chemical
degradation.9 This effect could lead to a decrease of the electrical conductivity
responsible for the decreased short-circuit current density upon LIPSS structuring. In
spite of that, it is important to remark that LIPSS devices are operational as solar cells.
The FF values suggest that solar cell geometry can be optimized, although comparable
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values are obtained for LIPSS devices and the reference unstructured ones. As expected,
the photogenerated short-circuit current of bilayer solar cells is lower than that of BHJ
mainly due to the smaller donor/ acceptor interface. The Voc values are similar for both
LIPSS and unstructured devices. This indicates a sound preservation of the device
layout and the structural integrity of the materials composing the whole layer stack.
Moreover, we can see how for bilayer solar cells the Voc increases by about 10%.
Taking into account that the vertical profile of the imprinted structure has a height
comparable to the original film thickness, it becomes remarkable that the LIPSS process
means a dramatic gain in donor−acceptor interface for bilayer devices. This enlarged
interface is expected to significantly decrease the non-geminate recombination, feature
which is in good agreement with the improved Voc.18,

19

In spite of the quantitative

results, our data proves that both the LIPSS P3HT/PC71BM bilayer system and the
LIPSS P3HT/PC71BM blend system, preserve their photovoltaic properties for
photocurrent generation. Moreover, LIPSS show the path for device improvement upon
structuring and yields improvements in FF and Voc that could potentially lead to
improved solar devices after optimization. This demonstrates that LIPSS can be, in
principle, incorporated into organic photovoltaics technology although additional effort
is necessary to improve the performance of the LIPSS devices. It is clear that it will be
necessary to further advance in the knowledge of physicochemical and morphological
changes occurring during light exposure to characterize the reorganization processes
that take place during irradiation. In particular, to optimize the active layer in the valleys
of LIPSS devices a first approach would consist in considering thicker films with
different levels of LIPSS order. In addition by using different irradiation conditions like
fluence, number of pulses, laser beam polarization or combining successive irradiations
with different polarization orientation20 could be explored to improve performance of
LIPSS solar cells. In fact, wrinkles and folds resulting from linear and non-linear elastic
instabilities have been reported to guide and retain light within the photoactive regions
of photovoltaics.21
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
The main conclusions of this thesis are summarized below:



P3HT/PCDTBT blends with different concentrations are prepared giving rise to thin
films with different thicknesses with lateral phase separation when spin-coated. The
domain sizes of both components decrease as film thickness decreases. ConductiveAFM results show that the thicker blend films (165 and 295 nm thick), present a
fibrous network where the strongest current is measured. These results evidence that
P3HT needle-like crystals grow from the P3HT-rich domains, acting as bridges
through the PCDTBT-rich domains. A strong impact of the crystal morphology on
hole mobility is evidenced. In particular, a significant zero-field hole mobility
increase is observed for the P3HT/PCDTBT thin films with increasing thickness.



Laser-induced periodic surface structures on poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
thin films can be prepared with periods close to the irradiation wavelengths of
532 and 266 nm, and by selecting different laser parameters such as fluence and
the number of pulses, it is possible to obtain LIPSS with different depths,
periodicities, and degree of order. NEXAFS and Raman spectroscopy
measurements reveal a good chemical stability of P3HT thin films under the
laser irradiation conditions used for LIPSS formation. Conductive atomic force
microscopy shows that in the nanostructures the trenches present a higher
conductivity than the ridges. The structural characterization suggests that during
irradiation melting of the surface takes place leading to a ripple morphology
characterized by the existence of low crystallinity and non-conducting ridges
over a continuous and more-conducting P3HT residual layer whose initial
crystallinity seems to be unaffected in comparison to that of the pristine P3HT
thin film. In addition, a zero field hole mobility increase of about two orders of
magnitude is observed for P3HT domains in the 165 nm blend films compared
to a neat P3HT film with similar thickness, probably related to the highly
conductive needle-like network induced in P3HT by the presence of the
PCDTBT phase.
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Laser-induced periodic surface structures are formed on PCDTBT thin films both at
532 and 266 nm. NEXAFS and Raman spectroscopy measurements reveal good
chemical stability of nanostructured PCDTBT thin films under the laser irradiation
conditions used for LIPSS formation. Conductive atomic force microscopy shows
that in the nanostructures the trenches present a higher conductivity than the ridges
as in the case of P3HT films.



Laser-induced periodic surface structures are also prepared on P3HT/PCDTBT
blends thin films both at 532 and 266 nm. As obtained from STXM analysis, LIPSS
formation do not induce a further phase segregation neither a mixture of the
components and NEXAFS and Raman spectroscopy measurements reveal good
chemical stability of the polymer components. Conductive atomic force microscopy
shows that in the nanostructures the trenches present a higher conductivity than the
ridges as in the case of the homopolymer films.



LIPSS can also be fabricated on P3HT/PC71BM. In this case the effect of the
irradiation in air or in vacuum is analyzed and the results show that while films
irradiated in air present some chemical modifications of the polymer-fullerene
structure, especially at the surface, the chemical modification is negligible when the
irradiation is performed under vacuum conditions. It is also shown that P3HT and
PC71BM phases are separated along the ripples.



The investigation of LIPSS in P3HT/PC71BM blends by resonant soft X-ray
scattering has proven that during LIPSS formation in vacuum, segregated domains
are oriented along the ripples.



LIPSS formation can be monitored by in situ GISAXS measurements during laser
irradiation of the spin-coated polymer films and the results obtained indicate that
there is a dependence on the laser repetition rate of the kinetics of LIPSS formation.



LIPSS have been successfully incorporated in active layers of organic solar cells
which suggest that LIPSS could be a compatible technology with organic
photovoltaic devices. In particular, LIPSS have been formed on P3HT:PC71BM
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blend on both bilayer and bulk heterogeneous solar cell architecture. For the bilayer
architecture an increase of about 10% is observed in the Voc for the LIPSS cell.
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